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SUMMARY
The crystal fiald thaory of S-atata ions is characterized by the need to 
use high order perturbation thaory in order to gat non-zero contributions 
to the zero fiald splitting. As a consequence, the splitting is usually a 
delicate balance between several competing mechanisms. A typical example 
is the splitting of the *S?/2 ground state of Gd3* ions in lanthanum 
ethylsulphate (GdES), and over the years a great deal of effort has bean 
expanded in trying to gat agreement with experimental data. The result of 
these efforts is a theoretical epllttlng which is around 20X greater than 
the experimental splittlnga. In addition, they suggest that the splitting 
is Independent of temperature, yet it ia wall known that the splitting 
exhibits a particularly interesting temperature dependence. The reason for 
this is that the existing mechanisms are calculated on the assumption that 
the lattice is stationary, and of course this is unrealistic, even at abs­
olute zero.
In this thesis, our Intention is to investigate the effect of inserting 
lattice vibrations into the GdES crystal lattice. In particular, we exam­
ine how much one of the moat important lnter-alte mechanisms la changed 
under these circumstances. To do this we use a many-electron thaory, due 
to Stevens, which allows affective crystal field operators (and in partic­
ular spin correlated crystal field operators) to be calculated in a simple 
way. Although this thaory was originally developed for use in a stationary 
lattice, the modifications required to incorporate lattice vibrations are 
comparatively straightforward. The method has the drawback that it leads 
to a complicated formalism, and so wa ara forced to make certain approxli»- 
atlons in order to make the problem tractable. Within the framework of 
thaaa approximations we find that the introduction of lattice vibrations 
causes a negative temperature dependent contribution to be added to the 
inter-site mechanism. The new contribution is of the right sign and order 
of magnitude to improve agreement with experiment, but the actual temper­
ature dependence is Incorrect in the low temperature limit. We also 
examine soma of the other mechanisms which could lead to an improvement in 
the theoretical temperature dependence, in particular those related to the 
thermal expansion of the lattice.
11 -
I NTRODUCT I QN
The idee thet the energy levels of a paramagnetic ion ere modified in a 
crystalline environment is not a new one. As long ago as 1929, Becquerel 
realised that such an ion would experience an electric field due to the 
neighbouring ligands, and in the same year Bethe showed that this electric 
field would split the free ion levels in a manner characteristic of the 
point group symmetry of the crystal lattice [Becquerel 1929; Bethe 19291. 
In the following year, Kramers showed that if the ion possessed an odd 
number of magnetic electrons, the new energy levels would be at least 
doubly degenerate. This is known as Kramers' theorem (Kramers, 19301. The 
study of the splitting of energy levels under the influence of a crystall­
ine electric field, using the techniques developed by these authors, is 
known as Crystal Field Theory.
The philosophy behind Crystal Field Theory is quite simple: one writes 
down the potential energy of the magnetic electrons in the crystal field, 
and then one uses degenerate first order perturbation theory to calculate 
how the free ion levels ere split (Hutchings 19641. However, one pays a 
price for this simplicity. The simple crystal field model cannot be used 
to make accurate ab initio estimates of splittings, because the magnetic 
electrons undergo other more complex interactions with the lattice, as 
well as a purely electrostatic interaction with the neighbouring ligands. 
Instead, one usually considers the various terms in the crystal field pot­
ential to be multiplied by a set of free parameters (often called 'crystal 
field parameters'), and with the help of the Crystal Field Theory, these 
are fitted to experimental data. The free parameters then Incorporate the 
effect of all interactions (Low 19601. In fact, the term Crystal Field 
Theory is a bit of a misnomer, because the origin of crystal field splitt­
ings often has little to do with the electrostatic crystal field! The 
splittings observed in the rare-earths are en example of this. The success 
of this approach relies on the feet that the perturbation due to other 
mechanisms can be written as an effective potential with the same symmetry 
as the electrostatic crystal field (Newman 19711. Theories which attempt 
to model crystal field splittings in a more fundamental way, in particular
- 12 -
by allowing for th« many-body aspects of the problem, are called Molecular 
Orbital Theoriea CZaiger and Pratt 19731.
Most of the work In crystal field theory has focused on the splitting of 
the ground state of an ion, because these splittings are the easiest to 
measure experimentally. If the ground state of the free ion possesses some 
orbital degeneracy, then the parametr i set ion procedure mentioned above 
provides a quite satisfactory description of the splitting in a crystall­
ine environment, even though the splittings observed are often due to a 
combination of many interactions within the crystal. However, in the 
absence of orbital degeneracy in the ground state, the parametrisatlon 
procedure fails altogether. This is because any degeneracy in the ground 
state is due to the resultant spin of the magnetic electrons, and a 
crystal field cannot resolve any spin degeneracy by itself (i.e. in first 
order perturbation theory). Therefore one must have recourse either to 
higher order perturbation theory, involving crystal fields and operators 
Involving electron spins, or some sort of molecular orbital theory. The 
need to use higher order perturbation theory would seem to be reflected in 
the relative magnitude of the splittings observed in S-state ions. For 
instance, in the rara-aarths, crystal field splittings are of the order of 
100 cm-> for orbital ly degenerate ground states, but they are only of thb 
ordar of 0.1 cm-i for orbital singlet ground states [Abragam and Blaanay 
19701. The mechanisms responsible for the splitting of an orbital singlet 
are therefore comparatively weak and are of little importance in the 
theory of orbital ly degenerate ground states.
In this thesis, we will be concerned with the splitting of the ground 
state of the Gd3* ion in an ethy I sulphate host lattice. Gadolinium is a 
member of the rare-earth series, and the Gd>* ion has the electronic 
configuration *f7 , which means that the ground state of the free ion is an 
orbital singlat. However, the resultant spin is equal to 7/2, and so the 
ground state haa an eightfold degeneracy. In the athylsulphate lattice, 
this degeneracy la resolved into four doublets. For about thirty years 
now, physicists have been trying to account for the magnitude of this 
splitting. In CHAPTER 1 wa wl 11 examine soma of the ideas and mechanisms 
which have been conaidarad in the past, and we will see that, by them-
- 13 -
salves, they provide a wholly inadequate theoretical picture. Also in this 
chapter we will examine the properties of the energy levels of a free Gds + 
ion, and we wl 11 also look at the failure of the 'conventional' crystal 
field theory for Gd** . Given the conclusions of chapter 1, we soon realise 
thet a more sophisticated approach is called for. This was provided by 
K.W.H Stevens, who developed a systematic procedure for dealing with 
magnetic phenomena in insulating crystals. Although Stevens' theory was 
originally designed with a view to Investigating exchange interactions, it 
can also be used to investigate crystal field phenomena. We will discuss 
this in CHAPTER 2. In this chapter we will also discuss a concept which is 
of the greatest importsnee in the crystal field theory of S-state ions, 
namely the Spin correlated cryatal field (SCCF).
The total splitting of the ground state of Gd>* in the ethylsulphate host 
results from a combination of many different mechanisms, most of which 
make the assumption that the magnetic 4f-electrons remain localised on the 
central ion. But it had bean thought that the discrepancy between theory 
and experiment could be explained by considering mechanisms in which s 
4f-electron is excited into an orbital on one of the neighbouring ligands, 
and then back down to the central ion. This idea has been Investigated by 
Chrlstodoulos et al. CChrlstodoulos at al. 19861, using the SCCF an^ 
Stevens' theory. This mechanism, whan added to the others, gives a value 
for the splitting which is vary close to that which is observed experim­
entally CTusxynskl and Dixon 19871. We will examine this mechanism in 
detail in CHAPTER 3.
Although Chrlstodoulos' mechanism gives close agreement with experiment, 
when added to the other existing mechanisms, it is not perfect. One reason 
is thought to be thst all of the existing mechanisms hsve been calculated 
on the assumption that the lattice is stationary, a situation which is of 
course never realised in practice. The rest of the thesis will be dedicat­
ed to the estimation of the contribution which lattice vibrations make to 
the splitting of the ground state. In doing this we will make use of 
Stevens' theory, albeit in a slightly modified form. The modifications 
which hsva to be made will be discussed in CHAPTER 4. In this chapter we 
will also briefly discuss in more ganersl terms the role which lattice
- 14 -
vibrations play in ligand fiald phenomena. For instance, if the ground 
state is orbitally degenerate, lattice vibrations can induce far more 
fundamental affects than a simple change in the magnitude of the crystal 
fiald splitting.
From chapter 5 onwards, wa wi 11 be concerned with the calculation of our 
mechanism. Wa will do this by aatimatlng how much Christodoulos' mechanism 
is changed whan lattice vibrations are introduced. As wa mentioned earl­
ier, the SCCF plays a vital role in calculating splittings in S-stata 
ions. Stevens' method allowa us to calculate the size of tha SCCF in a 
simple way, and from thia wa can obtain tha contribution which a given 
mechanism makes to tha zero field splitting. In CHAPTER 5, wa wi11 discuss 
tha formulation of tha problem. To do this, wa will need to know tha many- 
electron Hamiltonian for tha electrons and nuclei in tha lattice. After 
writing this down, wa will use tha techniques described in chapters 2,3 
and 4 to arrive at an expression for the magnitude of the contribution 
which our mechanism makes to the SCCF. In order to make tha calculation 
tractable, it will be necessary to make some assumptions along the way. We 
will describe and attempt to justify these assumptions. By tha and of tha 
chapter it will be clear that wa are left with a rather lengthy expression 
to evaluate, even if we restrict ourselves to tha harmonic approxlmatlqn 
for the lattice vibrations.
Since our mechanism depends on the vibrations of the lattice, the expres­
sion derived in chapter 5 will be a function of the displacements of tha 
ligands in the lattice. Thia is not the most convenient formalism with 
which to work, so in CHAPTER 6 we will addreas the problem of converting 
the ligand displacements to temperature dependent factors. To do this, we 
will first of all rewrite the ligand displacements in terms of the normal 
coordinates of tha lattice, and then the normal coordinates will be 
rewritten in terms of phonon annlhilators and creators. Tha temperature 
dependence then emerges on performing a thermal average over ell of the 
lattice modes. In chapter 6 we will alao discuss tha modal which la used 
to calculate the normal coordinatea, alnce several simplifications have 
had to be made, owing to the complex structure of tha ethyl sulphate 
lattice. We have therefore restricted oursalvea to a treatment in which we
consider only the local modes of the Gd>* ion and its nearest neighbours. 
We will however discuss the various models which incorporate all of the 
modes of the lattice. The subject of CHAPTER 7 will be the actual calcul­
ation of these normal coordinates. In doing this we will make full use of 
the techniques of group theory, in order to effect a reduction of the 
force and mass matrices to block diagonal form. Although modern computa­
tional techniques make this procedure unnecessary, the author feels that 
the use of the group theory leads to a more elegant solution of the prob­
lem. In this chapter we will also discuss the choice of force constants, 
because, to the best of our knowledge, no structural data of this nature 
exists for GdES. The models which Incorporate all of the modes of the 
lattice prove to be Invaluable in this regard.
Having completed the calculation of the lattice vibrations, we turn our 
attention to the electronic part of the calculation in CHAPTER 8. As was 
hinted earlier, this involves the calculation of a rather complicated 
expression. We begin the chapter by discussing the choice of analytical 
wavefunctlons which we used, and then we will discuss some of the approx­
imations which can be made to ease the numerical calculations. Finally we 
will examine the algebraic techniques required to evaluate the various one 
and two-body matrix elements which appear in the final expression.
In the final chapter we will present our final results, along with the 
various radial integrals needed to evaluate the matrix elements. The 
presentation is complicated slightly by the fact that thare is a slight 
ambiguity in the choice of force constants in chapter seven, but never­
theless we can still draw some definite conclusions from the results. 
These will be discussed in detail in the final concluding chapter. In this 
concluding chapter we wi 11 also examine some of the additional mechanisms 
which could play a role in the splitting. In particular, we will examine 
the effects of lattice anharmonlclty, via the linear expansion of the 
lattice with temperature.
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Crystal FI«Id Theory of the Rir« Earth»
1.1 Introduction
When a paramagnetic ion becomes part of a crystal lattice, its properties 
are often modified quite considerably. The precise nature of these changes 
depends on which ion is being considered and in which host it is embedded. 
Consider, for Instance, a potassium atom. It is paramagnetic by virtue of 
having a single outer 4s-electron, and when it becomes part of a potassium 
crystal, it loses its outer 4s-electron, which then becomes part of a sea 
of conduction electrons. The paramagnetic properties of the system are 
then best described using the band theory of electrons CZeiger and Pratt 
19731. On the other hand, when a rare earth ion is present in dilute con­
centration in an insulating crystal lattice, the result is a splitting 
(perturbation) of the free ion energy levels, with the paramagnetic 
electrons (in this case the 4f-electrons> remaining localised on the rare- 
earth ion. In this thesis we will be solely concerned with this latter 
type of behaviour. In this chapter we will review the properties of the 
rare-earths, and we will also examine how one normally tackles the problerfo 
of calculating the splitting of rare-eerth energy levels in a crystal. We 
will be specifically concerned with a Gd>* ion in an ethylsulphate host 
lattice.
1.2 The Rare Bertha
The rare-earths constitute a group of 13 elements in the periodic table, 
with atomic numbers ranging from Z»58 to Z"70. They are characteriaed by 
having an incomplete shell of 4f-electrons in the triply ionised state. 
Although the triply ionised state is the most common one, others (e.g. 2+ 
and 44) are possible, especially if this results in either an empty, com­
pletely filled, or half-filled 4f shell. The series starts at Z»58 with 
cerium, the Ce>+ ion having just one 4f-electron, and ends at Z»70 with 
ytterbium, the Yb>* ion having thirteen 4f-eIectrona. Sometimes, lanthanum 
(Z"57) and lutetium <Z*7I> are claaaed as rare-earths, even though they
17 -
have empty and completely filled 4f shells respectively. An extensive acc­
ount of the physical and chemical properties of the rare-earths may be 
found in the book by Deane and Spedding <1961).
Since our Interest lies in the properties of a gadolinium compound, we 
•rill use gadolinium to illustrate some further properties of the rare- 
earths. Neutral gadolinium has seven 4f-electrons, and the ground state 
electronic configuration is Is*2s22p*3s*3p*3d«04s24p*4d>04f7 5s25p*5d>6s2 
(which from now on we will abbreviate to 4f*5s25p«5d>6 s* for simplicity). 
In moving to the triply ionised state, the gadolinium atom loses the 5d 
and 6s electrons, so that the Gds* ion has the configuration 4f75a*5p6. 
Freeman and Watson (1962) have shown that for a Gd+ ion (a Gd3+ ion with 
both 6s-electrons prasent), the 4f charge density peaks at about 0.6 A, 
whereas the 5s and 5p charge densities peak at about 1.2 A. These charge 
densities are illustrated in figure 1.1. The 4f-electrons are thus fairly 
well localised within the ion. It should be noted that although these 
results were obtained for gadolinium, the conclusions hold qualitatively 
for all of the rare-earths. The localised nature of the 4f-electrons has 
important consequences for the crystal field theory of the rare-earths. 
This is because the outer 5a- and 5p-electrons tend to shield the 4f- 
electrons from the full effects of the crystal field. It was thought 
initially that this was due to a screening effect (Freeman and Watson 
19641, but it la now thought that the outer electrons simply prevent the 
neighbouring ligands from approaching as close as they would in the 
absence of the outer electrons CAbragam and Bleaney 19701. This situation 
should be contrasted with that of the transition ions, where it is the 3d 
shell which is incomplete. For these ions, there la very little shielding, 
because the 3d shell is the outermost shell. As a consequence, the crystal 
field interaction is fairly strong in the transition ions (~ 10000 enr»), 
whereas in the rare-earths it is comparatively weak (~ 100 cm-») (Abragam 
and Bleaney 19701. For this reason, the crystal field theory of the 
transition ions is somewhat different from that of the rare-earths.
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1.3 Rare Earth Energy Uvtl»
Before we examine the crystal field theory of the rare earths In insulat­
ing hosts, we must first examine in detail the energy levels of the free 
ions. The theoretical techniques for doing this have been known for many 
years [Slater 1929; Racah 1942a,b,1943,19491. and excellent contemporary 
accounts of these works can be found in the books by Bransden and Joachain 
(1983), Zelger and Pratt (1973) and Condon and Odabasl (1980). The usual 
starting point is the following many-electron Hamiltonian for the free 
ion:
H - Hon* ♦ H.. ♦ H.. (l.D
In this expression, Hon. represents the electron kinetic energy and poten­
tial energy in the electric field of the nucleus, Haa is the electrostatic 
interaction between the electrons, and Haa is the spin-orbit coupling. It 
is usuel to ignore the smaller interectlona (e.g. hyperflne interectlon) 
in a first treatment [Dieke 19681. An exect solution of this Hamiltonian 
is not possible, and so a perturbative treatment is necessary. The unpert­
urbed Hamiltonian Ha is usually takan to be [Bransden and Joachain 19831
t
Ho - Hon. ♦ Z  V(r* > (1.2>
where V(ri ) is the average potential felt by the 1th electron due to the 
motion of the other electrons. The eigenstates of Ha are products of one- 
electron orbitals. When these products are anti symmetrised in accordance 
with the Pauli principle, the eigenfunctions become:
f - (N! )"* Z  <-l>* P <U«(qi >U#(qa)........Uv(qn)l (1.3)
P
Here N is a normalisation factor, P is the permutation operator, a,8 ...
are the set of quantum numbers (n.l.mi.m.) for the orbitals U«,U»--- and
the qi represent the space and spin variables of the i*h electron. The 
energy of the state V is equal to the sum of the individual energies 
E«,E0 ... of the orbitals (J. These energies are independent of the mi and 
ma, and so the state ¥ is highly degenerate. All states V which have the
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sam« energy ara collactlvaly rafarrad to as a 'configuration'. A config­
uration ia specified by the sat of pairs of quantum numbers (ni.ii) which 
are present in V. and this gives rise to the familiar ls*2s2.... notation. 
In a rara-aarth atom, different configurations are separated by energies 
of around 10* cm-«, and so in a first approximation the 'configuration 
interaction' may be ignored CDieke 19681.
The other terms in H may now be treated as a perturbation on Ha . The way 
in which one goes about this depends on tha relative strengths of Haa and 
Hao. One has two limiting cases: if Haa > Haa, one has a situation known as 
LS-coupling, and if Haa » Haa, then one has jj-coupling. Both cases are 
treated in most textbooks on quantum mechanics e.g. CBransden and Joachain 
1983; Llboff 19851. Unfortunately, tha rara-aarth ions are not treated 
adequately by either case, but they are "close" to LS-coupling behaviour 
(Abragam and Blaaney 19701. Tha true situation is known as intermediate 
coupling, and its consequences may be derived from tha LS-coupling case.
In tha LS-coupling case, one first considers tha affect of tha interaction 
between tha electrons on tha unperturbed configurations. Tha degeneracy of 
a configuration results from tha fact that tha unperturbed Hamiltonian Ha 
is Invariant under separata rotations of the electron coordinates xi ,yi 
and si [Heine p761. Whan Haa is included, this invariance is lost, but tha 
new Hamiltonian is invariant under simultaneous rotations of all tha 
electron coordinates. The affect of this loss of symmetry is to split a 
configuration up into a aarlas of 'tarms' of wall defined total orbital 
angular momentum L. These tarms also hava a wall defined spin S, and so 
thay possess a (2L+IX2S+1 )-fold degeneracy, each energy level being 
characterised by different values of Ml and Ms (Heine I960; Bransdan and 
Joachain 1983, p341I. Tarms ara normally denoted by tha notation M+«L. 
Note that any complataly fillad shells in a configuration do not contrlb- 
uta to tha tarm structure (Bransdan and Joachain 1983 p342I. Tha actual 
anarglas of the tarms ara calculatad in terms of tha Slater integrals 
(Disks 1968; Condon and Odabasi 19801. Tha energy gap between terms in tha 
rara-aarths is of tha order of 10* cm-« (Orton 19681.
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Once the term structure hes been obteined, the spin-orbit interection can 
be included. Again this can be visualised in terms of the symmetry prop­
erties of the Hamiltonian [Heine p851 , and the effect is to split the 
terms up into 'levels', characterised by a well defined total angular 
momentum J, giving <2J+l>-fold degenerate levels CBransden and Joachain 
p346] . Since a filled shell in a configuration contributes nothing to the 
term structure, the level scheme is determined purely by the incomplete 
shells in the con-figuration. In the rare-earths, level splittings are of 
the order of 10* cm-» [Orton 19681.
In the rere-earths, the calculation of the complete level structure can be 
quite e daunting task, as an inspection of figure 1.2 will show. However 
in crystal field theory, we are usually only Interested in the ground 
level and the first few excited levels. In LS-coupllng, there is a simple 
set of rules, called Hund's rules, which allow us to find L, S and J for 
the ground level [Zeiger and Pratt p741. Our Interest lies in Gd**, and so 
we will consider this as an example. Hund's rules are:
1: Find the maximum value of S <■ maximum value of £ m.) for the con­
figuration under consideration.
2: For this value of S. find the maximum value of L <* maximum value
of 2  mi > for the configuration.
3: If the shell is less than half full, J = IL-SI.
4: If the shell is more than half full, J = IL+SI.
The configuration of Gd*+ is 4f1, and so Hund's rules tell us that S»7/2, 
L=0, and so J*7/2. The LS-coup1lng ground level therefore has an eight­
fold degeneracy, and is written in spectroscopic notation as *S7/a. The 
absence of orbital angular momentum in the ground level is a character­
istic property of half-filled shells, in the LS-coupllng approximation.
As we mentioned earlier, the LS-coupling scheme is only partially success­
ful in the rare-earths. Instead, they are most correctly described using 
the intermediate coupling schema. To see what effect this has. let us con­
sider for a moment the LS-coupling scheme. It is based on the assumption 
that the spin-orbit interaction is much smaller than the electron/electron
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interaction in the atom of intaraat. Whan this is tha casa it is raason-
abla to assume that Hao only has matrix elements which are diagonal in L 
and S. That is, in LS-coupling wa do not gat any mixing of terms. This 
fact than allows us to define an effective spin-orbit operator for a given 
term by making tha fol lowing replacement CZeiger and Pratt p80)
L and S are tha total orbital orbital and spin angular momenta for the 
term, and X is given in aquation <3.58) of Zeigar and Pratt. This formula 
than leads to all of tha well known consequences of LS-coupling (a.g. tha 
Landa Interval rule) CZeiger and Pratt 10731. In the intermediate coupling
diagonal matrix elements of Hao are no longer negligible. Now term mixing 
can occur. Therefore tha levels no longer originate from Just one term of 
given L and S, but a 1 ao from other terms with different L and S. However, 
they must combine to give tha same J and Mj, because Hao commutes with J 
and J« [Zelger and Pratt p821. Tha mathematical procedure for finding tha 
Intermediata coupling ground state wavefunctions involves tha simultaneous 
diagonali sat ion of H«a and Haa, details of which can be found in Dleka 
<1968). Tha calculation has bean performed by Wybourne for tha groupd 
state of Gd** [Wybourne 1966). Ha gives
l «S 7 / a >  ■  0 . 9 8 7 l » S r / a >  ♦ 0 . 1 6 2 l « P 7 / a >  -  0 . 0 1 2 l « D 7 / a >  ♦ . . .  < 1 . 5 )
Where .... refers to smaller admixtures from higher terms. So wo see that 
although tha ground state is made up predominantly from tha LS-coupllng 
ground state *S7/a, we have to includa a non-nagl iglble contribution from 
a higher *P <L*5/2, S=1 ) term. Ignoring these extra terms can lead to 
errors of up to 10% in calculated quantities [Judd and Llndgren 19611.
Now that wa have found out about the firot few energy levels of tha Gd** 
ion, wa con examine how they behave under tha influence of tha crystal 
field due to tha neighbouring ligands. Tha crystal we are interested in.
Haa ■ 51 )ii .si X L.S <1.4)
regime, Hao is not n« ily small compared with Haa, and so tha off-
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in this thesis, ia known as gadolinium athylsulphata (from now on wa will 
abbreviate this to GdES), and its structure wes first obtained over fifty 
yeers ego. Since then it hes been refined to e high degree of eccurecy 
CKeteleer 1937; Fitsweter and Rundle 1959; Gerkln and Reppart 19641. The 
unit cell of GdES is found to contain two gadolinium ions, with each ion 
being coordinated by nine water molecules and three ethyl sulphate radic­
als. Figure 1.3 illustrates the nearest naighbours of a typical Gd>* ion 
in the lattice (though as we shall see later, the structure of the ethyl- 
sulphate radicals is far more complex than is shown in the diagram). The 
point group symmetry of the water molecules surrounding the Gd>* ion is 
Cth • We will examine the fine structure of the lattice in more detail in 
chapter seven, when we come to Investigate the nature of the lattice vib­
rations in GdES. The coordinates of the oxygen atoms which belong to the 
neighbouring water molecules are given in table 1 . 1  (see next page).
In the crystal field theory of the rare-earth ethyl sulphates, it is usual 
to Ignore the Influence of the ethy 1 sulphate radicals (an approxlmation 
whose validity is difficult to assess, and which has not been investigated 
to any great depth). Therefore the problem consists of evaluating how the
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Table 1.1: coordinates of oxygen atoms from the 
water molecules in fig. 1.3 (In units of a«)
Z coord
1 2.8787 0 3.4307
2 -1.4394 2.4930 3.4307
3 -1.4394 -2.4930 3.4307
4 1.5305 2.6508 0
5 -3.0609 0 0
6 1.5305 -2.6508 0
7 2.8787 0 -3.4307
8 -1.4394 2.4930 -3.4307
9 ____ -1.4394 -2.4930 -3.4307
ground etate levels of Gd>* are split in an electric field of Csh symm­
etry. In 1952, Stevens developed a technique which makes problems of this 
nature comparatively straightforward CStevena 1952). It is known as the 
technique of "operator equivalents", and it provides an easy way of calc­
ulating the matrix elements of the crystal field potential. Stevens first 
used the method to investigate cerium ethyl sulphate, with some measure <gf 
success CStevens 1952a). The basic steps of the calculation of level 
splittings in a crystal field have been given in an article by Hutchings 
(1964).
To investigate the level splittings in Gd**, we must first of all write 
down the crystal field potential appropriate to Csh symmetry. The easiest 
way to do this is to assume that the potential satisfies Laplace's aqua­
tion (i.e. wa are assuming that the ligand charges do not overlap the 4f- 
electrona), so that wa may write (Low 1960 pl2)
v.f .  X  A lr 'iv ru i .«I > <■••>
I la
This potential energy must be invariant under Cih symmetry. Also, because 
we are dealing with 4f-electrons, we may Ignore all terms in V«r for which
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I >6 (Heine pi 50). This gives ths following expression for V«f in Csh symm- 
•try (Heine pl50; Stevens 1952e):
V ., -  B".v: ♦  B lv ! ♦  ¿ v i  *  B iv ! ♦  B, (1 .7 )
V i -  X  < 3 x i - r * ) ( 1 . 8a )
v i -  i  ( 3 9 s t -3 0 r * it+ 3 r1 ) (1 .8 b )
v j (1 .8 c )
v i (1 .8 d )
v! is a constent, end is of no interest to us from now on. The sums ere 
over ell 4f-electrons. For the moment let us forget ebout the effects of 
intermedlete coupling, and sssume thet the ground state of Gd** is a pura 
LS-coupling stata with L-0, S-7/2 and J-7/2. To calculata tha crystal 
flald splitting, wa naad to find tha matrix of V«r within this manifold of 
eight stetes. The splitting then emerges on diagonellsing this matrix. In 
ordar to find tha matrix alements of V«f, we use the method of operetor 
equivalents. which works es follows. Consider the term V«. The first thing 
we must do is to replace the coordlnetes xt.yi.st end ri with the enguler 
momentum operators Js.Jr.Js end J respectively, being cereful to remember 
thet whilst tha coordinates commute, the enguler momentum operators do nqt 
(for instanca, although the simple product xy is numerically equal to the 
product yx, the operator product JaJr is not equal to the product JyJs). 
Therefore, if one has to deal with a product such as xy, one would replace 
it with tfc(J«Jr+JyJ»>. The method of operator equivalents than tails us 
that
21 <3if-ri ) -* « <r*> <3Ja - J<J+i>> (1.9) 
i
The matrix alemants of both sides of this equivalence are then identical 
within a manifold of states defined by a total angular momentum J. Here or 
is e constant to be determined. <r»> is the mean value of r* for a *f- 
elactron, and J« is the s-component of the total angular momentum J. The 
success of this transformation depends on the fact that both sides of the 
equivalence transform in the seme way under rotations (in this case acc­
ording to the irreducible representation D<*>). The constants or have been
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tabulated by Stavana [Stevens 1952), and for *S7/a it is equal to zero. 
This is because although (1.9) is defined in terms of the total angular 
momentum J, to find a it is necessary to rewrite (1.9) as an operator equ­
ivalent defined in terms of L, and finally in terms of the Individual 
angular momenta of the f-electrons (see Stevens (1952) for full details). 
However since L«0 for an S-state ion, it automatically follows that or»0. 
So all matrix elements of V» vanish within the LS-coupling ground state. 
One finds that all of the other terms in equations (1.8) have vanishing 
matrix elements within this ground state as well. Therefore the matrix of 
Vcf within the ground state is identically zero, and so since we have 
nothing to dlagonallse, it follows that the predicted zero field splitting 
la zero.
This result is not verified by experiment. It is found that tha eight-fold 
degeneracy is resolved into four doublets, with tha Mj * ±7/2 doublets 
lying above the Mj = ±1/2 doublets such that, at 290K,
AE - E(Mj » ±7/2) - E(Mj - ±1/2) - 0.236 era-« (1.10)
Comparad with splittings in rare-eartha with orbitally daganarata ground
atatas, this value la very small (~ 0.1 cm-> compared with ~ 100 cm- * ). So 
it is perhaps not surprising that a first order perturbation traatment 
does not work. Wa may interpret this result aa follows. Tha LS-coupllng 
ground state of Gds* is degenerate as a result of the total spin of its 
4f-electrons. But the crystal field la independent of spin, and so cannot 
ralsa any spin deganaracy that might be present, by Itself (l.e. in first 
order perturbation thaory).
As yet we have not considered the effects of lntermadlate coupling. To do 
this wo require the matrix of Vcr within the manifold of states I *8 7/2»
glvan in equation (1.5) [Disks 1968 plOl). The matrix elaments of V«f then
take the following form:
«•S7/alV,fi*S7/a> -  0.974 <«S7/aiV,rl*S7/a> <1 .11 )
4 0 .160 <*S7/alV.fl*P7/2>
♦ 0 . 1 6 0  <4P7/aiV«ri*S7/a>
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+ 0.026 <6P7/aiv«ri«P7/a>
We have already seen that the flrat term vanishes. The second and third 
terms vanish because the spin components are different [Wybourne 1966], 
and tha fourth term la found (surprisingly) to vanish too. In fact it can 
be shown that all diagonal matrix el aments of the form <as»>Lj I V*f |M*>Lj> 
are zero within atataa of tha *f7 configuration [Newman 19701. Any remain- 
lng terms which ara non-zero are too small to account for the experimental 
splitting. We therefore conclude that to gat agreemant with experiment for 
S-atate splittings, wa must use higher order perturbation theory.
As a slight digrasslon it is worth pointing out that had wa bean abla to 
pradict a zero-field splitting in first order, the next step would have 
been to fit the parameters B«, Be, Bo and B« to the experimental data [Low 
1960 pl251. The reason for doing this is that axperiance has shown that if 
Vcf Is assumed to originate solely from an alactroatatlc crystal flald, 
theoretical calculations do not agree well with experiment in rare-earth 
compounds [Newman 19711. To gat adequate agreement from theoretical calc­
ulations, one must incorporate many other contributory mechanisms. There­
fore it has seamed easier simply to choose the parameters so that they 
automatically agree with experiment. A concept which is sometimes useful 
In the interpretation of crystal field data for S-state lone is that of 
tha "spin Hamiltonian", in which a 2S'+1 degenerate level is described by 
a fictitious spin S'. Tha effect of crystal fields, magnetic fields etc. 
is then described in terms of a polynomial in S' and Its components <si, 
Sy,Ss) (Abragam and Blaanay 19701. In general, a spin-HamiItonlan will 
contain a large number of terms, but symmetry considerations may be used 
to reduce it to a more manageable form. The parameters of the spln-Hamll- 
tonian can then be obtained with the help of experimental data. Tha fact 
that spin-Hami 1 toniana make use of an affective spin variable can lead to 
some confusion, especially if the concept is being used for orbitally non­
degenerate states, because it is often difficult to attach a physical 
meaning to these operators. For a more complete discussion of this point, 
see Stevens <1976).
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1.5 Higher Ordtr Perturbation Theory
Sine* we are unable to account for tha zero-field splittings of S-stata 
iona In firat order perturbation theory, tha next step is to sea what 
happens If wa use perturbation theory of higher order. These calculations 
ware first performed about thirty five years ago, and in thia aection we 
will discuss some of the most Important reeulta to have emerged since 
then. Higher order perturbation theory involves tha introduction of excit­
ed intermediate atates, and in this section we will restrict ourselves to 
a discussion of those mechanisms for which tha excited states reside on 
tha gadolinium ion. In tha literature these are often referred to as "on­
site mechanisms". Wa will follow tha usual convention and write out the 
mechanisms in schematic form. The mathematical details can be found either 
in the original references, or in tha reviews by Wybourne (1966), Buck- 
master at al. (1972), or Smith at al. <1977).
Tha largest contribution from higher order theory is from a relativistic 
calculation due to Wybourne (1966). Ha found that certain matrix elements 
of V«f which vanish in tha non-relatlvistlc limit (for instance tha matrix 
element connecting the *S7/a and *P7/a levels) do not vanish between rel­
ativistic eigenstates. Ha therefore proposed tha following second orde'r 
mechanism:
<«S7/a I H.o i*P7/a><*P7/a I v ir  I *S7/a>
In this expression V*r is an effective operator (which is not entirely 
orbital) which is obtained from a standard technique for dealing with 
relativistic wavefunctions [Judd 19651. Vary briefly, tha technique in­
volves finding an operator V«'f which satisfies
<»r.llV«fl?r.l> ■ <f IV.rlf'>,
where V and ?' are non-re 1 at ivist 1 c wavafunctions, and Vr«l and Vr«l are 
tha corresponding relativistic wavefunctions. Wybourne's mechanism yields 
a contribution ¿Ei - -0.312 cm-> to tha splitting. It is thus of tha right 
order of magnitude, but it has tha wrong sign.
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The next largest mechanism is due to Hutchison, Judd and Pope (1957). They 
observed that <*D7/2I V*fI*P7/a> is a non-vanishing matrix element in the 
*f7 configuration, owing to the presence of the Vi term. They proposed the 
following fourth order mechanism:
<«S7/aiH..i«P7/aXiP7/aiH,.i*D7/ax*D7/aiv.f i«P7/a><«P7/aiH.,i»S7/a>
This mechanism has been evaluated by Buckmaster at el <1972), end it gives 
a contribution of AE2 ” -0.228 cm-«. It is again of the wrong sign.
These two mechanisms ere the largest contributions obtained using inter­
mediate states on the Gd3* ion. However there ere two others which ere 
worthy of mention. The first is the electrostatically correlated crystal 
field (ECCF) of Rajnak and Wybourne (1964). Using this idea, they proposed 
the following mechanism:
<«S7/aiH..i«P7/aX«P7/aiV.eefi«P7/ax«P7/aiH..i*S7/a>
where V.*.f « -2/AE X  <nl* .»I V«f IXXXIH.#lnl* .¥>
x
Here IX> Is a state belonging to an excited configuration which perturbs 
the Kff configuration, and AE is the energy difference between the excited 
and 4f7 configurations. Wybourne (1966) has considered the excited con­
figurations *f*6p end 4f45f, end has found that they give a contribution 
of AEs ■ 40.05 cm-«. The contribution from the ECCF is thus of the right 
sign, but is too small to cancel the contributions from AEi and AEa. The 
concept of the ECCF is found to be of greater importance in the theory of, 
for instance, Mn2+ tSiu 1987], which has a half filled 3d-shall.
The second mechanism is due to Judd CHutchlson at el. 19571. He observed 
that the *P7/a levels ere split by a crystal field interaction with higher 
levels. Since *P7/a ie coupled to «8 7 / 2  by means of the spin-orbit inter­
action, this must help to split the *S7/a levels. He proposed the follow­
ing mechanism:
X <«S7/aiH..i«P7/ax«P7/aiV.fi4Ljx*Ljiv«fi4p7/ax*P7/aiH..i«S7/a>
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Buckmaster et al. <1972) have found that this mechanism leads to a zaro 
field splitting of AE4 = +0.023 cm-l. Again this is of tha right sign, but 
is too small to canca1 the large negative contributions.
The other mechanisms which have been considered in the past give contrib­
utions which are very small. They Include a second order spin/spin inter­
action IPryce 19501, a third order spin/spin interaction [Wybourna 1966), 
and an anisotropic spin-orbit Interaction ILulek, 19691. Batween them, 
they lead to a contribution of AEb ■ -0.006 cm-*. Tharefore, tha grand 
total which is obtained by adding together all of these mechanisms is AE ■ 
2 AEi - -0.473 cm-*. Smith et al. <1977) have re-evaluated all of these 
mechanisms using relativistic eigenfunctions, and when this is done the 
total becomes
AEon - -0.432 cm-t <1.12)
We therefore conclude that higher order perturbation thaory, using on-site 
mechanisms alone, is not sufficient to explain the zero-field splitting of 
Gd** in an ethylsulphate host lattice.
1.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we have presented an introduction to some of the diffic­
ulties Involved in accounting for the zero-field splitting of the ground 
level of Gd** in an athylsulphate host lattice. To begin with, we examined 
the ground level of Gds+ and showed that it has an eight-fold degeneracy. 
We also argued qualitatively that the magnitude of the spin-orbit inter­
action in the rare-earths means that term mixing is likely to occur, and 
so the true ground state is not a pure LS-coupling ground state. In tha 
LS-coupling approximation, the ground level is an orbital singlet <L*0), 
and so tha degeneracy arises as a result of the electron spins. The first 
order perturbation thaory was then shown to fail, and this was explainad 
in terms of the spin Independence of V*f. In the final section we consid­
ered some of the higher order perturbation calculations that have been 
carried out, and wa concluded that the use of "on-site" mechanisms alona 
cannot explain the observed splittings. Therefore we need to consider a
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more aophlaticated approach to tha cryatal fiald problam. This wi 1 
subjact of tha naxt chaptar. In thia chapter we will Introduce a 
which has proved Invaluable in tha atudy of Gd>*, namely the spin 
ated cryatal field.
be the 
concept 
corre 1-
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C H A P T E R  _8
Tht Method of Stevens
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we attempted to find the zero field splitting of 
the Gd9+ Ion in an ethyl sulphate host lattice, using first order perturb­
ation theory and a variety of higher order perturbation schemes involving 
on-site mechanisms. We found that by themselves these methods fall to 
produce adequate agreement with experiment, and so we must broaden our 
search for a mechanism which leads to agreement with experiment. One of 
the main problems of the higher order mechanisms is the vanishing of the 
diagonal matrix elements of the crystal field within the 4f7 configuration 
[Newman 19701. This vastly restricts the range of mechanisms to choose 
from. It was this problem which led Newman (1970) to propose a new crystal 
field operator which does have matrix alements within the 4f7 configura­
tion. He called it the Spin Correlated Crystal Field (SCCF), and it has 
proved enormously useful in the determination of zero field splittings for 
Gd3* . We will discuss the SCCF later on In the chapter, but first we must 
describe a technique which facilitates the calculation of tha magnitude of 
the SCCF. The technique was developed by Stevens (1976), and it provides a 
systematic way of examining the low-lying energy levels of a magnetic 
insulator. From now on we will refer to it as the 'Method of Stevens'.
8.2 Motivation
Stevens' motivation in developing the new theory was to try and address 
some of the criticisms which had been levelled at the existing theories 
for dealing with localised moments in magnetic Insulators. To see what 
these criticisms are in the context of crystal field theory, let us con­
sider the Hamiltonian for the electrons in a solid:
H - Z  (pa/2m)| - Z  Z«ea/r„i ♦ ft Z  «a/ry (2.1)1 ni l*J
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The first term represents the kinetic energy of the electrons, the second 
term is the energy of the electrons in the field of the nuclei, and the 
third term is the electron/electron repulsion. We will ignore smeller 
possible additional terms (e.g. Zeeman interaction) for the moment. The 
Hamiltonian <2.1) incorporates all of the symmetries of the solid; in 
particular it does not distinguish electrons, and it incorporates all of 
the space group symmetries of the lattice. But it has the disadvantage 
that its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues cannot be found exactly. Hence the 
energy levels of the solid can only be found with the help of 
approx i ma t i ons.
Now let us suppose that (2.1) has been defined for a crystal consisting of 
rare-earth ions embedded in an insulating host lattice. In the Crystal 
Field Approximation, the 4f-electrons of the rare-earth ions are regarded 
as being localised about their respective sites. Their energy levels in 
the solid are then regarded as being different from those of the free ion 
as a result of the electrostatic interaction with the neighbouring ions. 
The Hamiltonian for the 4f-electrons can then be written in the form
H c fa  =  X h A < i>  ♦ X  h B ( i )  + ...........  ( 2 . 2 )
i i
t
where A,B,... label the rare-earth ions in the crystal, and i is a label 
for the 4f-electrons on a given rare-earth ion. The energy levels of the 
4f-electrons are then found by using perturbation theory on the free ion 
levels, with (2.2) as the perturbation.
The Crystal Flald approach works well in prectlce, but is unsatisfactory 
for savers I reasons. The main problem is thet in reaching (2.2), a given 
set of electrons has been associated with the rare-earth ion at A, another 
set has been associated with the rare-earth ion at B. and similarly for 
all of the other rare-earth ions in the crystal. These electrons have 
therefore been distinguished, thereby contradicting the Pauli principle, 
which tells us that electrons are indistinguishable. Other problems arise 
if we ask about the spatial symmetry properties of (2.2), because the 
coordinates of an electron are measured from the nucleus to which it has 
been allocated, rather than from some common origin.
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The Method of Steven* aims to overcome these shortcomings by dealing with 
the properties of an insulating crystal lattice in a very fundamental way, 
namely as a full many-electron problem in which el 1 electrons are indist­
inguishable. and all of the symmetries of <2.1> are preserved. To do this 
an unperturbed Hamiltonian is defined, end by a judicious us* of second 
quantization techniques and a series of angular momentum equivalences, 
Stevens is able to show that the physical properties of magnetic insul­
ators emerge from the various orders of perturbation theory. In the foll­
owing sections we will examine each aspect of the method. A full account 
can be found in his review article of 1976 [Stevens 19761.
2.3 The Unperturbed Hamiltonian
The first objective of any perturbation theory is to decide on a suitable 
unperturbed Hamiltonian H«. By 'suitable' we mean that it should have the 
following properties:
1) Ha should have the same symmetry properties ss H.
2) The perturbation H-H» should be small, in the sens* that the 
perturbation expansion should converge in relatively low order.
3> The perturbation scheme should be tractable.
It also goes without saying that H0 itself should have properties which 
are sufficiently simple for progress to be possible. Unfortunately, it is 
not easy to find an H« which satisfies all of these requirements. For 
instance, a good starting point would seem to be one baaed on the Crystal 
Field concept of assuming that certain electrons are localised on certain 
ions in the lattice. On* could then envisage having an He similar in form 
to (2.2), with the interactions between ions emerging from the perturb­
ation H-H#. Because this definition of H« already incorporates the idea of 
a localised moment, and it is this which interests us, on* would expect 
the perturbation H-Ha to be small, thereby satisfying the second criterion 
above. The problem with this definition is that the first criterion is not 
satisfied, because as we mentioned in the previous section, if we assoc­
iate certain electrons with certain ions, we cause the electrons to be 
distinguished. Therefore w* would have the unusual situation of having a
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perturbation which actually raises the symmetry of the system. One would 
probably have to proceed to very high order perturbation theory (possibly 
even Infinite order) to Incorporate this raising of symmetry. Clearly this 
is a most unsatisfactory situation.
Having rejected other possible schemes on the grounds that one or more of 
the above criteria are not satisfied (for details see [Stevens 1976 p9)>, 
Stevens decided that the only course of action would be to define an un­
perturbed Hamiltonian. He reasoned that such an H0 should have eigenstates 
and eigenvalues which approximate to those of H. If this is the case, then 
one might reasonably assume that the perturbation H-Hc will be small. He 
decided that the beat way to do this would be to construct approximate 
many-electron states for the crystal, end then insist that these be the 
eigenstates of Ho. The construction of such states is relatively straight­
forward, because the state of any ion in the crystal may be written as a 
linear combination of Slater determinants [Stevens 1976 pl21, provided of 
course that one has a suitable set of one-electron basis functions. The 
many-electron state of the whole crystal is then obtained by writing down 
the appropriate linear combination for each ion in the crystal, multip­
lying them together, and then ant 1 symmetrising. The result is a many- 
elactron state ln>, equal to a linear combination of Slater determinant^ 
of the form
i <p A 1 ( 1 )  « <P A 2 ( 2 ) .........OBI ( 1 )  .<PB2 ( 2 ) ..........................  I
where the oa < > ,<pb < > . . . . represent one-electron functions centred on ions 
at sites A,B.... Any many-electron state of the crystal may be constructed 
in this way. If the one-electron states are mutually orthogonal, then the 
states ln> will be mutually orthogonal. Unfortunately, atomic like func­
tions are not suitable for this purpose, because they are not in general 
orthogonal between sites. Stevens therefore decided to use Wannier func­
tions, which are orthogonal both on and between sites. We will discuss the 
properties of these functions in detail in appendix D, but for now it is 
sufficient to know that the low-lying Wannier functions on a given site 
can be put into a one to one correspondence with the atomic ls,2s,2p... 
functions, so that n,I,mi,m. labelling may be used.
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It is now straightforward to define an He which has the ln> as its eigen­
states. We simply define a set of projection operators Pn for the states 
ln> according to Pn = InXnl , and then define
H. - X  X.P. <2.3)
This Ho then has tha following property:
Holm> - X.lm> <2.4)
because Pnlm> * lm>6«n. The eigenvalues X« may be chosen at will. Stevans 
decided to choose X« = <mlHlm>, because then the eigenvalues of Ho should 
approximate to those of H. Hence the perturbation H-Hc should be small. In 
addition, the intrinsic simplicity of equations (2.3),(2.4) and the proj­
ection operators PB should rasult in a tractabla perturbation theory.
Although (2.3) satisfies two of the three criteria raquirad of tha defini­
tion of Ho. it has some serious flaws. It may be shown [Stevens pi 41 that 
whilst <2.3> axhiblts tha correct indiatinguishabl1ity and translational 
lnvarlanca requirements, it is not necessarily invariant under all rota­
tions which laava the lattice invariant. This is due to the fact that the*
spins of the electrons are defined with respect to a fixad axis of quan­
tization, which may not be left unchanged by a rotation of tha lattica. A 
further problem can be anticipated from the perturbation theory itself. It 
may happen that some of the states ln> will be nearly degenerate, so that 
<nlHln> » <mlHlm>, where ln> and lm> are different. The higher orders of 
perturbation theory will probably introduce terms with denominators of the 
form <nlHln>-<mlHlm>, and if this is nearly zero, unphysical divergences 
will be introduced.
Fortunately these problems can be overcome by means of a change in the 
definition of Ho. The new definition hinges on the fact that tha states 
ln> may be separated into distinct "fami lias" of states [Stevens 1976bl. 
The simplest separation would be one in which each state of a given fam­
ily was consistent with a given occupation number for each shell of each 
ion in tha crystal. Mora complex separations are possible (see later). The
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states belonging to a given family will not in general be degenerate. This 
led Stevens to redefine the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho as follows:
where
and
H. « Z  ErPr
EP ■ Z  <nPIHInr> / Z  <nPlnr>nr nP
Pr * Z  i B f X Mnr
In these expressions lnr> denotes a state belonging to the r»** family. Er 
is therefore the mean energy of the r*h family, and Pr la the projection 
operator for the rt*> family. It has the following properties:
PpP. - P p Sp. 
Ppln.> ■ Inr >5r.
( 2 . 8 )
(2.9)
The point about this definition is that the eigenstates of Ho (the lnr>> 
now fall into well spaced, degenerate levels, with eigenvalues equal to 
the mean energies of the various families. The problem of divergences in 
higher order perturbation theory is thus removed. The new unperturbed 
Hamiltonian has two more very convenient properties. Firstly, it is found 
that it contains all of the symmetries of H, including the correct rotat­
ional symmetries [Stevens p371. Secondly, there is a powerful perturbation 
theory which can be used on systems with well spaced, degenerate levels. 
Therefore the definition of H* given by <2.5> must be considered superior 
to that given by (2.3).
2.* Perturbation Theory
Before beginning the perturbation theory, it is important to know what it 
is that we wish to obtain from it. Stevens was particularly interested in 
the low-lying levels of crystals containing localised moments, and so the 
objective of the perturbation theory in the Method of Stevens is to obtain 
an affective operator, acting within the ground family of states (defined 
by P. >, whose matrix, in a certain angular momentum representation, is
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identical with that of H. The di agonaIization of the effective operator, 
within the ground family, will then, hopefully, be easier than that of H.
From the definition of H« . we see that He only has matrix elements between 
two states belonging to the same family, i.e.
<nt IHo I n. > ■ E.S.t
In particular, Hc does not connect states between the ground family and an 
excited family. On the other hand, the perturbation H-Ho will have off 
diagonal matrix elements of this form. Since we require an effective op­
erator which describes the ground family of states, we would like the 
perturbation theory to reduce the effect of the off diagonal matrix ele­
ments of H-H0. The effect of any Interaction between the ground and excit­
ed families should be incorporated into the effective operator via the 
perturbation theory.
The actual perturbation theory proceeds as follows CBates et.al. 1968; 
Stevens 19741. Let us write the full Hamiltonian as H ■ H« ♦ cV, and let 
us perform a unitary transformation on it, so that it becomes
exp(icX) CHo ♦ eVl exp(-lcX). <2.10)
The operator X can now be chosen so that all terms which couple states in 
the ground family to states in excited families are reduced to at least 
O(fl). The condition for this to hold is
P. exp<icX) tH. ♦ cVl axp(-ieX) Pr - 0<«a> <2.11)
In (2.11), it is to be understood that r#0. After some algebra (expanding 
exponentials and setting terms linear in c to saro), the effective oper­
ator is found to be
H.ff - P. axp(icX) CH, ♦ cVJ exp<-l«X> P.
■ E,P. ♦ cP.VP« - «» Z  P.VPnVP./iEn-E.) <2.12)
n*0
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This is the operetor we seek, correct to second order. It sets purely 
within the ground fsmily, with interections between the ground end excited 
femilies being incorporeted into the third term of (2.12). We can make a 
slight simplification to (2.12), because from (2.5) end <2.8> it follows 
that PoHoPn = EnPoPn ■ EoP.Sna. Putting eV « H-H„ into (2.12) then gives
H.ff = PoHPo - X  PoHP„HPo/<En-Eo > <2.13) 
naO
For most of the thesis, our interest will be with the second term on the 
right hand side of (2.13). The greet advantage of <2.13) is that the pert­
urbation H-H0 does not appear explicitly in it; instead one is left to 
deal with the full Hamiltonian H. It might also be thought that the det­
ails of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 have been lost as well, but this is 
not the case, because the energy denominator of the second term in <2.13) 
is equal to a difference of unperturbed energies. These energy denomin­
ators will appear in the higher order corrections too.
2.5 Annular Momentum Equivalences: First Order Theory
In order to investigate further the properties of the effective operator 
<2.13) it is convenient to rewrite H in terms of second quantized opera­
tors. This simply Involves rewriting the one and two-body operators which 
make up H in the following way [Raimes 1972; Harrison 1980):
£  h, l
» I  sulaj
y  <<p. i h i <pb > «¿0%
•b
w  X  <*• .<pb IglOc ,Od> alorbOdOc 
abed
<2.14b)
In these expressions the states l*> are the one-electron Wannier functions 
used to construct the many-electron states lnr>. They ere convenient for 
second quantization purposes because they form a complete orthonormal set 
<see appendix D). The operators otf and o< satisfy the following anticorrm- 
utation rules:
Cod.oib) “  [«a .o rb ) “  0, Cal .orb) ■ Sab
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The effective operetor <2.13) will now consist of strings of second quan- 
tlzed operators ssndwiched between two P0 's. Esch string will contsin the 
same number of snnlhiletors snd creators. This fact now allows a further 
modification to be made. Suppose a string contains a pair of operators of 
the form a* a. where both a* and a refer to electrons in the same open 
shell. In view of what we said earlier about the low-lying Wannler func­
tions on an ion being atomic-like, it follows that we may label the aT and 
a with the values of mi and ma <n and I are fixed for a given shell). The 
most general form of a1 i is then aloa*-0<, where m and m' are the values 
of mi. and a and o' are the values of ma. The effect of alo aa'e* is to 
annihilate an electron with mi ■ m*, m. - o' , and to create another one 
with mi ■ m. m. ■ o. Stevens appreciated that such a process is also acc­
omplished by the angular momentum operators l+,l-,s+ and a-, and so there 
must be a relationship between the operators afa and these angular momen­
tum operators. This is in fact found to be the case, and Stevena obtained 
the following relationships (Stevens 1974a):
The symbols and represent ma ■ +& and ma ■ -Ifc respectively. The
subscript l labels the 4f-electrons, and the operators 0 are those of 
Smith and Thornley (1966). The A«a'n are given by
The Nn are also given by Stevens (1974a). There is a more sophisticated
plied by e phase factor) can be considered as double tensor operators 
[Judd l967]. That is, they are defined by two ranks, one in orbital space 
and one in spin space. The orbital rank l depends on the shell for which 
the a'a are defined, and the spin rank is s-lt. The product of two such
♦ s n j  Am ' n )<i+2a'a) (2.I6a)
al-a. - = * X  o£i-<ii )<l-2 s’a>
■>!
ai+a,'- a X  Amm-n Ol-a* < J.1 > •♦
(2.16b>
<2.16cS
<2.16d>
n - <m  I O b'-■ • I m 1 > / Nn (2.17)
way of looking at these equivalences. The operators a la and aao (multi-
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operators may then be expanded In terms of double tensor operators whose 
orbital and spin ranks are consistent with the coupling of the orbital and 
spin ranks of the a* and a. The relations (2.16) are an example of such an 
expansion.
We are now in a position to see how the Method of Stevens works in prac­
tice. As an example let us consider a crystal containing Gd** ions <a.g. 
GdES). The ground family of states, projected out by P» . can be taken to 
be those states in which each Gd>* ion is in one of the l*S7/a> intermed­
iate coupling ground states. Excited families are defined by those sets of 
many-electron states in which one or more Gd** ions are in intermediate 
coupling states which do not originate from the *S term, or by states in 
which one or more electrons have been excited out of the 4f-shell. Now 
suppose that we want an effective operetor to describe the splitting of 
the l*S7/a> states of a Gds+ ion at a site A. We therefore require 
combinations of operators which create and annihilate electrons in 4f - 
orbitals at A. Let these be denoted by ar and a respectively. The only 
terms of interest which can appear in first order <i.e. from P0HP«) are of 
the form afa. These may arise from the one-body perts of H, or from two- 
body terms of the form a1 ftfa, where fT and f refer to electrons in filled 
core shells at A. or a* cr ca. where c* and c refer to electrons in filled 
shells on neighbouring ions. The one-body terms, and the two-body terms 
which refer to a direct interaction between electrons, will lead to 
combinations of the form
Z  XOn.m) Z  <2.18)
because for a completely filled shell, f* f ■ crc a 1. When the equival­
ences (2.16) are used, the result is the following effective operator:
Z  X<m.m'>A«<. Ob-V<ll> (2.19)
where X is a constant depending on the matrix elements accompanying tha 
second quantized operetors. Equation <2.19) is a crystal field like 
operator, whose form will reflect the local symmetry of the ion at A when 
all terms are collected together. But as we know from chapter one, such an
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operator cannot rasolva tha degeneracy of tha l*S7/2> states of tha ion at 
A, and so a higher order perturbation treatment is required, involving tha 
generation of operators which can raise tha degeneracy of these states.
__Second Order Corrections to H«ff
For the rest of the thesis, our sttentlon will be centred on the second 
order correction to the effective operator, i.e.
• X  PoHP„HP0/<E„-E«> (2.20)
■>•0
for it is via this term (and of course higher order terms) that the coup­
ling between states in the ground and excited families is incorporated. To 
see how we obtain an effective operator for the ground family from this 
term, let us return to our example of a crystal containing OdJ* ions. In 
order to get an effective operator for the Gds* ion at site A, we require
(2.20) to yield strings of operators of the form a*a, ataTaa etc. For sim­
plicity we will consider the case where both of the H's in (2.20) are 
contributing one-body operators, but the arguments to be presented apply 
whatever the H's are contributing.
»
Let us suppose that the first H (reading from the right) in (2.20) contr­
ibutes a term b£aM . where bl creates an electron in an orbital or on a 
neighbouring ion. If bee.« acts on a state In.> in the ground family, the 
result is a new many-electron state lnr>. in which a 4f-electron has been 
transferred from the Gd)+ ion into an excited orbital or on a neighbouring 
ion. The new state will belong to some excited family, say the r**». The 
second H in (2.20) must now operate so as to raturn the system back down 
to the ground family, for otherwise the operation with the leftmost P» in
(2.20) will give zero. That is, it must raturn the electron from the 
orbital or back to the 4f-shell, and so the required one-body operator is 
■•'oba. The effective operator (2.20) then becomes
P* el' «b« Pn bl Sm Po (2.21)
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Because b«aM  connects Pc to the r*h excited family of states, we can 
define PP ■ b£a»<,Po . and because PPP„ ■ PP5P«>. the effective operetor 
<2.21) reduces to the following form:
Po al ' ob« l£, SaoPo 5 nr <2 . 2 2 )
The effective operator <2.22) la accompanied by the numerical factor
where A<r,0) la the energy seperatlon of the rt*» and ground families. We 
cen now make an Important simplification to <2.22), if we bear in mind 
that the excited orbital or is empty in the ground family Pe. If this is 
the case, then b«bl “ l-b^b« = 1, end the effective operator <2.22)
combination leads to a crystal field like operator when we sum over the 
spin o and use the angular momentum equivalences' <2.16). The effect of 
including these second order contributions then is to renormalize the 
coefficient X given in <2.18). Note that these contributions from second 
order cannot be interpreted as being due to a crystal field, even though 
they lead to crystal field like operators. For a numerical example, see 
Dixon et al. <1982).
The same sort of arguments apply for whatever sort of effective operator 
we are interested in. They also show that we should exercise caution in 
our interpretation of certain experimental data. For instance, as we ment­
ioned in chapter one, it is usual to choose the parameters of the crystal 
field potential Vcr so as to obtain agreement with experimentally observad 
splittings. It follows from the above arguments that thesa parameters can­
not be attributed to a crystal field unless one can be quite sure that the 
corrections from second <or higher) order ere negligible.
The last two sections show the true power of the Method of Stevens, for we 
could, in principle, use it to write down an affective operator which
<m'  l h l o ( > < a l h l m > / A < r  , 0 ) <2.23)
simply becomes Poal-oSBoPo. But as we saw in the previous section, this
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incorporates all of the magnetic phenomena associated with a paramagnetic 
ion in an insulating crystal. Since the method is careful to incorporate 
the indistinguishability of the electrons, it is more fundamental than the 
theories described in chapter one. But in the case of Gd>*. we still have 
a problem. The crystal field operators which emerge from the theory are 
essentially the same as those of chapter one. and we know that, by them­
selves, they cannot account for the zero field splitting of Gd^+. It 
would therefore seem that we have made no progress.
The problem stems from the fact that many of the important matrix elements 
of V*f and Hao vanish between states of the 4f7 configuration, in partic­
ular diagonal matrix elements such as <«PIVefl«P> CNewman 19701. It was in 
an attempt to generate a scheme in which these diagonal elements do exist 
that Newman proposed a spin dependant crystal field of the form
V.«f - S. I l l  I  A«Y.*<l|,fi> <2.25)
where S ■ £ Si and i labels the 4f-elactrons. This idea was taken up by 
Judd <1977), who was trying to examine the physical origin of the two- 
electron interactions in the crystal which could Induce some sort of zero 
field splitting. Ha concluded that important terms of this sort must arise 
as a result of the strong exchange interaction between the parallel 4f- 
alactrons in the lanthanide ions. He incorporated these interactions by 
subst1 tut ing
< C$ )i -• Ck < S . n  X  c; >| <2.26)
in the crystal field potential. (The c£ are tensor operators proportional 
to the Vi of chapter one). Again 8 ■ J ii. Note that <2.26) is a two-body 
operator, because S.si = £ si.sj. Operators of the form <2.26) are known 
as Spin Correlated Crystal Field <SCCF> operators. These operators do in 
general have matrix elements between states of the 4f* configuration 
CDlxon and Chatterjee 19801, and so it is reasonable to think that they 
will be of some importance in the crystal field theory of Gd**. In fact, 
Judd <1977) has shown that they are important for all lanthanides.
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In order to calculate how important these operators are, we need to find 
the magnitude of the operators (2.26) for our system. Stevens' method pro­
vides us with a straightforward way of doing this, for all we need to do 
is to find the appropriate combinations of second quantized operators 
which, when the angular momentum equivalences (2.16) ere used, lead to 
effective operators of the form (2.26). The magnitude of the effective 
operator can then be found by evaluating the matrix elements which appear 
with the second quantized operators, and the extra terms which appear on 
making the angular momentum transformation. The actual size of the splitt­
ing then appears on calculating the matrix elements of the SCCF between 
the states of the ground family, using the results of Dixon and Chatterjee 
(1980).
Such an analysis has been performed by Tuszynski et.al. (1984,1986) for 
Gd>* in an ethyl sulphate host, using the second order correction to H«rr. 
They considered a variety of excited families PB. including those defined 
by excited states of the 4f? configuration, and also those defined by 
excited configurations of the Gd>* ion, including (!) 4f>np*. n*2,3,4,5; 
(2) 4f»np, n*6,7 and (3) 4f«nf, n-5,6,7. They used a slightly more 
specialized form of the SCCF, namely
V.««r ■ p 51 cj(ii) ai.aj
UJ
We will not describe their analysis here, for it is very similar to that 
which will be given in the next chapter. Their calculations yielded a 
value of pal48.3 cm-l, and they found that this led to a ZFS of
AEaccf “ + 0.853 cm-«
Here the superscript 'on' represents the fact that the mechanisms used by 
Tuszynski et.al. all reside on the Gd«♦ Itself. When we Include the mech­
anisms discussed in chapter one, the new grand total is
AE - AEon 4 AE^ccf - 4 0.421 cm-> (2.26)
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We now have a theoretical splitting which is of the correct sign, but 
about a factor of two times too large.
2.8 Sunraary and Diacuaaion
In this chapter we have introduced two concepts which are of the greatest 
importance in understanding crystal field phenomena in Gd*+. Firstly we 
introduced the Method of Stevens, which enables a systematic treatment of 
magnetic phenomena in insulating crystals to be carried out. Secondly we 
introduced the SCCF, which is important by virtue of having non-vanishing 
diagonal matrix elements between the LS-states of the 4f* configuration. 
Stevens' method provides us with a means of calculating the magnitude of 
the SCCF. and we briefly described the work of Tuszynski et.al.. who used 
the method to show that the use of excited states on the Gd>* itself does 
indeed lead to an Important contribution to the 2FS. However, the grand 
total is still too large, although it is now of the correct sign.
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The Introduction of Inter-Bite Mechani
3.1 Introduction
Up to now, «re heve considered a variety of perturbation mechanisms in an 
attempt to account for the zero field splitting of Gd>+ ions in an ethyl- 
sulphate host. These mechanisms all have one Important factor in common, 
namely that the excited states involved reside on the Gd3* ion itself. 
Ho«rever, there is a lot of experimental evidence to suggest that the zero 
field splitting of Gd3♦ can be very different in hosts which have the same 
point group symmetry and structure as GdES [Newman and Urban 19721. It 
therafore seems reasonable to assume that, to get good agreement «rith exp­
eriment, «re must also consider mechanisms «rhlch directly Involve the host 
lattice itself. The simplest such mechanism «rould involve the excitation 
of an electron from the Gd3* ion onto a neighbouring ligand, and then back 
do«m to the Gd3* ion again. Mechanisms of this type are referred to as 
inter-site mechanisms, and are necessarily described using the second <or 
higher) order corrections to H«ff.
♦
The objective of this chapter is to describe the work of Christodoulos et 
al. (1986), who used the Method of Stevens to investigate a particular 
inter-site mechanism in which a 4f-electron is excited from the Gd3* ion 
into an empty 3s-orbital on an oxygen atom belonging to one of the nine 
neighbouring water molecules (see figure 1.3). To make their results dir­
ectly comparable with those of other authors, they used the second order 
correction (2.20) to Haff to generate an affective SCCF operator of the 
form (2.27). The choice of a 3s-orbital for the excited state is princip­
ally for simplicity, the object of the calculation being simply to estim­
ate whether inter-site processes can be Important or not. Excitations to 
ligands other than the nine water molecules in figure 1.3 are neglected. 
The full details of the calculation can be found in Christodoulos et al. 
(1986) and Chri atodoulos (1987). From now on we will refer to the first 
reference as 'CEA'.
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3.2 Tht Hwiiltonim
The Hamiltonian from which thalr mechanism is darlved is
H - Z  (p3/2m>i - X  Z„e2/iri-R„l + » Z  «»/Iri-rjl <3.1)
i  n i  i«J
Tha first tarm raprasants tha kinetic energy of the electrons in the 
lattice. The second term represents the electron/nucleus interaction, ri 
being the position vector of the i»t> electron. Rn the position vector of 
the nth nucleus in the lattice. The origin of coordinates is taken to be 
at the centre of the Gd>+ ion, and is labelled n=0, so that Ro ■ 0. The 
third term represents the Coulomb interaction between the electrona.
It is convenient at this point to make some simplifying assumptions. In 
this mechanism we are Interested in the excitation of a 4f-electron into 
an empty neighbouring 3s-orbltal and vlce-veraa. Therefore on second quan­
tizing H, we are interested In operators of the form sTb, ^a. b’a'sa etc, 
where af creates a 4f-electron, and b* creates an electron in an empty 3s- 
orbltal on an oxygen neighbour. The one-body parts of H can clearly lead 
to tha afb, bfa, but these can also be obtained from the third term, 
because on second quantizing it we can get terms of the form fib fja and 
flb’afj (or their hermitian adjoints), in which the excitation is accom­
panied by the emptying and filling of core states (either on the GdS* ion 
or a neighbouring ligand). Since all core states are assumed to be full at 
the start, we must have i-J, f|f|« 1. Therefore these processes lead to 
effective one-body operators bT a and af b. An examination of equations 
(2.14) shows that such two-body processes are associated with the coulomb 
interaction (direct and exchange) between the core electrons and the 4f- 
electrons on the Gd* + ion. Such processes may be incorporated by defining 
new effective nuclear charges Zj, which reflect the fact that the core­
electrons tend to shield the 4f-electrons from the full effect of the bare 
nuclear charges Zn. Hence for a Gd3♦ ion, which has a total of 54 core 
electrons, zS * 10. The second and third terms of H then become:
- 51 z ie */ l r i -R » l  + 14 Z ' « a/IEl-EJl
n I l 0 i
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In the fine! term, the prime indicates that we should only include those 
matrix elements which involve 4f-orbitals alone, or 4f orbitals and empty 
states on a neighbouring ligand. Tha second term in H may be simplified as 
well. CEA have shown that it consists of three important contributions: 
1) the attraction of the 4f-electrons to the Gd3* nucleus (the term for 
which n>0), 2) a large spherical potential energy due to nine effective 
charges Za (obtained by putting the ri equal to zero), and 3) a smaller 
crystal field term. They argued that contribution 2) will be zero, because 
the constant PE will appear in matrix elements Involving orthogonal basis 
states. The third term is naglected because it is likely to be small comp­
ared with the other terms. Therefore only contribution 1) is retained. The 
Hamiltonian (3.1) then finally takas the form:
H * 21 (p*/2m)i - X  zSe»/ri + It X* « a''El-rjl (3.2)
l i t*J
3.3 Perturbation Theory
To obtain an SCCF operator for the intei— site mechanism, CEA usad tha 
Method of Stevens. It is therefore necessary to give some consideration to 
the choice of unperturbed Hamiltonian He, and also to the choice of ground 
and excited families. The unperturbed Hamiltonian is dafined according ta 
equation (2.5) as follows:
H, - X  ErPr <3.3)
whare Er ■ X  «nPIHInr» / X  <nP lnr> (3.*)nr nr
In these expressions, lnr> denotes an intermediate coupling state which 
originates from a given term with fixed values of L and S. Tha ground fam­
ily Pe thus consists of all intermediate coupling states which originate 
from the »S term. Similarly, the next few excited families will consist of 
those intermediate coupling states which originate from the higher «P.«D, 
•I.... terms. The projection operators Pr are then given by
Pr ■ X  lnrH n r l (3.5)
nr
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Much higher up the energy scale, there will be an excited family of states 
in which an electron has been transferred from the 4f-shell of the Gd>♦ 
ion to an empty 3s-orbital of an oxygen neighbour.
to the SCCF
Because the inter-site mechanism involves the excitation and deexcitation 
of a if-electron, it is necessary to use the second order correction to 
H«ff to obtain an effactive operator, i.e.
-  X  P o H P „H P . / < E „ - E o > < 3 .6 >
n«0
To evaluate the mechanism, one must first of all find which terms in H can 
lead to an effective operator in (3.6), which, when the angular momentum 
equivalences (2.16) are used, lead to an SCCF operator of the form (2.27). 
CEA have found that the following combinations in (3.6) do this:
(1) a«b« : bL a13a2ai
(2) a I b« : a^bLaaai
(3) a* 8 3 a2 b„ : b«ai
(4) a« a3b« 82 : ba ai
(5) a7a6asbo, : bwataiai 0-7)
(6) mi a6 as bo, : a,3 b«8 2 ai
(7) 87 86 bo, 8 5 : fc£i8^828 I
(8) 8 7 86 bo, as : 83 ti,82 8 1
where we have used the labels 1,2,3,5,6,7 for the 4f-electrons, and a for 
empty 3s-orbitals on oxygen neighbours. In writing out these processes, we 
have used a simplified notation. For instance, process number (2) above is 
shorthand for
- P0a«b«Pna3bIa2aiPo/(En-Eo )
The processes (3.7) can now be simplified to an effective operator acting 
within the ground family, using the same ideas which were used to reach 
equation (2.22) in the previous chapter. As an example, consider process
(2). If we follow that discussion, then we see that a*3bla2ai must act on a
state lna> In the ground family to give a stata Inr>. belonging to an ex­
cited family (say tha In which a single 4f-electron has been excited
to an ampty 3s-orbital on an oxygen neighbour. 0 4b* then acts so that, 
when (3.6) acts on ln«>, the result Is another state which belongs to the 
ground family. Procass (2) can then be reduced to the following effective 
operator, acting within the ground family:
- 1/A P«a4b.ajblaaaiP. (3.8)
In this expression we have put A ■ Er-E0. Because the 3s-orbital was empty 
at the start of tha process, we must have b«bl « 1-bLb« s 1. Since the a 
and b operators anti commite, (3.8) becomes
t 1/A P«a4a^s2aiP0 (3.9)
Up to now, we have neglected to mention the fact that all of the processes 
In (3.7) are accompanied by a sat of appropriate matrix elements, given by
equations (2.14). If, for convenience, we define
X - pa/2m - Z*ea/r (3.10)»
U - ea/2lri-ral (3.11)
then process (2), when written out in full, becomes
♦ 1/A Z  <4IXI«X3.orlU11.2> P.a^asaaaiP. <3.12>
where the summation variable c denotes the set of all ralavant quantum 
numbers.
CEA have performed thla reduction down to effective operatora acting in 
the ground family for all of tha processes <3.7>. We will follow their 
notation, except that for clarity, we will retain tha symbol or to denote a 
3s-orbi ta I on a neighbouring oxygen. The eight reduced contributions are: 1
(1) - 1/A Z  <mi IXIorXor.ms IUI1114 ,m«> alioaito'a.Bo'a^
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(3)
<4>
(5)
(6 ) 
(7) 
(6 )
(2) ♦ 1/4 2! <mi IXIorXmj .orlUlm« ,ms > •■loMo'Mo'Mo
9
- |/A J  <mi ,mj lUloi.m« XorIXIms > •>i<F*a2o'*>4«'*aSo (3.13)
♦  l/t X  <mi ,ma lUlim ,«X « IX lm »>  • ¡ lo d z o  a *«0a«s<»
- 1/A £  <rm ,mj lUlor.nw Xor.ms lUlms .m? > •li»«a2a •■«<,' •■(»'•■’«'•■t«
4 1/A 2  <mi ,m2 lUlor.m« Xnt5 .OrlUlm* .n»7 > Um (•■•2a' •■*«»' a«5o*a«7oa»6o*
♦ 1 /A  X  < » l ,ma lU lm j .« X o r .m s  lU lm *  ,»»7 > a l i< ,a L 2 < ,a .3 o a .s 0 -a.7<,-a.6<,'
t
- I/A J  <mi .m2 lUlmj .orXm* .orlUlms ,m7 > ali«ali«'aaM i b ata7«1 aal«1
In these expressions lm> and lot> denote 4f-llke and 3s-!ike Wannlar func­
tions for GdX and oxygen respectively. We hava also dafinad new summation 
variables p.r.s and t, such that each conaiats of the sat of quantum 
numbers relevant to the axprassion for which it is dafinad. For instance
mi .ma ,m4 .ms .ar.o.o' I
The contributions (3.13) are now in a form suitable for the use of the 
angular momentum aquivalances. Notice that they are not all of the same 
sign; this is a consequence of the fact that the a and b operators anti- 
commute. *
3.5 Conversion to an Effective Operator
In order to use the angular momentum equivalences (2.16), it is necessary 
to rearrange the operator products into the form a'aa' a or aTaaTaaTa. It 
is interesting to note that there is more than one way of doing this. For 
Instance, consider an operator 0 10^ 3 0 4 . We could then have
aia2a3S4 ■ ailftai - asaa)a4
or - ai[<24 - e«a2 laj (3.14)
It would therefore seem that the use of the angular momentum equivalences
(2.16) will lead to two distinct affective operators. This problem has 
been examined by Dixon et.al. (1064), and they have been able to show that
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the two versions in <3.14) will lead to affective operators which ere equ­
ivalent physically, in the sense that their associated matrix elements ere 
equal. Because CEA were interested in SCCF operators of the form (2.27), 
they chose the version of (3.14) which leads to this when the angular 
momentum equivalences are used. One also gets additional terms from the 
commutation rules which lead to either one-body, purely orbital terms, or 
two-body terms describing orbit/orbit Interactions. It may be shown that 
the effect of these additional terms is simply to multiply the coefficient 
p (see equation (3.21)> by 4/3. For further details see either Dixon et 
el. (1984) or the discussion prior to equation (30) of Chrlstodoulos et 
el. (1986). The operator string required to get an SCCF operator of the 
form (2.27) is
Therefore if we take process (2) of (3.13), we need to rearrange the oper­
ator product e’^ e’ee into the following form:
•iloCSataSSoo' -  ■aSo-elso')aa4o
■ ellaa.4o5.3a5 - SaloS.5o'a.3o'a«4o (3.15)
♦
When the first term of (3.15) is summed over a end o', end the operator 
equivalences (2.16) ere used, the result is a purely orbital operator. 
This will have only very smell matrix elements within the ground state 
l*Sr/a>. This is because l>S7/2> is given by [Wybourne 19661
l*S7/2> - 0.987 l«S7/2> 4 0.162 l«P7/2> - 0.012 l*D7/2>
4 aaaller idaiitum
and the orbital operators have vanishing matrix elements within the l*S> 
end l*P> levels, Just like the crystal field operators we have already 
mentioned in earlier chapters. Therefore we need only consider the second 
term in (3.15). Now CEA have shown that, with a judicious reshuffling of 
subscripts, processes (1> to (4) in (3.13) give the same contribution. 
Therefore they may be combined into a single term of the form
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<3.16)
CEA have also shown that tha processes (5) to (8 ) also lead to the same 
contribution. They have shown that, after a little algebra, the relevent 
part which leads to the SCCF operator is
When the sum over o" is performed in this expression, the result is an 
SCCF like operator string multiplied by a product which, on using the 
angular momentum equivalences <2.16), leads to a purely orbital operator. 
Thus (3.17) becomes
The factor 8.s.7n is given in equation (2.14). Obviously, if (3.16) is to 
lead to an SCCF operator, we need n«0 and ms ■ m? , otherwise we will end 
up with a three-body operator. Now since Oj ■ 1, Ni * 7 and I 1 * 7 for 
the 4f-electrons, the last term in (3.18) can be replaced by unity.
When these considerations are applied to processes (5) to (8 ), they result 
in the following single term (again after some reshuffling of subscripts):
+ 4/8 21 <mi ,m2 lUlot.m« Xa.ms IUIm6 ,ms> ali.a.s.'alae'a.s« (3.19)
Where c ■ (mi ,m2 ,m« ,ms ,m6 ,a.o,o'). When the spin summations are carried 
out, and the angular momentum equivalences (2.16) ere applied, the second 
quantized operators in (3.16) and (3.19) are replaced by the following 
angular momentum operators:
(») («')
2 21 21 8.1.5« 8.3.4«' ( ^ 1 - . 5  (j.1 )0 .3-a4 (£ j > ♦ • t - S J > (3.20a)
nn',I* i
2 21 Z  Aalw4a 8.2.S.- 0b?-w4<£i >0ba-s6<ii > <* ♦ (3.20b)
(3.17)
(3.18)
ni
The SCCF operator which we seek is given by (2.27):
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<3.21)m 21 cl<ii >ii .»j
laj
and so in aquations <3.20) we require either n'«2,n»0 or n«2,n'*0. In 
<3.20a) we also requi ra that mi «ms. mj » rru and in <3.20b) we require 
mi ■ rru . ma * m6. Finally, we need to relate the operator C* to oS. To do 
this, we put 0« * XCj end require that the matrix elements between two 
4f-states be identical. With the help of the Wigner-Eckart theorem [Roten- 
berg et.al. 1959), this gives X - -22.5.
Bearing all of this in mind, tha use of equations <3.20a) and <3.20b) in 
(3.16) and (3.19) then leads to the following expression for p:
lit + pa + PS P4
where H i * ( -1 8 0 /A N e N a ) y  <mi IX Io rX o r.m a  lU lm j ,m i X m i  l o j  Im i > ( 3 . 2 2 )
pa - ( -1 8 0 /A N o N a ) y  <mi IX I a X a . m a  lU lm a  .m i X m s  10« Im a )
m  ■ < - 1 8 0 /A N lN a ) <mi . m a lU la .m iX a .m s IU lm a  ,ms X m i  IC& Im i >
1*4 - ( - 1 8 0 /A N o N a ) X  <n»t , ma 1U 1 a , mi X a , ms IU 1 ma . ms X m a  1 O j 1 ma >
In these expressions, r * < mi.ms,a 1 and t ■ < mi,m2 .ms.a 1. The label a 
includes all 3s-orbitals on all nine neighbouring oxygens.
In order to evaluate the expressions (3.22), it is necessary to have ex­
plicit forms for the basis states representing the 4f-orbltals of Gd>*, 
and also for the 3s-like orbitals on tha neighbouring oxygens. The Method 
of Stevens requires that the basis functions used form a complete ortho- 
normal set, for otherwise it is not possible to use the second quantisa­
tion techniques. Stevens himself suggests that Wannler functions (appandix 
D) would constltuta an appropriate basis set, since they satisfy the com­
pleteness and orthonormality requirements. Unfortunately they are awkward 
to use in numerical calculations, and ara rarely used for anything other 
than formal analysis (Harrison I960). However, as Stevans points out, the
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low-lying members of a set of Wannier functions localized about a given 
lattice point will be similar to the corresponding set of atomic orbitals 
[Stevens 1976 p211. Therefore CEA made the approximation that the basis 
functions can be written as atomic orbitals. Strictly speaking, the elec­
trons should be described by basis functions which transform according to 
the irreducible representations of tha point group of the lattice, and not 
by atomic orbitals, which are more appropriate to the free ion. It is 
usual to Ignore these complications, and assume that basis functions app­
ropriata to spherical symmetry are good enough (Stevens 1976 p241. The 
'correct' basis functions should really be used for accurate numerical 
work, but as CEA were only interasted in a qualitative estimate of the 
mechanism, they decided to ignore this complication.
The form of the 4f-function which they decided on was:
?4f<r> ■ *<r> Y?<e,*> (3.23)
where the radial function *(r> is that given by Freeman and Watson (1962):
*(r> * r* X  Bi expt-Wirl (3.24)»
i
The values of the Bi and W| are given in table 3.1. The dimensions of the 
W| are a«, and the dimensions of the Bi are e«Va.
Table 3.1: Bi and W| for Gd3*
Bi Wi
1923.6151 
329.6672 
43.2748 
i.5047
12.554
7.046
4.697
2.578
Tha choice of the neighbouring 3s-orbltal la not so clear cut. CEA decided 
that the most realistic choice would be one of hydroganlc form:
?«•<£*> A(4A)» I 1-iAr'♦<l/3><Ar'>* J exp(-Ar') YÎ (3.25)
In this expression, r' denotes the redlel varleble defined with respect to 
sn origin at the centre of the corresponding oxygen, A is a parameter, and 
YÎ is the spherical harmonic approprlata to an s-stata wavefunctlon. The 
expression is normalised for all A > 0. In ordar to datarmine the peramet- 
er A, CEA decided to try and make Vs. as orthogonal as possible to the 1 s- 
and 2s-oxygen wavefunctlons of Clementi and Roetti (1074). The result is a 
value of A lying between A ■ 1.6 and A ■ 1.7, with tha minimum occurring 
at A * 1.07. Unfortunataly, tha 3s-orbltals chosen In this way ara not 
orthogonal to the 4f-functions In (3.23) end (3.24). This Is because al­
though tha spharlcal harmonics ara different, the functions are centred on 
different sites. In order to make the 4f- and 3s-wavefunctlons orthogonal, 
CEA used the procedure of Löwdln (1950), which is useful if the overlaps 
betwean tha non-orthogonaI functions are small. The procedure results in 
new 'orthogonallsed' 4f- and 3s-orbitals . givan by
~  __14fm> * 14fm> - » X  I 3sR> (3.26a)
R
/V/13sR> n 13sR> - Il I  Sm 'I3sR*> - » I  Sdi 14fm> (3.26b)
■•S' ■
A /where 13sR> end I4fm> are the new orthogonal lsed orbitals, 14fm> is the 
wavefunction (3.23), and I3sR> is tha wavafunctlon (3.25) centred on an 
oxygen ion at position vector R. The quantities Sait and Swr are the over­
laps <4fml3sR> and <3sRI3sR'> respect 1valy.
3.7 Tha Reeult
The only quantity which needs to be evaluated now is the energy denominat­
or A. This is essentially the energy difference between the ground state 
configuration 4f? and the excited configuration 4f*3s. CEA have estimated 
this quantity by considering the difference between the energy of a 4f- 
alectron and an alactron in the 3s-orbital, making due allowance for the 
effect of the large positive charge of the Gd*♦ ion. We will not elaborate 
further on thalr calculation, for another method of calculating A wl 11 be 
given later in this thesis.
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It Is ussful to know precisely whet velue of Is required to obteln 
agreement with experiment. The enelysls of Tuszynski et.el. (1984,1986) 
leads to a velue of p (cell it |un) of 148.3 cm->, which is found to give 
e ZFS of +0.853 cm-*. So we may write, following CEA, tpon * 0.853, where 
t is obtained by finding the matrix elements of the SCCF within the ground 
family of 1*8 7/2» states (Dixon and Chatterjee 19801. Let the contribution 
from the mechanism of CEA be p*ff. Therefore from (1.10) end (1.12) we 
must have
( (p o a  + lU f f >  -  0 . 4 3 2  ■  0 . 2 3 6  cm -*
e  l u r r  ■  - 3 2 . 1 6  c m -* -
Therefore, to get agreement with experiment, all further mechanisms must 
give a contribution of |i ■ -32.16 cm-* to the SCCF coefficient in (3.21).
The results of CEA are given in table 3.2 below: (Chrlstodoulos, 1987]
Table 3 2: p0ff lf e j 0 •«* and Z«rr (in cm-*)
A Z.ff-0.0 Z*ff«3.0 Z.ff-3.5 Z.ff-4.0
1.4 -3.43 -9.85 -14.32 -26.21
1.5 -14.42 -34.84 -45.60 -65.98
1 .6 -11.78 -24.97 -30.70 -39.83
1.7 -0.30 -0.58 -0.69 -0.83
In thls tabi e, Z*ff ls thè charge felt by en electron centred on en oxygen 
atom due to thè presence of thè Gd3* ion. It appaars as a consequence of 
thè wey thet CEA obtained A. Clearly one would expect Z.fr * 3. All unlts 
are in cm-* . A glance et these results indicate» thet e value of poff of 
thè requlred sign end order of magnitudo is obtained for Z«rr between 
about 3.0 and 3.5, end for 1.6 < A < 1.7, i.e. thet rango of A for which 
thè 3s-orbital ls most nearly orthogonal to thè lo- end 2s-atomic wave- 
functions on thè seme site. It would therefore seem reasonable to conclude
that off-sita processes can lead to Important contributions to tha ZFS of 
Gd> ♦ in an ethyl sulphate host lattice.
3^®__Sumwary and Dlacuaaion
In thia chaptar we have presented a concrete example to demonstrate how 
the Method of Stevens works in practice. A very important example it has 
proved to be too, for tha demonstration that inter-site processes can lead 
to significant contributions to tha SCCF coefficient has lad to a big step 
forward in our understanding of tha zero field splitting in S-state iona.
However, as CEA point out, a calculation of this nature can only really 
give qualitative results, for tha problem contains many uncertainties. For 
instance, it is difficult to tall whether the 3s-orbltal (3.25) is a good 
choice or not without doing a molecular orbital type calculation for the 
GdES complex. The calculation of tha energy denominator A is also subject 
to some uncertainties, but we will attempt to make a more accurate estim­
ate of A later on in tha thesis. Another approximation of unknown validity 
is the neglecting of tha ethyIsulphate radicals. Tha safest conclusion to 
be drawn from the results of this chapter is that intar-slta processes 
play an Important role in determining the ZFS of Gd** in the ethylsulphate» 
host.
Finally, it is worth reminding ourselves of how CEA made the basis states 
mutually orthogonal. They chose the perameter A so that (3.25) was as 
close as possible to being orthogonal to the Is- and 2s-states, and they 
made <3.25) orthogonal to tha 4f-states using tha procedure of Ldwdln. It 
is worth noting in passing that the use of the orthogona 1 lzed orbitals 
(3.26) in equations (3.22) leads to a considerable increase in the algebr­
aic complexity of the problem.
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CHAPTER 4
Th« Method of St«»«m in a Dynamic Litttc«
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we saw that the intei— site mechanism of CEA can 
produce a contribution to the ZFS of Gd** which, when added to the mechan­
isms of chapters two and one. leads to a marked improvement in comparison 
with the experimental result. However, there are other factors to be con­
sidered, for although the mechanism ylalds a substantial contribution to 
the ZFS, a glance at table 3.2 would seem to indicate that it is not suff­
icient to give complete agreement. (In view of the comments at the end of 
the previous chapter, it is not possible to assign a single value to p«rr 
with any degree of confidence. However what we can do is look at the col­
umns for Z«ff = 3.0 and 3.5, and the rows for A ■ 1.6 and 1.7, and from 
the results infer that p0ff ia of the required sign, but a bit too small).
From this chapter onwards, we will be concerned with a new source of' con­
tributions to the zero field splitting. All mechanisms so far have been 
calculated with the tacit assumption that the lattice is stationary. If 
the lattice is at a finite temperature, the ligands will not be station­
ary, but will oscillate about their equilibrium positions. Our objective 
will be to try and estimate the extent of the influence of lattice vibra­
tions, and this will be done by estimating how much the inter-site mechan­
ism of CEA is changed when the ligands are allowed to vibrate. To do this 
we will use the Method of Stevens, which has to be modified slightly to 
take account of tha motion of tha ligands. The modifications which have to 
be made will be tha subject of most of this chapter, but first, given that 
lattice vibrations can have important consequences in crystal field phen­
omena, it has seemed appropriate to give a brief discussion of why they 
are important.
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4.2 Orbit-Lattice Interaction«
In order to measure experimentally the lowest energy levels of a paramag­
netic ion in a crystal, a technique known as electron spin resonance (ESR) 
is employed. Put simply, ESR involves applying a static magnetic field to 
the crystal, causing a Zeeman splitting of the levels. Transitions between 
these levels are then induced using a small RF field [Taylor and Darby, 
19721. The result is a set of absorption lines, at frequencies correspond­
ing to the allowed transitions within the energy level scheme. Now the 
Uncertainty Principle tells us that for the absorption lines to be sharp, 
the lifetime of the excited states should be long. A measure of the sharp­
ness is provided by a quantity known as the ‘spin-lattice relaxation time' 
x. which is inversely proportional to the probability of a transition be­
tween two levels in the crystal. So if x is long, one expects sharp lines; 
if x is short, one would expect broader lines. The magnitude of x is 
determined by the strength of the orbit-1 attice interaction; that is, the 
strength of the coupling between the paramagnetic ion and the lattice 
vibrations. This situation has been investigated by Orbach (1961) and 
Stevens (1967), who both showed that the orbit-lattice interaction «rises 
as a result of the fact that if the lattice is vibrating, the paramagnetic 
ion feels a crystal field which is changing with time. The Hamiltonian f&r 
the orbit-lattice interaction is then equal to the difference between the 
total crystal field at the ion and the crystal field which would be felt 
if the lattice were stationary. For S-state ions like Gd>*. orbit-lattice 
interactions are generally weak because they have no orbital angular mom­
entum in their ground states, and so spin-lattice relaxation times are 
expected to be long. This is found to be the case, and as a consequence 
one can usually observe sharp lines in S-state ions, even at room temper­
ature [Dieke 19681.
The sharpness of the spectral lines of S-state ions in insulating crystals 
means that it is possible to observe another interesting effect. As the 
temperature is changed, it is found that the zero field splitting changes 
too. The variation with temperature of the zero field splitting of the 
ground state of GdS* in GdES is given in table 4.1. The data is taken from 
Dagg et.al. (1969), and as usual all splittings are in units of cm->. In
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non S-state iona, increasing tha temperature reaulta in a broadening of 
the linea, because for theae iona t decreases rapidly with temperature. 
ESR ia then poaaible only at low temperaturea (Orbach and Blume, 1961).
Table 4.1: temperature dependence f ZFS for Ge )♦ in GdES
T/K
My= ±7/2" 
-* ±5/2
Mj = ±5/2 
-» ±3/2 -* ±1 / 2
Mj= ±7/2 -* ±1 / 2
4.2 0.1128 0.0834 0.0455 0.2417
53.0 0.1141 0.0843 0.0461 0.2445
77.0 0.1149 0.0852 0.0464 0.2465
90.0 0.1153 0.0851 0.0465 0.2469
130.0 0.1156 0.0856 0.0469 0.2483
285.0 0 . 1 1 0 1 0.0816 0.0449 0.2366
Many authora have attempted to calculate the extent of the aplitting in­
duced by the (weak) orbit-lattice interaction. Huang <1967) and Henna 
(1968) both attempted thia calculation for GdJ* in CaFa at 293K, but un­
fortunately their reaulta are not comparable; Huang concludea that contri- 
butlona from the orblt-lattice interaction are important, Menne concludea 
that they are not. Both authora baaed their calculetione on an expreaalon 
for the orbit-lattice interaction firat obtained by Van-Vleck (1940), end 
both were careful to uae Intermediate coupling wevef unct iona for the 
ground atate of Gd**.
Finally in thla aection on orbit-lattice Interactiona. we mu at mention the 
Jahn-Teller effect. If the ground atate of an ion in a cryatal contains 
some orbital electronic degeneracy, then it was shown by Jahn end Teller 
(1937) and Jahn (1936) that the syatem would be unstable against displace­
ments of the neighbouring atoms. The exceptions to thia rule are linear 
molecules. The Jehn Teller effect has been the subject of much research 
effort over the years, and It is not really possible to provide a brief 
overview of the subject here. For a comprehensive Introduction to the Jahn 
Teller effect, the reader should see the review article by Bates (1976).
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For the rest of the thesis we will be attempting to estimete the contrib­
ution of lettice vibrations to the zero field splitting of Gd**, not by 
using the Ven-Vleck orbit-lattice interaction, but by using the Method of 
Stevens to estimete how much the mechanism of CEA is changed when the 
neighbouring water molecules are made to vibrate. The results in table 4.1 
should provide a guide as to whether this idea is plsuslble or not. First 
of all though, we must consider how the Method of Stevens should be mod­
ified for use in a lattice where lattice vibrations are present. We will 
refer to such a lattice as a 'dynamic lattice'. A lattice in which the 
nuclei are taken to be stationary will be referred to as a ‘static 
lattice'
4.3 Many-Electron States in the Dynamic Lattice
In section 2.3 of chapter 2 we defined the unperturbed Hamiltonian for a 
static lattice, and in doing so a great deal of attention was paid to the 
problem of ensuring that the many-electron states ln> were good approx­
imations to the true crystal wavefunctions. This then ensures that the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian Hs is a good approximation to the full Hamiltonian 
H. The definition (2.5) also exploits the fact that the states ln> may be 
separated into families, so that Ha can be constructed in such a way that« 
it consists of sequences of well spaced, degenerate levels. In moving to a 
dynamic lattice, it would be desirable to retain these characteristice of 
H«. Therefore let us begin by examining the form of the many-electron 
states in the dynamic lattice. The true crystal wavefunct ions will be the 
eigenfunctions of the following Hamiltonian:
He<r.R> - T<R> ♦ U<R) ♦ H,<£> ♦ H,t<r.R> <4.l>
where T<R> is the kinetic energy of the nuclei, U(R) is the electrostatic 
Interaction between the nuclei, H«(r> is the electron kinetic energy plus 
the electron/electron interaction, and Hai(r,R) is the interaction between 
the electrons and the nuclei. The variable r represents the set of all 
electronic coordinates, and R is the set of all nuclear coordinates. The 
solution of (4.1> is not possible without the help of some approximations. 
Therefore we will assume that the adiabatic approximation (AA) is valid.
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The following treatment of <4.1> using the AA is based on that given in 
the excellent book by Horton and Maradudin (1974). Because the kinetic 
energy of the nuclei is small compared with that of the electrons, owing 
to their much larger masses, it is usual in the AA to treat T(R) as a 
perturbation on the rest of the Hamiltonian. Therefore an unperturbed Ham­
iltonian is defined as follows:
Ho(r.R> - U(R) + H.(r> + H.i(r.R) (4.2)
The eigenfunctions and eigenstates of (4.2) are assumed to be known:
H« ♦«(r.R) ■ En(R> *„<r,R> (4.3)
Here n is a quantum number which represents the electronic state of the 
crystal. The nuclear coordinates R act as parameters for the eigenvalues 
and eigenstates. Note in particular that if the nuclei are fixed In their 
equilibrium positions, then (4.2) coincides with (2.1) if we put U(R«)bO, 
where Ro represents the set of equilibrium coordinates of the nuclei. Our 
problem now is to solve the exact Schrodlnger equation
Hd f(r.R) - € f(r,R) (4.4)
In the AA it is assumed that the exact states V can be expanded in terms 
of the unperturbed states 4 as follows:
f(£,!!> - Z  <«.<»> ♦a<t.B> <*•*>
In this expression, u denotes the set of nuclear displacements, and is 
given by
R - Ro * xu,
where x is the expansion parameter for the perturbation theory. It may be 
shown CHorton and Maradudin pp 4-51 that x = (m/M)*, where m is the mass 
of an electron and M is the mass of a nucleus, if the harmonic approxim-
•tion of lattice vibrations ia to be a direct consequence of the AA. (a<u> 
is a vibrational wavefunction to ba determined.
The perturbation theory then leads to the following expression for f:
?.*<r,u> - Caw(u) *.(r,R). <4.6 )
subject to the following conditions:
1) The vibrational wavefunction (n(u) is determined ao1a1v by the 
properties of the mth electronic state.
2) The nuclear motion does not Induce any electronic transitions.
In (4.6), v is a vibrational quantum number. The wavefunction VBv in (4.6) 
now has a simple interpretation. The first term describes the motion of 
the nuclei, and the second term then shows that the electrons move as if 
the nuclei were fixed in their instantaneous positiona R. The effective 
potential for the nuclear motion is derived from the energy eigenvalue 
E.(R) in (4.3).
By choosing x “ (m/M)*, it may be shown that the harmonic approximation 
for the lattice vibrations emerges from the perturbation theory in a 
simple way (Horton and Maradudln p51 . In this approximation it may be 
shown that the wavafunction (4.6) takas the form
*-«(r.y) - C.*(u> <t>a (r,Ra ) (4.7)
That is, the electronic wavafunction is that which would be obtained if 
the nuclei were nailed down in their equilibrium positions. The nuclear 
motion is now determined from the equation
Hwfc Cav -  Caw Caw ( 4 . 8 )
where Hwb is the sum of the kinetic and potential energies of the nuclei 
in the harmonic approximation.
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The reader may feel that the use of the adiabatic approximation ia not 
juatified in the context of the Method of Stevens, for it may be shown 
that it is only valid if the separation of the electronic energies la much 
greater than the vibrational energies CBersuker 1984). As we mentioned in 
chepter two, the many-electron states ln> will in general be pseudo-degen­
erate, and so the introduction of lattice vibrations can be expected to 
produce a considerable amount of mixing of these states. This in fact is 
not a problem, for as we shall see later, it is not possible to include 
any phenomena involving lattice vibrations in the unperturbed Hamiltonian. 
These effects, and others which involve a breakdown of the adiabatic app­
roximation, will then emerge from the perturbation theory.
The point of going through this analysis with the AA is that $>■ < r, Ro > is a 
solution of <4.2> with R * R«. If we put the factor U(Ro> in (4.2) equal 
to zero for convenience, then we see that H«(r,Ro) is in fact identical to 
the Hamiltonian (2.1> for the static lattice. Therefore we can see that 
the <&■ (r,Ro) are the many-electron states to which Stevens was trying to 
approximate in his theory for the static lattice. The state (4.7) is then 
an approximate solution of (4.1) in the AA.
The vibrational wavefunctlon 4-v is determined from equation (4.8). It ts 
well known that the vibrational Hamiltonian H*b may be reduced to a diag­
onal form, in the harmonic approximation, by rewriting it in terms of the 
normal coordinates of the lattice. When the normal coordinates are second 
quantized, Hvb takes the following form CReissland 1972):
Hvb “ hw(gj) C cxqjcxqj + W 1 (4.9)
si
where ajj creates a phonon of wavevector g, belonging to the branch,
and u(gj) is the dispersion relation for the phonons. The eigenstates of 
Hvb may be written in the form IQ>, where Q represents the occupation 
numbers of the various phonon states, i.e.
IQ> ■ I n(giJi)....n(gBJi>....n(g: J|p >....n(g„Jjr) >,
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«•here the crystal lattice Is assumed to contain n unit calls and r basis 
atoms par unit call.
Therefore, within the AA, the true crystal wavefunctions may be written in 
the following approximate form:
*.v<r,H> ■ (.v<u> <$■ (r,Ro ) <*.1 0 >
From (4.10) we can see that the vibrational wavefunction <; depends on the 
electronic quantum number m. This is because the potential energy function 
for the nuclear motion la derived from the eigenvalue E«(R) In (4.3>. The 
potential energy for the nuclear motion la usually written In terms of a 
set of empirical force constante, which reflect the strength of the bond­
ing between pairs of Ions in the crystal. The number of force constants 
required may be determined from a knowledge of the point group of the 
lattice, and their values may be obtained from observations of vibrational 
spectra [Wllaon at.al. 1900).
4.4 The Unperturbed Hamiltonian
In the formulation of the Method of Stevens for the static lattice, the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian was defined so that lta eigenstates were the 
states lnr>, equal to linear combinations of Slater determinants formed 
from appropriate Wannier functions. In a similar way, we would like the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian for the dynamic lattice to have eigenstates which 
are good approximat Iona to the states (4.10). We have already shown that 
the electronic wavefunction 4»(r,R«) is the wavefunction to which Stevens 
was trying to approximate when he formed the states lnr>- Therefore let us 
define a similar sat of stataa INr> for tha dynamic lattice, as follows:
INr> - Inr >IQ> (4.11)
Note that this definition allows us to retain the concept of a family of 
states. This Is a consequence of employing the AA In the derivation of 
(4.10), so that the total wavefunction (4.10) becomes a simple product of 
lattice and electronic wavefunctlona. In the same spirit as equations
(2.5) to (2.7), lot 
the dynamic lattica:
deflna the following unperturbed Hamiltonian for
(4.12)
where
and
E? * Z  <NrlHdlNr> / Z  
Pr * z  INrXNrl
<NrINr> (4.13)
(4.14)
Whilst thia definition seems to be a logical axtension of the ideas of 
chaptar two, it has one serious flaw. This He will probably contain terms 
which refer to lattice vibrations, or terms which couple the electronic 
states with the lattice. Since lattice vibrations are associated with a 
continuum of levels, (4.12) is most unlikely to consist of a set of well 
spaced, degenerate levels. Therefore it cannot be considered a good choice 
for the unperturbed Hamiltonian (Sigmund and Stevens 19881. It is there­
fore necessary to relegate all terms involving lattice vibrations to the 
perturbation. The easiest way to do this is to write (4.1) in the form
where Hal is composed of all of the purely electronic operators. Hph ie 
composed of purely phonon operators, and H«/p contains the electron/phonon 
interactions. Thasa originate from the Interaction between the electrons 
and the nuclei, written in the form
Hm/f ■ - Z  ZBea/lri-R««+Un t
where Rna is the equilibrium position of the n»h nucleus, and it is to be 
understood that tha sacond term is evaluated at the equilibrium coordin­
ates of the n**» nucleus. The first term in (4.16) contributes to Hal. and 
the second gives the alactron/phonon intaractlon. It is now seen that H«i 
is aqual to the full Hamiltonian (2.1) for the static lattice. In view of 
this, let us modify our definition of the unperturbed Hamiltonian to
Hd - H«i + H„h + H./P (4 .1 5 )
»
- - z  Z«ea/lEi-R».l - Z  Z» « 2 u« .?„(!/l£i-R„ I )a (4.16)
h! -  Z  E?P? (4 .1 7 )
w here i f ■  2  < N r IH .I  INr > / 21 < N r1 N r> *  Er (4 .1 8 )
and p f *  X  IN r X N r l  =  P r • Iph (4 .1 9 )
where Pr and Er are the projection operators and energy eigenvalues of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian for tha static lattice. The last step of <4.18> 
follows from the orthonormal lty of the phonon wavefunctlons IQ>, and In 
(4.19) Iph la tha identity operator within the subspace of phonon states. 
<4.17) is now almost identical to the unperturbed Hamiltonian for the 
static lattice, except for the fact that the projection operators are 
multiplied by the unit operator in the phonon subspace. It consists of a 
sequence of well spaced, degenerate levels, with the states INr> as eigen­
states, and the Er as the corresponding eigenvalues. Note in particular 
that Ho has the same symmetry properties as the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
for tha static lattice. The results (4.17) to (4.19) are precisely the 
same as those obtained by Sigmund and Stevens (1988), who were using the 
Method of Stevens to investigate some of the properties of high temper­
ature superconductors.
t
4.5 Perturbation Theory in the Dynamic Lattice
Having seen that the unperturbed Hamiltonian (4.17) is almost identical to 
that for a static lattice, it might well be thought that the perturbation 
theory can be carried out in a similar manner, and that we will end up 
with the same effective operator as that in chapter two. Unfortunately 
this is not quite the case. The problem stems from the fact that we need 
to Include the lattice vibrations in the perturbation, having excluded 
them from the unperturbed pert. As Sigmund and Stevens (1988) point out, 
the version of the perturbation theory given in chapter two is actually 
based on a treatment given by Messiah (1963), which discusses a Hamilton­
ian He + XV, where X is varied from 0 to 1. In this treatment the assump­
tion is made that for an Infinitesimally small X, the states belonging to 
the ground family do not overlap with those from excited families. When 
lattice vibrations are Introduced into V, thla condition Is unlikely to be
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satisfied, because of tha continuum nature of the phonon energy levels. 
Therefore the perturbation scheme of chapter two ia not valid.
Fortunately there is another version of the perturbation theory, due to 
Bloch <1959), which avoids this assumption. In this version the effective 
operator takes the form
H.ff - PoVU, <*.20)
where U - <E0 -H.)-> <1 -P.)(V-UV)U
and U - P. whan V ■ 0. From (4.20), the affective operator is found to be
H«ff - P.VP. - Z  P.VP.VP. /(E.-E.) (4.21)
a*0
to second order. It is interesting to note that this is precisely the same 
effective operator that was obtained for the static lattice, although it 
may differ in the higher order corrections. So for the dynamic lattice, 
the effective operator finally takes the form
H.ff -  p“ HaPS -  Z  rtHdPSHdPS/<Ea-E„> <4.2f>
a«0
where we have put V»Hd-H^. The projection operators are given in (4.19). 
Note that the energy denominator in the second term is the same as that 
for the static lattice. This effective operator plays the same role as 
that for the static lattice, except that the electronic operators will now 
be multiplied by products of phonon operators. On performing a thermal 
average over all phonon modes, the result will be an effective electronic 
operator multiplied by a temperature dependent factor.
4.0 »wait State» in the Dynamic Lattice
Because the Method of Stevens relies on the use of second quantization 
tachnlques, it is necessary to consider the problem of baals functions in 
the dynamic lattice. Let us suppose that we already have a complete ortho­
normal set of basis functions for the static lattice (i.e. the Wennler
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functions), with each function centred on a particular nucleus. When the 
nuclei start to vibrate, it is reasonable to assume that the basis func­
tions will move so as to stay centred on their respective nuclei. However, 
if the basis functions are to remain complete and orthonormal, it follows 
that they must not only move with the nuclei, they must also change their 
shapes in an appropriate way. This problem has been examined by Stevens 
<1973), and he has shown that the answer lies in the use of a unitary 
transformation exp(-iS). Suppose that 9« is a member of the original set 
of functions. We can define a new function
8a ** exp(-iS) <Pa (4.23)
where S = <l/2h) 21 < P(R«>E*R» + p.SRnPCR») » <4.24)
In <4.24), p is the momentum operator, *R„ is the displacement of the n*h 
nucleus <from now on we will denote the displacements of nuclei from their 
equilibrium positions by SR instead of u), and P(Rn ) i» the projection op­
erator for all basis functions centred on the n»h nucleus.
Since P<Rn) gives non-nre contributions only when it operates on a func­
tion on the n»h nucleus, we find that for small displacements
<< P a< R »> ie .< R „> >  -  <<Pa <Rn )  I SXp< — IS )  I <Pa <Rn )  >
* <<Pa <Ra ) I 1-SRn . VI ?a <Rn ) >
* <Cpa (Rn ) 1 <Rn “8R„ ) >
So the effect of exp(-iS), at least to first order in displacements, is to 
displace the function <p»(Rn) through an amount SRn . When exp(-iS) is ex­
panded to higher orders in 5Rn , the effect is to change Oa(Rn) as well as 
to displace it.
The most importsnt property of the transformation follows from (4.23)
< e . ( R , ) i e n (Rn>> -  < <Pa ( Ra )  I <Pn ( Rn )  > (4 .2 5 )
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Therefor« if the besls set consisting of the <p* forms en orthonormal set, 
so does the basis set consisting of the 9.. The completeness of this new 
basis set follows from the unitarity of the transformation exp<-iS), and 
from the fact that the <pm are assumed to form a complete set.
Compared with the ideas of chapter two, there seems to be a slight incon­
sistency in the ideas of this chapter. The second quantized operators for 
the dynamic lattice will now creete and annihilate electrons in the states 
(4.23). It would therefore be expected that a many-electron state, formed 
from the eppllcatlon of strings of these operators on the vecuum state, 
would have the following form:
INr> - exp(-il) lnr> <4.26)
where I ■ J  8 j <4.27)
J
The sum in <4.27) is over all electrons, the subscript j indicating that 
the coordinates of the jth electron have been substituted into <4.23). 
With this choice of many-electron state, the unperturbed Hamlltonlen would 
be as follows [Stevens 19731:
*
H® - X  ErP? <4.28)
where E? ■ 2  <nrIexp<iI)Hj«xp<-il)Inr> / 21 <nrlnr> <4.29)
nr nr
and P? ■ 2l exp<-il)lnr><nrl«xp<il) <4.30)
nr
This Hamiltonian has the advantage that it will certainly contain all of 
tha interactions within the dynamic lattice, but this almost certainly 
means that it will not have eigenstates which fell into wall spaced, deg­
enerate levels, which is a prerequisite for the perturbation theory to be 
valid. Also, the algebraic manipulation of thase equations would pose a 
formidable problem. The justification for the use of the states <4.11) is 
thet they are simple approxlmations to the states <4.26), within the con­
fines of the «diabetic approximation. Since <4.11) leads to an unperturbed
Hamiltonian and a perturbation theory with more convenient properties than 
<4.28)-<*.30), it must be considered a better starting point than (4.26>.
Finally we note that the same notation may ba used for the second quant­
ized operators in the dynamic lattice, provided that a state in the static 
lattice with a given set of quantum numbers can still be described by the 
same quantum numbers when the nuclei begin to vibrate. It then follows 
that the angular momentum equivalences (2.16) are valid in the dynamic 
lattice.
* 7 8 «gM>.ry *»nd Discussion
In this chapter we have developed a scheme whereby the Method of Stevens 
can be used for a dynamic lattica. In doing so we have reproduced some of 
the results of Sigmund and Stevens <1988). The two most important factors 
which must be borne in mind in moving from a static lattice to a dynamic 
lattice are 1) the unperturbed Hamiltonian should have a sequence of well 
spaced, degenerate levels, and 2 ) the basis functions used in the second 
quantization formalism must remain mutually orthonormal. As we mentioned 
at the end of the last section, the choice of basis functions (4.23) leads 
to many electron states which, when they are used in the definition of tAe 
unperturbed Hamiltonian, are unlikely to lead to a perturbation scheme 
which satisfies criterion 1>. Therefore the adiabatic approximation is 
used to rewrite the many-electron states as simple products of electronic 
and lattice wavefunctions. This then leads to a more useful formalism. 
Unfortunately, it is then necessary to relegate all terms involving latt­
ice vibrations to the perturbation. These, and the various orbit-lattice 
Interactions, can then be expected to emerge from the various orders of 
perturbation theory.
C H A P T E R  5
Formulation of th« Problem
5.1 Introduction
We ere now, at last, in a position to begin the calculation of our mech­
anism. In chaptar three we discussed the calculation of the inter-site 
mechanism for the static lattice, and in chapter four we discussed the 
modifications which have to be made to the Method of Stevens for use in a 
dynamic lattice. Our mechanism is obtained by reformulating the ideas of 
chapter three within the framework of the results of chapter four.
In this chapter, we will set up the problem. Firstly we will discuss in 
more detail the Hamiltonian for our mechanism in a dynamic lattice, and 
this will provide an opportunity to elaborate a little further on the 
properties of the effective operator <4.22>. In section 5.3 we will dis­
cuss the assumptions snd approximations which are made in the celculation. 
By the end of the chapter it will be clear to the reader that the evalua­
tion of the mechanism is a rather lengthy process, and so unfortunately 
some epproximations are necessary to make the calculation tractable. in 
section 5.4 we will obtain an analytical expression for the magnitude of 
the effective SCCF operator generated by the mechanism, and in section 5.5 
we will discuss the evaluation of the matrix elements which appear, within 
the basis states <4.23). In section 5.6 we will use the results of sec­
tions 5.4 and 5.5 to darlve an expression for the magnitude of the SCCF in 
terms of matrix elements in the static lattlca, and within the harmonic 
approximation for tha lattice vibrations.
5.2 The Haaiiltonlan for the Dynamic Lattice
The Hamiltonian from which tha mechanism is to be derived is given by
-  Z  <pa/2m>i ♦ W Z  *2/ I£ i- r j I  -  Z  Zne */Iri-R n •
i i•J ni
+ 51 (p2/2M>n ♦ w Z  ZnZ»e*/ IRa-Ra I <5. 1>
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The origin of all electronic and nuclear coordinates la taken to be at the 
centre of the Gd** ion (n»0>. The first two terms are purely electronic 
operators, the third term is the interaction between the electrons and the 
nuclei, and the last two terms represent the nuclear kinetic energy and 
nuclaus/nuclaus interaction. Let us assume that the nuclei vibrate so that 
the deviations from their equilibrium positions are small. The third term 
in (5.1) than becomes
where Rue is the equilibrium position of the n*k nucleus, and it is to be 
understood that the second term is to be evaluated at this position. The 
first term in (5.2) is a purely electronic operator, and the second term 
contributes to the electron/phonon interactions. We therefore find that
This of course is just the Hamiltonian (3.1) which was considered in the 
calculation of the Intel— site mechanism for the static lattice. It will be 
convenient at this point to make the same approximations which ware made 
in connection with (3.1). In particular we will assume that the core elec­
trons associated with a given nucleus in the lattice may be absorbed into 
a new effective charge for that nucleus. Therefore for Gd* +, the nuclear 
charge of +64 is combined with the 54 core electrons to give an affective 
nuclear charge of zi * 10. We will also make the assumption that in the 
second term in (5.3), we need only retain the interaction between the 
electrons and the Gd>^ nucleus. In chapter three it was argued that this 
was valid because the crystal field part of the second term in (5.3) was 
much smaller by comparison. The Hamiltonian (5.3) than becomes
It ls not so easy to extract those parts of (5.1) whlch rafar to lattice 
vibrations and interactions between thè alactrons and lattica vibrations. 
The reaion ls that thè last tarm in (5.1) descrlbes Just thè interaction 
between tha bare nuclear chargas. When thè core-alectrons ara assumed to
- IZ, i i  < 1/lri-Rn.l + SRn.V,(lri-R.I-*). » (5.2)
(5.3)
Hai ■ 2- (p2/2m)| - 21 z5a»/ri ♦ W 21 e^/lri-rjl (5.4)
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be attached to the nuclei (which we have juat done), the resulting 'Iona' 
posses a definite structure, and as such the interaction between theae 
ions is not well represented by a simple potential function (Pines 19631. 
The same argument holds for the interaction between the electrons and 
these ions. Nevertheless, we will assume that it is possible to represent 
both of these interactions by using simple potential functions, for the 
sake of simplicity. We may then write
Hph = X (pa /2M>b + X  V(R„-R«> <5.5>
H«/p * - x SB» .W<ri-R„> <5.6>
where in (5.6) V(ri-Rn) is a potential function representing the interac­
tion of the valance electrons with the nuclei + core-electrons. Clearly 
(5.6) is a more general version of the second term in (5.2).
The effective operator to be used is that of aquation (4.22):
H.ff - P°HdP® - X  P.HdP»HdP«/(E«-E.) (5.7)
a»0
From now on we will drop the superscript 'D' from the projection operators 
P» . In obtaining this expression for the effective operator in the dynamic 
lattice, we found that it was necessary to relegate all terms involving 
the lattice vibrations to the perturbation. It is now interesting to see 
how they appear in (5.7). From (4.9) we see that Hph leads to terms of the 
form at^ jatgj, »here Ogj and otjj are the phonon annihi lators and creators. 
Such terms will appear in the first order correction in (5.6), and when a 
thermal average is performed, l.e.
(Q'aJO'aP "* <n*j> ■* (exp(hw(gj )/kT) - i J- * (5.6)
the result is a temperature dependant c-number, equal to the energy assoc­
iated with a sat of non-interacting phonons. Hph does not contribute in 
the second (or higher) order corrections. The electron/phonon interaction 
cannot contribute to the first order correction in (5.7), because when the 
factor 8Rb in (5.6) is second quantised, it will lead to phonon operators
of the form oc^ j + otgj [Horton and Maradudin 1974). When these operators 
are thermally averaged, the result is zero [Reissland 1972). However, H«/p 
can appear in higher order corrections, end can then be expected to appear 
in the description of the various orbit-1 attice interactions mentioned in 
chapter four.
5J)__Assumptions and Approximations
In order to make the calculation more tractable, it will be necessary to 
make some more simplifying assumptions and approximations, in addition to 
those which were made in the previous section. Most of these extra assump­
tions will be concerned with the lattice vibrations, because a paucity of 
experimental data means that an exact model will not be possible.
Let us first of all consider the electron/phonon interaction (5.6). In 
spite of the comments at the top of the previous page, one would expect 
that a good approximation to the potential V(ri-R.) will be of the form
V (r i - R n ) -  -  2  z i « » / l r i - R . I  (5 .9 )
ni
plus some small correction terms which allow for the actual structure of 
the core-electrons on the nuclei. <5.9> is very similar in form to the 
second term of (5.3), and it has already been argued that the crystal 
field component of this term is small enough to be neglected. When we take 
the gradient of (5.9), the result will contain terms which describe the 
change in the crystal field when the ligands start to vibrate. Provided 
that the displacements SRn are small enough, it would seem reasonable to 
assume that if the crystal field is small to start with, then the change 
in the crystal field when the ligands start to vibrate will be small too. 
We will therefore drop all terms in (5.6) for which n«*0. It then becomes
H./p ■ SR..7V(ri> (5.10)
where it is to be understood that (5.10) is equal to (5.6) evaluated only 
at n-0. with V given by (5.9).
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The next approximations concern the modal to be used for the lattice vib­
rations. It is obvious that the contribution from our mechanism to the 
affective SCCF operator (call it pvb from now on) will be a function of 
the 5R„. To get pvb as a function of temperature it will be necessary to 
perform some sort of averaging procedure which will require an explicit 
knowledge of the normal coordinates of the lattice. An exact calculation 
of the phonon spectrum of GdES is, to the vary bast of our knowledge, not 
available, and so some sort of approximation must be made. The usual 
approximation employed in this sort of calculation is the Debya/long 
wavelength approximation [Bates and Szymczak 19761, the principal advant­
age being that it is applicable to any crystal structure. We will consider 
this approximation in chapters six and seven, but for the majority of this 
thesis we will consider another approach. Since in these inter-site mech­
anisms we are concerned with excitations to oxygen atoms on those water 
molecules which are nearest neighbours of the Gd3* ion (see fig. 3.1), it 
would seem that it is the motion of these nearest neighbours which we must 
model most accurately. Therefore we will consider a model in which we 
consider just the local modes of the Gd*+ ion, its nine water molecule 
neighbours, and those ethylsulphate radicals which are involved in the 
bonding to the water molecules. This model will be considered in detail ^ in 
chapter seven. In this model we will also assume that tha Gd>* ion remains 
stationary in the lattice. Our main reason for wanting to do this is that 
it leads to a considerable reduction in the amount of algebra required to 
evaluate the matrix elements formed from the basis functions for the 
dynamic lattlca. Given that we can only expect at best an order of 
magnitude estimate for the mechanism, this approximation should not be too 
severe. It also means that (5.10) is Identically zero.
To summarize, the mechanism will be based on the following Hamiltonian:
Hd -  z  ( p 2 /2 m ) i  -  5 ;  Z S e a / r i  * W 2  e a / l r i - r j l  + HPh ( 5 . 1 1 )
l i is j
So we see that the Hamiltonian (5.1) has been reduced to essentially that 
for a static lattice. Therefore it would seem that we have removed all of 
the terms capable of contributing to our mechanism! This is not the case,
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for the basis statas for tha dynamic lattica ara diffarant to thosa for 
tha static lattica.
5.J Contribution« to u a
To find tha magnitude of |t«s, we naad to know tha combinations of sacond 
quantisad operators which can appear In the sacond ordar corractlon (5.7), 
and which can give an SCCF-like oparator whan tha angular momentum equiv­
alences (2.16) ara used. These combinations have already been given In 
chapter three, aquations (3.7). We can carry over tha same notation from 
this chapter, except that we must remember that tha second quantised oper­
ators refer to electrons in tha states (4.23), not tha basis statas for 
the static lattice. We also notice, from the final form of Hd in (5.11), 
that tha sacond quantised operators must arise from the same electronic 
operators as those for the static lattice, because H»h cannot contribute 
to the aecond order effective operator. Because of the way that the unper­
turbed Hamiltonian for the dynamic lattica has been defined, retaining the 
concept of a family of states. It follows that the analysis from aquations 
(3.7) to (3.21) la valid for tha dynamic lattice too.
As a raault of this, it Is now straightforward to writ« down the magnitude
%of the effective SCCF operator genarated by our intar-site mechanism, 
in the dynamic lattice. But first let us make some more specific defini­
tions for the basis states in our system. Let lm> represent a 4f-orbital 
on tha Gd>* ion (with magnetic quantum number m) In the static lattice, 
and let la) be a 3s-orbital on a neighbouring oxygen. The corresponding 
orbitals in the dynamic lattice ere given by
IA) - exp(-lS) lm>
15) - exp(-iS) let)
where the operator S is given by (4.24):
S w 1 / ( 2 h > Z  < P<R «>B * B -  ♦ p . * B » P ( R « ) » < 5 . 1 3 )
(5.12a) 
(5.12b)
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Now let us define a new type of orbital IW„>. which represents a localized 
Wannier function centred on the n*h member of the set of nine neighbouring 
oxygen atoms. The projection operator P<Rn ) is then given by
P<R„) = IWnXWnl <5.14)
Nn
where the sum will include two 1 s-functions. two 2 s-functions. four 2 p- 
functions and a 3s-like function.
Bearing all of the considerations of this section in mind, we find that 
the contribution from the mechanism is given by
Pvb ■ pi + pa + ps + p« <5.15)
where the various terms in <5.15) ere given by
pi * X <mi lexp< iS)Xexp<-i8 ) lotXof.ma lexp< iI)Uexp<-iI) Ims ,mi > 
x <miIOoImi>
pa * X 51 <mt lexp<iS)Xexp<-18) !«><«,ma lexp<iX)Uexp<-iI) Ima ,mi >
x <msIOoIma > <5.*6 )
pa » \ 51 <n»i .ma lexp<iX)Uexp<-iX> l«,mi Xof.m* lexp<iX>Uexp<-iX> Ima ,ms>
4 ix <mt 1 0« I mi >
li4 - X 51 <rm ,ma I exp< iI)Uexp<-iI) lot.mi Xor.ms I exp< H)Uexp<-iI> Ima .mg) 
x <m2 I Oo I m2 >
In these expressions we have put X - Si+Sa. and X = <-i80/AN»Na> • The op­
erators X end U ere given in equations <3.10) and <3.11). The subscripts 
in the expression for X indicate the coordinates of the electron for which 
<5.13) is defined.
The statement of the problem is now complete; our mechanism is to be ob­
tained by evaluating and then adding together the expressions <5.16). The
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next problem which we must consider is the eveluetlon of the metrlx ele­
ments which eppear in (5.16>.
5^5__Evaluation of Matrix Elements
In order to evaluate the matrix elements which appear in <5.16>t it is 
necessary to expand the exponentials which appear from the transformations 
<5.12a) and (5.12b). For the one-body terms we get
exp(iS)Xexp(-lS) » X - i(XS - SX> + SXS
- *<XS* + S*X) (5.17) 
and for the two-body terms we get
exp(iZ)Uexp(-iZ) » U - i(USi - SiU) - KUBg - SaU)
+ SiUSi + S2US2 + S1US2 + S2US1
-  *<slu ♦ slu  ♦ us? ♦ usS)
- SiSaU - USiSa (5.18)
In (5.17) and (5.18), the exponentials have been expanded only to secohd 
order in S, because we wish to restrict ourselves to the harmonic approx­
imation for the lattice vibrations. Given that S is definad by (5.13), 
with similar expressions for Si and Sa. it is clear that the contributions 
(5.16) are going to become quite lengthy. Let us now examine what happens 
when one evaluates the matrix elements of the terms in (5.17) and (5.18).
From (5.17), consider the term iXS. The one-body matrix element of this 
term is
Km ilXS Ior) ■= 1 X  <m ilX.< P<Rn)V.6R„ + 7.6R„P<R„> Her)
■ *  Z  2L < «» IXIWeXW. 17.«Rn lor)
n No
+ I t  <m i 1X 7. SR . I« >  ( 5 . 1 9 )
To get this expression we have used (5.14), together with the fact that If 
tha projection operator P(Rn> acts on a wavefunctlon I, tha raault is only 
non-zero if ? la centred on Rn (remember that all baals functlona ara ass­
umed to be mutually orthonormal).
From (5.18) consider the term SiUSa. The matrix «lament (or.ms I Si USa Imj ,mi > 
will contain (amongst others) a term of tha form
- Ik Z  (or.ma I Vi . SRaPi (R* )UPa (Rb >Va . 8Rn I ms ,mi > 
which with the help of (5.14) simplifies down to
-Ik Z  Z  <0f IV. SR« I > <W« , ms IUI m3 , Wn > < Wn IV. SR„ I mi > (5.20)
n. «»Mb
It will now be more convenient to expand the scalar products of the grad­
ient operator with the ligand displacements SRb • That is, we will writs
9.SR» - Z  VM*R(np)
where p represents the Cartesian coordinates x,y and z. SR(np) is than tha 
displacement of the n*»» oxygen molecule in the p** Cartesian direction. %
On applying the above procedure to all of the terms in (5.17), we find 
that the one-body matrix element which appears in pi and pa is given by
(mi I expC iS)Xexp(-lS) lot)
- A(ci> - Z  *A(ci.oip> 8R(otp) ♦ Z  *A(«i,np) SR(np)
M "M
+ Z  < A(ci.mporv) 8R(mp)8R(bv) ♦ A(«i ,mpmv) 8R<mp)8R(mv> 1 
♦ Z  Z  A(ci,npmv) 8R(np)8R(mv) (5.21)
BM ■*
where the various constants in (5.21) ara given by
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A < c i > ■■ <mi IXIof>
A (c i  .o tp ) ■• <mi IXVM lor>
A < c i , n p )  ■» g  < <mi IVM IW .X W . IX Ia >  -  <W. IVM lotX m i IX IW „>  >
A< e i .mporv) «. »  Z  < <mi IX IW .X W . IV p V , la >  -  2<mi IVp IW „X W . IXV* la >  
+ <mi IXVM IW .X W . IVv la >  )
A < c i .rnpmv) >■ It 51 < <mi 1VM 1 Ws><Wa 1V « X 1 a>  + <mi IXVM 1W .> < « .  1V ,  lor> >
A C e i,n n m v ) '.  It Z  ^  < <mi IVM IW .X W . IV v lW .X W .IX Ia >
-  2<mi l7 MIW «X W « IX IW .X W .I7 y la >
♦  <mi IX IW .X W . IV H IW .X W . I7 y la >  )  < 5 .2 2 )
We heve used the eymbol ei in the coefficients in <5.22) to indícete thet 
these terms originóte from the one-body metrix element.
The two-body metrlx element of pi end p2 is given by
<Of .1» 
♦
IS lexp< iSi +lSa )Uexp<-lSi -IS2 > Imj .mi >
t
B< c2 ) ♦ Z WB<«2 .<xp) 8R<ap) + Z *B<e2 .np) 8R<np) 
z < B<C2 . orpmv) 8R<mp)8R<bv) ♦ B<c2 .mpmv> 8R<mp)8R<mv) 1
♦ Z Z B<C2 ,npmv) SR<np)8R<mv) <5.23)
The verious constents in <5.23) ere given by
B< es ) ■  <or, m j 1U 1 ms , m i >
B (C 2 .ocp) ■ < a ,m s  iV ip U lm j .m i >
B< C 2 ,n p > -  £  < < o l7 p lW « X W » .m s lU lm s .m i>  
+ <m j I7 p  IW nX or.W n lU lm s  .m i >
-  <Wn IV p Im jX o r .m i  IU IW „  .m i >
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B( c2 ■ ttfimv > = * X  ( <W» ,ms I Vi,Ulms .mi Xal VM IW. >
+ <W. ,ms IUIm3 .mi XalV„V, IW.>
- 2<a.ms IViMUIW. ,mi XW. IV, Im3>
- 2<a,m3 IViMUlms ,W.XW. IV* lmt>
+ 2<a,W. IViMUlm3 .mi Xms IV, IW.> ) (5.24)
B<C2 ,m|imv ) •  * X  ( <W» ,ms I VivUlm3 ,mi XalVM IW«>
■b
♦ <a.W. IV2vUlm3 .mi Xms IVM IW.>
+ <a,ms IUViMIWB ,mi XWa IV, lms>
♦ <a,m3 IUV2Mlm3 ,W.XVf. IV» Imi > >
B( C2 . njimv ) - * X  X < <0f I V|i I Wn X Wn IV» IWB X WB , m3 IUI m3 , mi >
N. Nn
+ <m3 IVM IWn><W„ IV, IWBXa,W„ lUlms .mi >
+ <W„ IVM IW.XW. IV, I m3 Xa.ms IUIW„ .mt >
+ <W„ IVP IW.XW.IV, Imi Xa.ms lUlms ,W„>
♦- 2<al VM IW„><W. IV, Imi ><»„ .ms lUlms ,WB>
- 2<ms IVW IW.XW. IV, I m3 ><a, W„ IU I W„ .mi >
- 2<al VM IW.XW.IV, ImsXW, .ms IUIW. .mi >
- 2<ms IV„ IW.XWU IV, Imi Xa.W. lUlms ,W.>
+ 2<W. IVM Imi XW. IV, Im3Xa.ms IUIWn .«■>
♦ 2<alVM IWnXms IV, IW.XW„ ,W. lUlms .mi > >
In these expressions, e subscript 1 or 2 is sdded to the grsdients which 
eppeer in the two-body mstrlx elements, to lndicete which set of coord- 
instes the gredlent sets upon. The symbol C2 is used to indicete thet 
these terms orlginste from the metrix element in <5.23).
- <W„ IVM Imi Xa.ms IUIm3 ,Wn> )
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The matrix • lament
<ot.ms I exp< lSt +iSt )Uaxp<-lSi -ISa > Ima ,ms >
can be evaluated In the same way as the previous one. It takes precisely 
the same form as (5.23), axcept that the coefficients which sppear before 
the ligand displacements are different. We may use the same notation for 
the coefficients of this matrix elemant, axcapt that we will use the sym­
bol S3 instead of sa to indicate the matrix element for which the new co­
efficients are defined. For instance the term which appears with no ionic
displacements is B(cs>. We find that
B(cj) - <a,ms lUlma .ms>
B<C3,orp) » <ot.ms 1 Vi.Ulma .ms>
B(cs.np) - 51 < <«IVM IW.XW. ,ms lUlma ,m»>
♦ <ms IVM IWaXar,Wa lUlma ,ms>
- <W. IVM ImaXa.rns IUIW. ,riK>
- <Wa IVU ImsXor.ms lUlma ,Wa > >
B(ss .arpmv) ■ * 51 < <w.,mt IVj.Ulma .msXorIVu lWa>
c
♦ <W. , mg 1 U 1 m2 . ms Xor 1 VMVv 1 W. >
- 2<or,ms IVi.UIW. .msXW. IV« lma>
- 2<ot.ms IVi.Ulma ,#•><*, IV« Ims > (5.25) 
♦ 2<a, Wa IV|MU Ima .ms Xma IV» 1W. > )
Bics.mpmv) ■ * 51 < <W. . ms 1 Vi «U1 ma , ms > <or 1VM 1W. >
W>
♦ <or,W. I7avuima .ms Xms 1 VM 1 W. >
♦ <«.mslUV|MIW. .msXW.IV« lma>
♦ <or,ms 1 UVa. Ima , W. > <W, IV« 1 ms > >
B(cs,npmv) ■ * 51 51 < <«IVM IW.XW. IV. IW.XW.,ms lUlma ,ms>
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+ <W. IVM IW .X W .IV , ImaXa.ms IUIW. ,ms>
♦ <W. IVM IW.XW.IV, ImsX«.ms lUlma ,W.>
- 2<orlVM IW.XW. IV, ImsXW. .ms lUlma ,W.>
-  2<ms IVM IW .X W .IV , ImaXa.W . IUIW. ,ms>
- 2<al VM IW.XW. IV, Im2 XW. ,m5 IUIW.,ms>
- 2<ms IVM IW.XW. IV, ImsXa.W. lUlma ,W.>
♦ 2<W.IVm ImsXW. IV, ImaX«,ms IUIW. ,W.>
+ 2< «IV M IW .Xm s IV, IW .XW . ,W. lUlma ,ms> )
The other two-body matrix element in (5.16),
+ <ms IV M IW .X W , I7 V IW .X a .W . IUIm 2 ,ms>
<mt ,ma laxp( IS1 +IS2 >Uaxp(-lSi -iSa > I or, mi >
also takas tha form (5.23). The coefficients which multiply the 
displacements will be labelled by the symbol C4 • They are given by
B(C4>
B (c 4 , otp > 
B(C4 ,np>
B ( c 4 ,apmv>
<mi ,m a lU la .m t  >
<mi ,ma IU V |Ml« , m i  >
I  < <mi IV „  IW .X W .  ,m a lU la . m i  >
♦ <ma IV M IW .X m i  ,W . lU la . m i  >
-  <W . IV M I « X m i  . m2 IU IW . , mi >
-  <W. IV .  I m i X m i  ,m a IU I« ,W « >  >
»  Z  < <mi ,ma IU IW . .m i X W . IV ,V M l« >  
♦ <mi ,m a lU V i, IW .  . m iX W . I V ,  l« >
-  2< m i . W. IU V iM lo r .m i X m a  IV ,  I W .>
-  2<W . ,ma IU V iMla , m i  X m i  IV ,  IW .>
Iigand
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+ 2<mi ,ma IU 7 iMlor.W .XW „ 17* IW .>  ) (5 .2 6 )
B( c « .mjimv) = Ik Z  ( <W. ,ma 17i*Ulof,mi ><mi I7M IW. >
S.
♦ <mi ,W . l7 a * U I« .m i X m a  I7 H IW .>
+  <mi , m2 IU 7 i m IW . ,m i ><W, IV *  lo t>
+  <mi .m2 IU 7aMlo < .W .X W . 17 * Im i > >
B (K 4  ,n p m v>  =  *  Z  Z  < <mi I 7 M IW .X W . 17* IW .X W .  .ma lU la . m i  >
*m "n
+ <ma I 7 m IW .X W . 17* I W . X m i  ,W . l U la . m i )
♦ <W. 17M IW .X W . 17 * l a X m i  .ma IU IW n ,m j >
♦ <W. I 7 m IW .X W . 17* I m i X m i  ,m a lU la . W . )
-  2<m i I 7 m IW .X W . 17 * Im i ><W „ .m2 l U la . W . )
-  2<ma I7 m IW n X W . 17« l a X m t  ,W .IU IW . .m i >
-  2<m i 1 7 „  IW .X W . 17» l a X W .  .1*2 IU IW . ,m i>
-  2<ma I 7 M IW .X W . I7 » lm i> < m i  ,W „ l U la . W . )
♦ 2<W . I 7 m I m i ><W. 17 * l a X m i  .m a lU IW n ,W .>
*
+ 2<m i I 7 m IW .X m a  17* IW .X W .  ,W . lU la . m i  > >
We have now obtained expresaions for all of the matrix elements which app­
ear in the contributions (5.16), in terms of matrix elements Involving 
basis functions for the static lattice. We can now substitute back into 
(5.16). and obtain an expression for p*b.
5.0 Contributions in the Harmonic Approximation
Before we substitute the expressions <5.21) to (5.26) back into (5.16). 
there are a few points we should note. Firstly, since we are restricting 
ourselves to the harmonic approximation for the lattice vibrations, we can 
neglect all terms whose dependence on the ligand displacements is higher 
then quadretlc. Secondly, terms linear in the ligand displacements may 
also be dropped because <>R> - 0. Thirdly, each contribution in (5.16)
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will contain a term which contains no ligand displacements. These terms 
simply correspond to the mechanism of chapter three, and so they can be 
ignored too. Bearing these three considerations in mind, we find that
where the various terms
Ar(aorpv) * 
Ar<am|xv) ■
Ar<mmpv) ■ 
Ar(nmpv) *
X T  I y  A r (o ro rp v )  8R (ot|i )5R (o rv  )
♦ 5£  Ar <oimpv> 6R (ot(i>8R <m v)
+ 51 Ar < n*npv) SR(m(i>5R<mv)
♦ A r ( n m p v )  8 R (n p )8 R (m v )  I 
x ( <milO*lmi> ♦ <m3 lOjlmj> >
in (5.27) are given by 
-  *  A ( c i  , a p ) . B ( C 2 ,o rp )
A ( « i  ,ar(imv> .B ic a  > + h  A ( c i  ,m v ) . B (C 2 ,o rp> 
B (c a  .o rpm v) . A ( c i  > -  IS A ( c i  .o rp ) . B (C 2 ,m v ) 
B ( C2 ) .  A< c i  , mjimv ) + A ( * i  ) . B (c 2  .m prnv) 
B ( c2 > .A ( c i  , np m v ) ♦ l* A ( c i  ,m v ) .B (C 2  ,n p >  
A ( c i  > .B (C 2  , n jim v  )
In these terms the subscript 'r‘ has the same meaning as in chapter three; 
that ia, it is shorthand for the set of variables Imi.nu.orl. It is used 
here as a reminder that the terms in <5.27) and (5.28) are a Iao functions 
of the 4f-quantum numbers mi and ms. and the oxygen orbital or.
Similarly we find that the other two contributions of (5.16) are given by
|1) t )14 ■ X y  I y  Ct(ororpv) 8R(or(i) 5R<orv)
t MV
♦ 51 Ct<orm(iv) 6R(ot|i>8R(mv)
+ £  Ct immpv)  SR(m(i >SR(mv>
+ 51 C ttn m p v)  SRinii >8R<mv) I ( 5 . 2 9 )
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x ( <mi 10o I mi> + <m2 lO;im2 > >
The various terms in (5.29) are given by
Ct (aotiiv) 
Ct(am ^v)
Cl (mmjiv ) 
Ct (nmjiv)
-  to B ( c s  ,o rp )  . B (C 4 .a p )
B( C4 , ajimv > . B( e3 ) + to B< es ,mv) .  B( c « ,otp)
B( E3 . o ( im v  ) . B ( C4 ) -  to B(C 4 . of n ) . B ( e 3 , m v ) ( 5 . 3 0 )
B (C 4 > . B ( * 3  .m prnv) + B (C 3 ) • B (C 4 .m jim v )
B ( t3  ) .  B ( * 4  .n jim v )  + to A (C 4 .m v ) . B ( e 3 ,n ) i )
B ( C4 ) .  B (C 3 , n jim v )
The subscript 't' is used in (5.29) and (5.30) for the same reason that r 
is used in (5.27) and (5.28), and is shorthand for the set of variables 
<mi .m2 ,ms .a) ■ We have now succeeded in expressing our mechanism in terms 
of the ligand displacements. The magnitude of }i«b is to be found by eval­
uating (5.27) and (5.29).
5.7 Summary and Diacuaaion ,
In this chapter we have concentrated on the formulation of the problem to 
be solved. This has resulted in expressions (5.27) to (5.30). We have made 
several approximations in getting to these expressions. In particular, we 
have chosen to assume that the Gd9+ ion remains stationary in the lattice. 
This results in (5.27) and (5.29) being much simpler than they otherwise 
would have been. If this assumption had not been made, then (5.27) and 
(5.29) would contain three extra terms, associated with ligand products
5R(a|i)6R(av) , 8R(ap)5R(orv) , 8R(ap)8R(mv)
where a' is usad to label a displacement of the Gd>+ ion. The assumption 
therafore results in almost a halving of the algebraic complexity of the 
problem. The assumption also rasults in the electron/phonon interactions 
becoming identically xaro.
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The formalism of this chapter also demonstrates the value of the simple 
approach which we took to the formulation of the Method of Stevens in the 
dynamic lattice. The retention of the concept of states being split up 
into distinct families, and the simple form of the projection operators 
for the dynamic lattice both mean that an expression for pvb could be ob­
tained using a procedure analogous to that given in chapter three. The 
intrinsic simplicity of this approach would almost certainly be lost if 
one of the alternative schemes outlined in chapter four had been used.
In the next chapter we will consider the problem of rewriting the ligand 
products in a form which is more convenient for obtaining the temperature 
dependence of pvb- That is, we will introduce the normal coordinates of 
the lattice.
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CHAPTER 6
Temperature Dependence of uTb
6 .1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we obtained an expression for pvb in terms of the 
displacements of the neighbouring oxygen atoms and matrix elements involv­
ing basis functions defined for the static lattice. The problem of obtain­
ing numerical estimates of pvb is therefore split up into two stages: 1 > 
the evaluation of the electronic matrix elements, and 2 ) the conversion of 
the products of displacements into temperature dependent factors. In this 
chapter we will concentrate on the second stage of the problem.
The conversion of products of ligand displacements into temperature dep­
endent factors basically involves the calculation of quantities such as 
<8R(ap)8R(bv>>, where a and b are labels for any two of the nine surround­
ing oxygen atoms, and the brackets <....> denote a thermal average. Such
a calculation is made easier if the displacements 5R are written in terms 
of the normal coordinates of the lattice. In doing this we will focus most 
of our attention on a model in which we consider just the normal coordirif 
ates of the nine oxygen atoms surrounding the Gd3* ion (we wi 1 1 refer to 
this as the 'Restricted' model of lattice vibrations), but we will also 
consider what happens in the more general case where we Include all of the 
vibrational modes of the crystal.
In the next section we will derive a general expression for <8R(ap)8R(bv)> 
in terms of the temperature of the lattice, and in section 6.3 we will 
consider how to specialize it for the Restricted model of lattice vibra­
tions mentioned above. This is done most easily by considering the special 
case of a crystal composed of just a single unit cell. Section 6.4 will be 
concerned with some of the ways in which we can incorporate all of the 
normal coordinates of the lattice. The results of this section will be of 
the greatest importance in the next chapter. Finally in sactlon 6.5 we 
will collect together the results of equations (5.2?) and (5.29), and the
results of section 6.3, end we will present en expression for pvb as a 
function of the temperature of the lattice.
6.2 The General Probleei
In order to obtain the thermal average <5R(a|i)8R(bv)>, it is best to start 
by rewriting the displacements in terms of the normal coordinates of the 
lattice. Let us assume that the lattice is composed of N unit cells, with 
r basis atoms per unit cell. It can be shown that the displacement 8R(ap) 
may be written In the following way CMaradudin et al. 19711:
8R(ap) = (NM.)-» X  eM (a Iq j) Q(qj) expCiq.X(l)] (6.1)
■J
In this expression, M. is the mass of the at*1 oxygen atom, and X( I) is a 
vector from a convenient origin to a suitable reference point in the unit 
cell containing the oxygen atom (the 1**0. The Q(gJ) are the normal coord­
inates of the lattice, and they are labelled with a wavevector q and a 
branch J. The Importance of the normal coordinates stems from the fact 
that the vibrational Hamiltonian for the lattice takes the following form 
when written in terms of them, in the harmonic approximation:
Hvb « Vk 51 + <*><Jg>2 Q*(gJ)Q(gJ>] (6.2)
flJ
That is, Hvb becomes diagonal. Note that Hvb is essentially the same as 
Hph, given in (5.5), with the inter-ionic potential expanded to second 
order in a Taylor series about the equilibrium positions of the nuclei. 
The eM(a Igj) are coefficients obtained from the procedure of diagonaliz­
ing Hvb. and if (6.2) is to be valid they must satisfy the following 
orthonormality and closure relations [Maradudln et a). 19711:
51 e„(algj>e,(algj*> - 8 jj* (6.3)
y  e v ( a  I g j ) e M( b l g J ) =  S .b .f in v  ( 6 . 4 )
aJ
Strictly speaking, the symbols 'a' and 'b' in these expressions should not 
be restricted to the nine nearest neighbouring oxygen atoms. Instead they
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should refer to all of the atoms in the unit cell. If we look again at 
figure 1.3, then we see that the unit call contains ethylsulphate radic­
als, as well as the nine neighbouring water molecules and a Gd3♦ ion. When 
we consider the Restricted model of the lattice vibrations, it will be 
convenient to ignore the motion of the ethylsulphate radicals. Since we 
have already assumed that the Gd3* ion is stationary in the lattice, and 
if we make the further assumption that the hydrogen atoms belonging to the 
neighbouring water molecules move rigidly with the oxygen atoms, then it 
follows that <6.3> and (6.4) are correct as written, if we wish to cons­
ider al I of the remaining modes of the lattice. However, these approxim­
ations will make little difference to the numerical results, because the 
models we are going to use (Debye and Einstein models) lead to results 
which are independent of the number of basis atoms in the unit cell (see 
equations (6.12) and (6.14>). From now on though, when we refer to the 
motion of an 'oxygen atom', it is to be understood that we are referring 
to the motion of one of the nine neighbouring water molecules, under the 
assumption that the hydrogen atoms mova rigidly with tha oxygan atom.
The normal coordinates can also be written in terms of phonon annihllators 
and creators. One finds that CMaradudin at al. 19711:
Q(q j) - (h/2u(jq)>* . (o£j + Of-aj) (0.5»
The meaning of the symbols g and J is clearar in (0.5), for thay can now
be related to the properties of the phonons created by o% j. From (6.5) we 
can obtain the well known result
Q*(gj) - Q(-gJ) (6.6)
We now have all of the information we require to find the thermal average 
<8R(ap)6R(bv)>. From now on we will abbreviate this quantity by writing it 
as T(abpv). If both displacements are written in the form (6.1), and we
use (6.5) and (6 .6 ), then we find that tha average is given by
T(ebpv) - t»/ (2NM) w(Jg>-> e, (blgj )e„ (a IgJ) <(2naj+l>> (6.7)
■ J
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where we have put Ms ■ Mb ■ M. and n*j = ot^joraj. The last term in (6.7) 
Involves the thermal average of the occupation number of the phonon mode 
with wevevector g, belonging to the branch. This aversge is just the
Bose-Einstein distribution for phonons IMaradudin et al. 19711:
<nai> - t exp( phto< jq)) - 11-1 (6.6)
where we have put 6 ■ 1/kgT. Substituting back into (6.7) gives
T(ab»iv> ■ h/(2NH) X  w(Jg>-‘ e« (big J )aM (a I g J) coth<wpt>tj< Jq)) (6.9)
■ J
This is the result we seek. The rest of the work of this chapter will 
follow directly from this result.
8.3 Theneal Averages in the Restricted Model
In the Restricted model of the lattice vibrations, we wish to consider 
only the motion of the nine oxygen atoms which surround the Gds* ion under 
consideration. The rest of the vibrational modes are ignored. The eesiest 
way to specialise (6.9) to this case is to insist that N*l, i.e. we con­
sider e crystal composed of just one unit call. We wl 11 ignore the motion^ 
of the athylsulphate radicals in the unit call, so that we consider only 
the 27 normal coordinates of the oxygen stone in the Restricted model.
There is en important consequence which arises from setting N*1 in (6.9). 
For any branch of the phonon spectrum, there are exactly N allowed values 
of q. Therefore if N*1, there is effectively only one phonon mode per 
branch, and so the wavevector q can be dropped from (6.9). We therefore 
find that, in the Restricted model of lattice vibrations
TR(abpv) - h/(2M) X<*(j>-i 6j(bv)0j(ap> coth(WP»*>( J >) (6.10)
i
where the pj(ait> are coefficients anelogous to the coefficients eM<algj) 
in the more general case. It turns out that the p coefficients are much 
eesler to calculate than the e coefficients, because there is only a fin­
ite number of them. In addition, they form a discrete set of quantities,
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rather than a continuous set. In (6.10), j now labels the individual norm­
al coordinates of the oxygen atoms.
One might ask at this stage how it is that we can apply these statistical 
ideas to a system consisting of only nine vibrating atoms, for it would 
seem that statistical fluctuations (« 1//N, where N = number of particles 
in the system) would make the concept of a thermal average meaningless. 
The answer of course is that we cannot apply them if the system is an iso­
lated one, but the system is not isolated; it is part of a crystal lattice 
which consists of many unit cel la coupled together. We may therefore con­
sider a single unit cell as being coupled to a heat bath which consists of 
all of the other unit cells in the crystal. Provided that the coupling is 
weak and that there are a large number of unit cells, it is possible to 
consider any one unit cell as being in thermal equilibrium [Feynmann 1972; 
Mandl 19871. We will assume that both criteria hold. The assumption about 
the unit cell being coupled weakly to the rest of the lattice is probably 
a reasonably good one, because the coupling arises from hydrogen bonds be­
tween the water molecules and the ethylsulphate radicals. We will say more 
about this in the next chapter. Provided that the crystal has macroscopic 
dimensions, the number of unit cells will be large.
C.4 Models of the Whole U»tticf.
The evaluation of (6.9) is in general a fairly difficult problem, because 
one needs to have an explicit knowledge of the norma I coordinates, and 
also a knowledge of the phonon spectrum «(Jg) [Maradudln et al. p308). A 
knowledge of the normal coordinatas is required because of the appearance 
of the e coefficients in (6.9). This problem can be circumvented, and an 
approximation to the thermal average can be obtained, by putting a»b, p=v 
in (6.9) and then summing over a and p. With the help of (6.3) this gives
51 <8R(ap)8R(ap)> * t»/(2NM> 5;«(Jg)-> coth( *6hw( Jg)) <6.11)
•m s i
To the best of our knowledge, the exact form of the phonon spectrum u(Jg) 
for GdES is not available, and so we must use some sort of approximation. 
The most common of these are the Debye and Einstain models IZiman 19631.
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In the Einstein model, the vibrational motion of any ona atom is assumed 
to be independent of the motion of the other atoms. <d(jg) is than assumed 
to be a constant, independent of j and g. If we make this approximation in
(6.11) , and make the further assumption that <8R(ap)8R(ap)> is independent 
of a and |i <i.e. that the crystal is isotropic), we find that
<8R(a|i)8R(ap)> * h/(2Mu.) cothOkphu.) (6.12)
is called the Einstein frequency, and is equal to the constant frequ­
ency assumed for the atomic vibrations. It is often chosen so thst theory 
matches up with the relevant experimental data.
The Einstein approximation is a reasonable approximation for the optical 
phonon branches, because the dispersion curve «(Jg) * q is often very 
flat for these branches. However it cannot be considered a good approxim­
ation for the acoustic branches, because u(jg) -* 0 as q -* 0 for the ac­
oustic modes. A better approximation for the ecoustic branches is the 
Debye approximation, in which the vibrational modes of the crystal are 
replaced by the vibrational modes of an elastic continuum. The dispersion 
curve now becomes lineer, so that u(jg) « q. It is also convenient to 
Introduce a density of states function D(fc>)du, equal to the number of 
vibrational modes with frequencies between w and <•> + dw. The sum over J 
and g in (6.11) can then be replaced by an Integration over w, with a fix­
ed upper limit chosen so that the correct number of vibretlonel modes are 
incorporated. This upper limit is the Debye frequency u d . The density of 
states is found to be given by CRelssland 1972)
D(u)du » 9N' da>/aiD (6.13)
where N' is the total number of atoms in the crystal. Using (6.13) in
(6.11) , and again assuming that <8R(ap)8R(ap)> is independent of a and p, 
we find that
<8R(sp)8R(ap)> * (3h»T2/2MkeD) F(8d /T) (6.14)
where the function F is given by
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F<u> X coth(X/2) dX (6.15)
9d is called the Debye temperature, and is given by 6d = hwo/kB. As in the 
Einstein model, 0o is usually treated as a parameter, to be chosen so that 
theory coincides with the relevant experimental data. The problem with the 
Debye model of course is that it does not correctly describe the optical 
branches of the phonon spectrum (except for a Bravais lattice, in which 
there are no such branches). Therefore for our model of the lattice vib­
rations in GdES, we should use a combination of Debye and Elnateln models, 
describing the acoustic and optical branches respectively. For a lattice 
of N unit cells, with r basis atoms per unit cell, there are 3N acoustic 
vibrstional modes and 3(r-l)N optic vibrational modes [Madelung 10801. 
Equations (6.12) and (6.14) require slight modifications to allow for the 
fact that they are incorporating 3(r-l)N and 3N modes respectively. We 
then arrive at the following approximate result for the thermal average:
<8R(an>SR(a|i>> » <8R(an>SR(a|i>>. 4 <8R(ap)8R<a|i>>.
* <3h*T*/2Mrks0D) F(«d/T>
♦ h/< 2 Mu« ><l-i/r) cothOfcphu.) (6.16)
»
We will look at tha numerical valuas of this exprasslon in tha next chap­
ter. Before we move on though, a faw comments are in order about <6.16). 
Firstly, although it incorporatas all of the modes of tha lattice, it does 
so in a very approximate manner, and tha rastriction that we must have 
a=b, in (6.9) is a severe one, because the form of the contributions
(5.27) and (5.29) shows that we need to consider the cases when aSb and 
p#v. Even then one has to assume that the lattice is isotropic in order to 
get (6.16). None of these problems arise in the Restricted model of the 
lattice vibrations, for the calculation of the coefficients 0 in (6.10) is 
comparatively straightforward. The second point concerns the parameters 0d 
and u« . As we have already mentioned, they are usually chosan so that the 
theory coincides with experiment. The problem with this is that one cannot 
guarantee that a valua of 0d obtained from one matching procedure (e.g. to 
specific heat data) is applicable to a problem involving a totally diff­
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erent set of physical principles. Thia ia what we will hava to do hare. 
Sinca (6.16) is sansitivaly dependent on 8d and w« , thla la clearly an 
important point to bear in mind. We will return to aquation (6.16) again 
in chapter seven.
In order to get the expression for pvb in terms of temperature, and within 
the Restricted model of lattice vibrations, all that we need do ia subst- 
ituta (6.10) into (5.27) and (5.29). Doing this gives
PJ ♦ P*
■ X 21 A(J> [h/2Muj1.coth(Wphwj) 
i
- X S  C(J) th/2MwjJ.coth(WPh«j)
(6.17)
(6.18)
where the coefficients A(J) and C(j) are given by
A(J> ■ 2l { 21 AP(c«i»v).Pj(or|i>Pj(ofv>
♦ ^  Ar (oanpv) .Pj (orp)pj (mv) 
su»
♦ 21 Ar (mmjiv). Pj (mp)Pj (mv)
♦ ^  Ar(nmpv).Pj(np)Pj(mv) »
C(J) ■ 21 < 21 C» (ootpv) .Pj (op)Pj <ov)
t wv
♦ 21 Ct (oempv) .Pj (ap)Pj (mv)
♦ Ct(mmpv).Pj(mp)Pj(mv)
♦ 21 C*(nmpv).Pj(np)Pj(mv) >
and tha coefficient X was found in chapter three to be given by 
X - -I60/AN.NÎ
From (6.1) the coefficients P ara given by
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SR(ap) <M>-» 21 pj(au>Qj ( 6 . 2 1 )
where tha Qj ara tha normal coordinates of the nine oxygen atoms in the 
unit call.
Whilst tha forms of (6.17) and (6.18) look comparativaly straightforward, 
one should bear in mind that tha electronic coefficients in (6.19) and 
(6.20) ara actually rathar complicated functions of the matrix elements of 
X, U and V. Thair pracise form in terms of matrix elements formed from 
basis functions deflnad for the static lattice may be found from equations 
(5.22). <5.24). <5.25). (5.26). <5.28) and (5.30), and thay are given in full 
in appendix A.
6.6 Suwssary and Diacuaalon
In this chaptar we have been concerned with the conversion of tha contrib­
utions to pvb into a form where the temperature dependence appears explic- 
itly. To do this we considered two models of tha lattlca vibrations, one
in which we consider all of the modes of the lattice, and one in which we
consider juat the 27 normal coordinates of the oxygen atoms which belong 
to the water molecules which are nearest neighbours of a givan Gd3+ ion 
(the Restricted model). Both of these models hava their own strengths and 
weaknesses, but the approximations which lead up to the model for the 
whole lattice (Isotropy, a-b, p«v, Debye/Einsteln models) would seem to be 
very restrictive in the context of our problem. These approximations are 
not necessary in tha model of the single unit cell, but than it would seem 
that some error must be incurred by neglecting the rest of tha lattice 
modes. However there are two mitigating factors hare: 1) our problem is 
not concerned with tha orbit-lattice interaction; that is, we ara not
trying to find which modes of the lattice are strongly coupled to the Gd**
ion. Our 'effect' arises purely and simply because the mechanism of CEA 
(chapter three) depends sensitively on the ion/ligand separations, and so 
might be expected to change if the lattice vibrates. If we were concerned 
with the orbit-lattica Interaction, than clearly we would have to consider 
all of the modes of the lattice. 2) As we ahall see in the next chapter, 
the nearest neighbouring oxygen atoms ara coupled to tha rest of tha latt­
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ice by means of hydrogen bonds involving the hydrogen atoms belonging to 
the corresponding water molecules, and the ethy1sulphate radicals. The 
weakness of these bonds suggests that it may not be a bad approximation to 
assume that the motion of the oxygen atoms in a particular unit cell is 
largely independent of the motion of the rest of the lattice.
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CHAPTER 7
Normal Coordinate» in the Restricted Model
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will calculate the coefficients 3 and the frequencies 
uj which appear in the expressions (6.17) to (6.20), in the Restricted 
model of lattice vibrations. To do this, we need to obtain the normal 
coordinates of a complex consisting of nine oxygen atoms (again it is to 
be assumed that two hydrogen atoms move rigidly with each one), arranged 
around a stationary Gd** ion with Cah symmetry. In the next section we 
will briefly outline the general theory of normal coordinates, and in sec­
tion 7.3 we will consider the nature of the bonding between the various 
components of the complex. In doing this we will make considerable use of 
crystallographic data obtained for the ethylsulphates. In section 7.4 we 
will make use of the bonding information to obtain the potential energy of 
the lattice when it undergoes a small distortion. From the expression for 
the potential energy we can construct the force matrix for the system. In 
section 7.5, the group theoretical properties of the symmetry group of the 
complex will be used to transform the force matrix into a form which makes
1the diagonalisation process considerably easier. Finally in section 7.6 we 
will present the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the force matrix, thus 
yielding the frequencies uj, and the set of coefficients p, respectively.
__The Theory of Normal Coordinates
The calculation of the normal coordinates of an N-particle complex is a 
very old problem, and the general procedure can be found in most textbooks 
on classical mechanics, for example Goldstein (1980). The application of 
group theoretical techniques to the problem is explained very ably in the 
book by Boardman et al. (1973).
Consider an N-particle complex which is slightly distorted from its pos­
ition of stable equilibrium. We may write this distortion in the form of a 
3N-dimensionaI vector:
-1 02
E * Z  r i 51  < xixi ♦ yiyi + z i z i  1 (7.1)i i
The vector ri describes the displecement of the ith etom in the complex. 
The unit vectors (xi,yi,zi> define a local coordinate system centred on 
the it*1 atom at its equilibrium position, and the (xi.yi.zi) are the co­
ordinates of the it*» particle with respect to these axes. The choice of 
coordinate systems for the nine oxygen atoms in our system is shown in 
figure 7.1. Note that they have been chosen so that they are parallel to 
the corresponding x.y and z axes for which the Hamiltonian Hd has been 
defined (equation (5.1)). The coordinates xa,ya,za can then be identified 
with the displacements 5R(ap), |i*l,2,3, used in previous chapters.
Let us now define column vectors lx> end lx), along with the corresponding 
row vectors <xl and <xl , so that
(xl = [ X I , yi,Z| ....... ....... XN , yN . z n I (7.2a)
<ai - I H i , y t , z i ...... ....... XN , yx , ZN ) <7.2b)
If the complex is vlbrsting, then in the harmonic approximation the Kin­
etic and potential energies of the complex are quadratic forma, and so may 
be written as follows: 1
T ■ Ik <*INIft) <7.3a>
V - Ik (xlKlx) <7.3b)
where M and K are the force and mass matrices respectively. The objective 
of the transformation to normal coordinates is to reduce T and V to diag­
onal form, so that the vibrational Hamiltonian takes the form (6.2). Such 
a diagonalisation procedure is alweys possible for a quadratic form [Ayres 
19831. Therefore let us consider a transformation of the coordinates and 
basis vectors as follows
I g  ) b  o(T | x  > a  I q  ) ■  o r  > IX  ) ( 7 . 4 )
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Figur« 7.1. Th« basi« «««tara uoad f«r th« calculation «f th« nor.nl coordinata« la th« 
Raatrlctad .oda I of latti«« vlbratlaaa. Tha plana« af ataaa ara «lavad by looking «arti«ally 
dova ea th« «all la fl*. I.S. Tha vactara fl ta f« ara daflaad «u«h that fl ■ fl ■ fl. Nota 
that th« authoring af th« ataaa la aat tha a an aa that glvaa la Mg. I.S.
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where the superscript T denotes the trenspose of the 3N x 3N matrix ot. The 
last step In <7.4) follows if we insist that the vectors gt are normalized 
so that r = (xlx) ■ <qlq>. The kinetic and potential energies now become
T  ■  Vfc < ^ I« T H  o il q  ) <7.5a)
V ■ W (qlorTK orlq) <7.5b>
If T and V are to become diagonal, then we must choose at so that
«TM « - 1 oiTK or ■ diag(Xi) < 7.6 >
where \| is equal to m  . That is, the K matrix is transformed so that its 
diagonal elements become equal to the vibrational frequencies squared. The 
vibrational Hamiltonian for the complex then becomes
So the general motion of the complex has been reduced to a linear combin­
ation of simple harmonic motions. These are called the normal modes of the
system. Thus the it*» normal mode of the system corresponds to a distortion
tof the complex given by r ■ qiqi, where gi defines the pattern of the mo­
tion of the atoms in the i»*» mode, and qi is the i*h normal coordinate, 
given by qi “ qiocostuitte). Note that in general there are only 3N-6 
non-zero values of ui , because six degrees of freedom are associated with 
pure rotations and translations of the complex. The exceptions are linear 
complexes, and complexes which are constrained In some way.
Comparing equations <6.21) and the second of equations (7.4), we see that 
the coefficients 6 are obtained from the elements of the matrix or. The 
factor M-* in (6.21) appears by virtue of the first of equations (7.6), 
which ensures that the elements of or hsve dimensions of CM1-V The problem 
now Is to find or. With the sdvent of modern computers, this is now a comp­
aratively straightforward problem, and for many years now programs have 
been available which not only calculate a. but also K snd M too (e.g. see 
Gwinn (1971)). Alternatively, one cen use group theoretics! techniques to
H - ü Z  I + uiql 1 (7.7)
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exploit the symmetry of the complex (if it hes any). It is possible to do 
this because the 3N basis vectors xi . . . . zn form a basis for a 3N dimen­
sional reducible representation of the symmetry group, and one of the 
standard techniques of group theory is the construction of linear combin­
ations of these basis vectors which transform according to the irreducible 
representations of the symmetry group CBoardman et al. 19731. These new 
linear combinations (of which there are a total of 3N) form the so called 
'symmetrized basis', and they often have more convenient properties than 
the basis vectors x i ....z n, as we shall see shortly. If we write the
symmetrized basis vectors as a column vector Is), then we can write
■»> “ XT ■*> * Is) ■ r 1 !x> (7.8)
The kinetic and potential energies then become
T  -  I t  < * ' * TN * I A )  -  Ik ( A I M '  I A )  ( 7 . 9 a )
V  *  Ik ( s l j T K  * l s >  -  Ik ( s I K ' I s )  ( 7 . 9 b )
A most Important result holds for M' and K', for it may be shown that they 
are in block form, with one block for each irreducible representation of 
the symmetry group CBoardman et al. 19731. The dimension of each block is 
equal to the number of symmetrized basis vectors transforming according to 
the corresponding Irreducible representation. The advantage of this reduc­
tion to block form is that the diagona 1 isation procedure (7.6) may be 
carried out for each of the blocks separately, thus drastically reducing 
the size of the matrices which need to be considered. We note that if Is) 
and lx) form mutually orthonormal sets, then y is an orthogonal matrix and 
so the eigenvalues of K' and M' are the same as those of K and M [Ayres 
19831. Therefore the transformation does not sffect the frequencies ut.
The transformstion to norms 1 coordinates now takes the form
lg) - nT >1> - Dt2t '*> (7.10)
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The matrix or is then equal to * q . The problem then is to find a matrix q  
such that
QTy*ji ■ i nTK n » diag(Xi) <7.n>
It may be shown (Boardman et al. 1973) that the following matrix does this 
q  - a b c (7.12)
where a brings M' to diagonal form: aTM'a ■ M"
b reduces M" to the identity: bTM"b ■ X
c diagonalizes bT aT K ' a b
This procedure is followed for each block of K ' and M'. Hence q can be 
constructed, and so or is found. Because the force matrix K 1 is in block 
form, it follows that the matrix q  will also be in block form, and so a 
given normal mode gi will be equal to a linear combination of symmetrized 
basis vectors which all transform according to the same irreducible rep­
resentation. Therefore each normal mode also transforms according to a 
given irreducible representation. The number of modes which transform 
according to a given irreducible representation is equal to the number of 
symmetrized basis vectors belonging to that irreducible representation.
7.3 Bonding in GdES
Before we can do any of this, however, we need to calculate the force 
matrix K, and to do this, we need to know something about the force cons­
tants of the bonds between the various components of the complex. The 
local environment of the Gd** ion in the ethyl sulphates has been investig­
ated using crystallographic techniques, among the most recent being the 
investigations by Albertsson and Elding (1977) and Gherkin and Reppart 
(1984). Figure 7.2 shows the general structure of the GdES crystal, and 
figure 7.3 shows in detail the local environment of a Gd** ion, as seen 
'from above' (l.e. looking down on the unit coll in figure 1.3). The 
oxygen atoms lying in the upper and lower triangles in figure 1.3 are lab-
Figura 7.2. Tha atructura af lanthanua athyIau 1phata (froa Albartaaan and Blding 11177)1. 
Tha rhoabua aarka tha crratallagraphic unit «ail, cantaining tua rara-aarth iana. Tha tri- 
anglaa liak tha aaygan ataaa balaagiag ta tha uppar plana af uatar aalaculaa in figura 1.1.
O0<»)
Figura 7.3. Tha laçai aaviraaarant af a rara-aarth iaa la aara datait. Tha vlau la that whlch 
uauld ba aaaa If ua uara ta laak vartically dawa aa tha aall ahaua ia fig. 1.3.
el led 0<1>, and those lying in the central plane are labelled 0(2). Those 
oxygen atoms labelled 0(3) and 0<5> are involved in hydrogen bonding with 
the 0(1) and 0(2) oxygen atoms. The hydrogen atoms associated with the 
0(1) and 0(2) oxygen atoms are labelled H< 1 > and H(2) respectively. The 
hydrogen bonds are indicated with a dotted line.
In order to calculate K we need to know the coordinates of the 0(3) and 
0(5) oxygen atoms, relative to an origin at the centre of the Gd** ion. 
Unfortunately, the two references given above do not provide this inform­
ation. Instead, they provide a series of bond lengths and angles, from 
which the various coordinates can be deduced. With the help of some rather 
tedious trigonometry, we obtain the coordinates shown in table 7.1. The 
first column indicates the 0(1) or 0(2) atom also involved in the hydrogen 
bond. It is assumed throughout that the positions of all of the oxygen 
atoms and the orientation of all bonds are consistent with the Csh symm­
etry of the unit cell. The labelling of the 0(1) and 0(2) oxygens in table
7.1 is the same as that used in figure 7.1. The lengths are measured in 
units of a0 . The coordinates of the 0(1) and 0(2) oxygens are given in 
table 1.1.
Table 
to the
M :  coordinates of the 0(3 
0(1) and 0(2) oxygen atoms and 0(5) oxygens (in units of a«)
bonded
— f\J
OO 0(3> oxygen 0( J) oxygen
oxygen X Y Z X Y Z
1 0.215 3.154 0 -3.398 1.410 0.790
2 -2.839 -1.391 0 0.477 -3.648 0.790
3 2.624 -1.763 0 2.920 2.237 0.790
4 - - - 2.690 4.659 0
5 - - - -5.360 0 0
6 - - - 2.690 -4.659 0
7 0.215 3.154 0 -3.398 1.410 -0.790
8 -2.839 -1.391 0 0.477 -3.646 -0.790
9 2.624 -1.763 0 2.920 2.237 -0.790
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The next question we need to answer is how strong are the bonds in the 
complex. As we have already mentioned, data of this nature does not appear 
to be available. This is unfortunate, but it is clear from figures 7.2 and
7.3 that we need to consider only two types of bonds, namely the Gd - 0 
bonds, and the hydrogen bonds between the various oxygen stoms. In part­
icular we notice that there is no direct bonding between pairs of 0<1) or 
0(2) oxygen atoms. Therefore, if we essume that contributions to the pot­
ential energy arise only as a result of bond stretches (not bond bending), 
then we need only specify two force constants. Let the force constent for 
the Gd - O stretch be k, and write the force constant for the hydrogen 
bond stretch es Xk. Spectroscopic data indicates thet X varies from about 
0.05 to about 0.2 [Hamilton and Ibers 1968). For convenience, let us put 
X ■ 0.1. We now have only one constant to determine, namely k. Because of 
the way that we have defined the hydrogen bond force constant, k will 
appear as a factor outside the matrix K, and so wi 11 be a multiplying fac­
tor for the normal mode frequencies uì . The determination of a value for k 
will be deferred until section 7.6.
7.4 The Force Matrix K
In order to calculate the force matrix K, we need to know by how much e*:h 
bond is stretched when the system undergoes a distortion from its equilib­
rium position. Throughout the calculation we will assume that the 0(3) and 
0(5) oxygen atoms remain stationary. Therefore the bonds stretch purely as 
a result of the motion of the 0(1) end 0(2) oxygen atoms. Remember that we 
are assuming that the hydrogen atoms H(1) and H(2) move rigidly with the 
appropriate 0(1) and 0(2) oxygens.
We calculate the bond stretch as follows. Consider a bond of equilibrium 
length a. Let one end of the bond be situated at the point (ai,a2,a3), end 
the other end at a point (b1 .b2 .b3 ). Let the ends suffer displacements 
<Xa,ya.Za) end (xb.yb.Zb> respectively. The stretch A which the bond suff­
ers in undergoing these displacements is given by
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<a+A)» (<ai-bi+xa-xt>* + <a2-ba+y«-y^ )*
- <as-bj+z«-zb>* 1 <7.13)
If we expand tha right hand sida of (7.13) and ignore the terms quadratic 
in displacements, then we easily find that
A *  C <b i-a t)<X «-X b>  + <b2-a2 ) < y «-y b ) + < b s -a j)< za - z b ) 1/a <7.14)
The increase in potential energy due to this stretch la then just
«V.b - *kA* <7.15)
where k is the force constant for the bond stretch. This procedure can be 
repeated for all pairs of atoms bonded together, and one then arrives at 
an expression for tha total potential energy V. Once V has been found, the 
force matrix K can be constructed. Because this procedure is algorithmic 
in nature, we used the computer to obtain K, with tha help of the data in 
tables 1.1 and 7.1.
the mass matrix M is somewhat easier to calculate, because
T ■ * 21 H <*? + + ti) <7.16)
1
Therefore M is a diagonal matrix, equal to the identity X multiplied by M:
M - M I <7.17)
The fact that M is diagonal is a considerable help in the calculation of 
or. This is because if the symmetrized basis vectors la) form an orthogonal 
set, then y is an orthogonal matrix, and so from <7.9) we see that the 
transformed matrix M 1 is equal to N. From <7.12) we then see immediately 
that a « 1, b ■ M-* X- That is, a and b take particularly simple forms.
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7.5 Application of Group Theory
As we have already said, the use of group theory in the normal coordinate 
problem provides us with considerable assistance, because it allows us to 
move to a new set of basis vectors la), which, when used in equations 
(7.9a) and <7.9b), transform the force and mass matrices into new matrices 
K' and M' which are in block form. Each block can then be diagonal ised 
separately. The problem which confronts us now is how do we find the new 
set Is)? The answer lies in the use of group theoretical projection oper­
ators (not to be confused with the P„ of chapter two!). The basis vectors 
Is) transform according to the irreducible representations of the symmetry 
group, and it may be shown that a vector trensformlng according to the X**» 
irreducible representation is given by (Heine I960]
<«l>x - X  Xx(R).Re (7.17)
where R is any element of the symmetry group, X\(R) is the character of 
the element R in the irreducible representation, and a is a vector 
belonging to the set xi....i n. Any multiple of (7.17) will also be satis­
factory, and so we can choose the set Is) to be normalized.
The symmetry of the complex which we are considering is Csh , and the chei—  
acter table is given in table 7.2 below (Heine I960!. In this table we 
have defined <•> = exp(2nl/3).
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In this table. oh is a reflection in the mirror plane containing the cen­
tral triangle of 0<1) oxygen atoms, and S3 ■ ohC3, Ss = ohCs. Finally we 
need to know how many vectors transform according to each irreducible rep­
resentation of Csh. The 27 basis vectors xi---2 9 shown in figure 7.1 form
a basis for a 27-dimensional representation of Csk . Using the standard 
rules of group theory CBoardman et al. 19731, we can reduce this represen­
tation into its irreducible components. If we call the representation T, 
then we find that
r - 5A' ® *A" • 5E' ® *E" <7.18)
and it follows that we will have five vectors transforming as A', four 
transforming as A", ten transforming as E' and eight transforming as E". 
It also follows from <7.18) end our previous discussions that there will 
be five normal coordinates transforming as A', four as A", five doubly 
degenerate pairs as E' and four doubly degenerate pairs as E".
On applying the formula <7.17), we obtain the results shown in table Cl of 
appendix C. Once the symmetrized basis Is) has been found, the matrices K ‘ 
and M 1 can be found. Because we are dealing with large matrices here, the 
matrix multiplications were done on the computer. As anticipated, we found 
that M' ■ M. and K' is now in block form. The various blocks ere given in 
tables C2-C5 of appendix C. In order to find the matrix at. we now apply 
<7.12) to each block in turn. We have already seen that if the matrix ï is 
orthogonal, then a = i, b ■ M-* 1. Therefore we need to conaider the 
diagonalisation of
bîaTKxa b « 1/MKx <7.19)
where Kx is the block in K' which corresponds to the X»*» Irreducible rep­
resentation of the Csh group. The matrix ç  which diagonalizes <7.19) is 
found by obtaining all of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of <7.19), and 
then laying out the normalized eigenvectors as the columns of ç.  The eig­
envalues of <7.19) are the required normal mode frequencies [Ayres 19831. 
The matrix at is then found from Q * a b ç, « ■ Ï O-
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7.6 Et«>ny«lut» and Eigenvectors
When the procedure outlined at the end of the previous section is carried 
through, we obtain the following results for the normal coordinates l g )  in 
terms of the symmetrized basis Is). Note that six of the normal coordin­
ates were found to have zero frequency. This is a consequence of the fact 
that the model we used for the bonding between oxygen atoms (ignoring bond 
bending, retention of only linear terms In (7.14)) allows internal motions 
of the oxygen atoms which are not resisted by the bonds. The frequencies 
u) are multiples of the force constant k divided by the oxygen mass M.
Table . 3 : nor« bas
ns 1 mode 
s. in terms of thè symmetrized
IRR i*>a norma 1 modes <x M*)
(X k/M)
A* 91 0.092 0.76si 4 0.2082 - 0.61sj
9a 0.101 -0. Usi 4 0.98sa 4 0. Usi
9S 1.007 0.63si - 0.02sa 4 0.78sj
9« 1. 100 84
A" 9« 0.092 0.76 se 4 0.2087 - 0.61*8
9« 0.101 -0.1496 4 0.9687 4 0.1498
97 1.007 0.63ss - 0.0297 4 0.7898
E' 9« 0.092 0.76SIO 4 0.20sii - 0.61912
9* 0.092 0.76SIS 4 0.20914 - 0.61915
gio 0. 101 -O.Usio 4 o.98sii 4 0. Usi a
911 0.101 -0. Usi a 4 0.96si« 4 O.Usis
91 a 1.007 0.63sio - 0.02sii 4 0.78912
9i a 1.007 0.63SIJ - 0.0291« 4 0.78915
91« 1 . 100 * u
91« 1 . 100 »17
E" 91« 0.092 0.76920 4 0.20921 - 0.61922
91 r 0.092 0.76S2I 4 0.20S24 - 0.61825
git 0.101 -O.usao 4 0.98921 4 0.14922
91* 0.101 -0.Uf2S 4 0.98124 4 0.US2I
gao 1 .007 0.63920 - 0.02921 4 0.76022
gai 1 .007 0.63923 - 0.02824 4 0.76925
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From the results of tsbles 7.3 and Cl. equations (6.21) and (7.4), we can 
obtain the coefficients p. These are tabulated in tables 7.4a and 7.4b.
Tabi e 7.4a : the coeff lcient s Pi (nii) fcr i*l to 11
n 1-1 i—2 i =3 1*4 i*5 1=6 i*7 1=8 i*9 i = 10 1*11
1 l -0.08 0.38 -0.14 0 -0.08 0.38 -0.14 -0.12 0 0.53 0
2 0.31 0.15 0.22 0 0.31 0.15 0.22 0.44 0 0.21 0
3 -0.25 0.06 0.32 0 -0.25 0.06 0.32 -0.35 0 0.08 0
2 1 -0.23 -0.32 -0.12 0 -0.23 -0.32 -0.12 0.16 -0.28 0.22 -0.39
2 -0.23 0.25 -0.23 0 -0.23 0.25 -0.23 0.16 -0.28 -0.18 0.31
3 -0.25 0.06 0.32 0 -0.25 0.06 0.32 0.18 -0.31 -0.04 0.07
3 1 0.31 -0.06 0.26 0 0.31 -0.06 0.26 -0.22 -0.38 0.04 0.07
2 -0.08 -0.40 0.01 0 -0.08 -0.40 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.28 0.49
3 -0.25 0.06 0.32 0 -0.25 0.06 0.32 0.18 0.31 -0.04 -0.07
4 1 0 0 0 0.29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0 -0.58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 0 0 0 0.29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 -0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 -0.08 0.38 -0.14 0 0.08 -0.38 0.14 -0.12 0 0.53 0
2 0.31 0.15 0.22 0 -0.31 -0.15 -0.22 0.44 0 0.21 0
3 0.25 -0.06 -0.32 0 -0.25 0.06 0.32 0.35 0 -0.08 0
a 1 -0.23 -0.32 -0.12 0 0.23 0.32 0.12 0.16 -0.28 0.22 -0.39
2 -0.23 0.25 -0.23 0 0.23 -0.25 0.23 0.16 -0.28 -0.18 0.31
3 0.25 -0.06 -0.32 0 -0.25 0.23 0.16 -0.18 0.31 0.04 -0.07
9 1 0.31 -0.06 0.26 0 -0.31 0.06 -0.26 -0.22 -0.38 0.04 0.07
2 -0.08 -0.40 0.01 0 0.08 0.40 -0.01 0.06 0.10 0.28 0.49
3 0.25 -0.06 -0.32 0 -0.25 0.06 0.32 -0. 18 -0.31 0.04 0.07
Tab a 7.41 : the coefflciant a <r(1) fc r 1-12 to 21
n p 1-12 i-13 1-14 1-15 1 = 16 1 = 17 1-18 1-19 1-20 1-21
1 1 -0.19 0 0 0 -0.12 0 0.53 0 -0.19 0
2 0.31 0 0 0 0.44 0 0.21 0 0.31 0
3 0.45 0 0 0 -0.35 0 0.08 0 0.45 0
2 1 0.09 -0.15 0 0 0.16 -0.28 0.22 -0.39 0.09 -0. 15
2 0.16 -0.28 0 0 0. 16 -0.28 -0.18 0.31 0.16 -0.28
3 -0.23 0.39 0 0 0.18 I o u> -0.04 0.07 -0.23 0.39
3 1 -0.18 -0.31 0 0 -0.22 -0.38 0.04 0.07 -0.18 -0.31
2 -0.01 -0.01 0 0 0.06 0. 10 0.28 0.49 -0.01 -0.01
3 -0.23 -0.39 0 0 0. 18 0.31 -0.04 -0.07 -0.23 -0.39
4 1 0 0 0.41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0.71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0.41 -0.71 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 0 0 -0.20 -0.35 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0.35 0.61 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 -0.19 0 0 0 0.12 0 -0.53 0 0.19 0
2 0.31 0 0 0 -0.44 0 -0.21 0 -0.31 0
3 -0.45 0 0 0 -0.35 0 0.08 0 0.45 0
8 1 0.09 -0.15 0 0 -0. 16 0.28 -0.22 0.39 -0.09 0.15
2 0. 16 -0.28 0 0 -0.16 0.28 0.18 -0.31 -0.16 0.28
3 0.23 -0.39 0 0 0. 18 -0.31 -0.04 0.07 -0.23 0.39
9 1 -0.18 -0.31 0 0 0.22 0.38 -0.04 -0.07 0.18 0.31
2 -0.01 -0.01 0 0 -0.06 -0.10 -0.28 -0.49 0.01 0.01
3 0.23 0.39 0 0 0. 18 0.31 -0.04 -0.07 -0.23 -0.39
The only problem which remains now la to find a valua (or suitable range 
of valuaa) for tha forca conatant k. Nota that tha coafficianta 0 are dim- 
anaionlaas numbers. Thia follows bacausa from <7.10) and <7.11) we see
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that the basis vectors gi have dimensions CM]-*, so that the normal coord­
inates qi must have dimensions IML2JH. Therefore from (6.21) it follows 
that the coefficients 0 must be dimensionless.
7.7 Determination of k
The usual method of determining the force constants of the various bonds 
in a molecule is to analyse a Raman spectrum of that molecule. From the 
spectrum one can determine the vibrational frequencies of the various 
normal coordinates, and with the help of theory one can then choose the 
various force constants in a self consistent way CNakamoto 19861. To the 
best of our knowledge, no Raman spectra are available for GdES. Therefore 
we must choose k in a different way. Firstly, however, it is worth noting 
that the normal coordinate frequencies in table 7.3 are all multiples of 
k/M, so it is convenient to define a 'characteristic' frequency o>2 = k/M, 
and to consider the problem of finding a suitable value of u instead. To 
choose <•>, we will use the ideas of the previous chapter, and attempt to 
match the values of <5R(ap)5R(ap)> obtained using the Debye/Einsteln 
models with those obtained using the Restricted model. That is, we will 
require that
Y  <5R(ap)5R(ap>>D*E = Z  <6R<ap)5R<ap>>RES (7.20)
• M «M
The right hand side of <7.20) can be obtained from (6.10), using the fact 
that the coefficients 0 satisfy the orthogonality relation
Z  0j<au>0j• <an> - Ijj- (7.21)
•M
This relation follows from the fact that the normal modes qi satisfy the 
orthogonality relation qj.gj- ■ 1 /M 5jj*, because of the way they are 
constructed. Equation <7.21) also, of course, follows from <6.3) when N=1. 
To calculate the left hand side of (7.20), we need to find the Debye temp­
erature 6d of GdES. In the literature one can find several values. For 
instance, it is found that spin-lattice relaxation data for GdES can be 
explained well if we take 6d*6SK CKrygin at al. 19811. On the other hand, 
specific heat data may be accounted for using a combination of Debye and
Einstein models with a Debye temperature of 0d=155K CPapoular 19621. If 
the internal motion of the ethy1su1phate radicals and the water molecules 
is ignored (as in our model), then one finds that 9de 167K CMcColl 19681. 
In table 7.5, the results of performing the matching procedure (7.20) are 
shown for all three values of 0d , as a function of temperature. The left 
hand side of (7.20) is obtained from equation (6.16), with r»9. We were 
unable to find any data relating to the Einstein frequency of GdES, and so 
for simplicity we assumed that the Einstein and Debye frequencies were 
equal. The values of u in table 7.5 were chosen so that the sum of the 
squares of the differences of the left and right hand sides of (7.20) were 
a minimum. The thermal averages are measured in units of ai.
It will be noticed that for these choices of w, the agreement between the 
values obtained with the Restricted model and those obtained using the 
Dcbye/Einsteln models is good throughout the whole temperature range.
In section 6.3 of chapter six we made the point that the Debye model of 
lattice vibrations is only really valid for the approximation of the 
acoustic modes of the lattice, and similarly that the Einstein model is a 
good approximation only for the optical modes. To illustrate this point we 
have calculated <5R(ap)SR(ap)> using the Debye model (equation (6.14)> and
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the combined Debye + Einstein model (equation <6.16>>, as a function of 
temperature. The results from the two models are compared in table 7.6.
In table 7.6 it will be noticed that the agreement between the values for 
<SR(ap)6R(ap>> obtained uaing a simple Debye model and those obtained 
using a combined Debye/Einsteln model is poor. In fact, for eo*65K, the 
simple Debye model predicts a root-mean square amplitude of about 1.6 a0 
at 290K. This is about forty percent of the equilibrium bond length <~ 4.5 
a0>, and as such has got to be considered too large. The discrepancy be­
tween the two sets of values arises, of course, because the Debye model 
does not correctly describe the optical phonon modes. It should also be 
remembered that we have ignored enharmonic effects throughout the 
calculation.
7.8 Summary and Diacuaaion
In this chapter we have concentrated solely on the calculation of the 
normal coordinates of a complex consisting of the nine oxygen atoms which 
are Involved in the excitation process contributing to p«b. From these 
coordinates we obtained the coefficients 6 listed in table 7.4. The main
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problems we encountered were concerned with the nature of the bonding be­
tween the various components of the complex. Whilst a qualitative picture 
could be obtained from crystallographic work, quantitative values for the 
strength of the bonds could not. Therefore we defined a force constant k 
for the Gd - 0(2) bonds, and wrote the hydrogen bond strength as Xk, with 
X=0.1. In fact, provided X is small <0.05 < X < 0.2), we find that our 
results are not significantly affected by a change in X. This then leaves 
us with the problem of finding k. It was decided that the beat way to try 
and do this would be to try and match the values of <8R(ap)5R(ap)> obtain­
ed with the Restricted model to those values obtained with the Debye/Eln- 
stein model. This procedure is complicated by the fact that in the lltere- 
ture there are at least three different estimates of 8d for the rare-earth 
ethylsulphates. We have therefore obtained three different estimates of k 
(via a characteristic frequency «•>). We wl I I not attempt to choose between 
these values at this stage; Instead we will present the final results for 
Hvb for all three cases.
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C H A P T E R  Q
Evaluation of Electronic Coefficient»
8.1 Introduction
In chapters six and seven we focused all of our attention on the lattice 
vibrational parts of the problem. In this chapter and the next we will 
concentrate on the calculation of the electronic coefficients which appear 
in equations (6.19) and (6.20). Their exact forms are given in appendix A, 
and so what we need to do is to evaluate them, and tabulate them as func­
tions of their respective parameters (e.g. a.m.p.v etc.), and then subst­
itute them back into (6.19) and (6.20) along with the 6 coefficients which 
we calculated in chapter seven. The sheer complexity of this problem means 
that both the evaluation of the electronic coefficients and the summations 
must be done on the computer. In this chapter we will examine the techni­
cal aspects of the problem. In section 8.2 we will discuss the choice of 
basis functions which were used in the calculation, in particular the 
choice for the 3s-orbltal on one of the neighbouring oxygen atoms, which 
is slightly different from that used in chapter three. In chapter five we 
made a series of approximations in the formulation of the problem, in an 
effort to reduce the algebraic complexity of the final expression for pvb- 
However, it can be seen that the expressions in appendix A are still quite 
complex, and as such they will be very time consuming to evaluate. In 
section 6.3 we will Introduce some more approximations in an attempt to 
make the numerical calculation more tractable. In sections 8.4 end 8.5 we 
will describe the algebraic techniques required to evaluate the one-body 
end two-body matrix elements, respectively. We will defer the numerical 
evaluation of these quantities to the next chapter. In thet chepter we 
will also make e more rigorous estimate of the energy denominator A.
8.2 Basis Function»
In choosing the basis functions which we are going to use to eveluate the 
expressions in appendix A, we will follow the ideas of CEA in chapter 
three end approximate the Wennier functions of the Method of Stevens with
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simple atomic-like orbitals (l.e. functions equal to a radial wavefunctlon 
multiplied by a spherical harmonic). The advantage of doing this is that 
atomic orbitals are generally easier to work with than Wannler functions. 
However, there is a corresponding disadvantage. Because atomic orbitals 
are defined for a free (isolated) ion, it follows that two orbitals situ­
ated on different sites will not in general be orthogonal, even though all 
atomic orbitals centred on the same site will be mutually orthogonal. This 
is Inconvenient, because the Method of Stevens requires all of the basis 
functions to be mutuelly orthonormal. This of course is a characteristic 
property of Wannler functions (see appendix D). For the moment though, we 
will ignore this difficulty.
Let us then define an atomic 4f-orbltal lm>, centred on the Gd3+ ion, and 
characterized by a magnetic quantum number m. Let us also define functions 
llsR>, I2sR>, l2pRmp> and I3sR>, which are atomic orbitals centred on an 
oxygen atom at a position vector R relative to the Gd)* ion. mp is the 
magnetic quantum number of the 2p-functlon. Note that we do not need to 
Include spin wavefunctions in these basis states, because the spin of the 
states has already been incorporated in moving from the second quantized 
operators to the SCCF operator. The basis states are of the form
lm> * ¥«f(r> Ys(Q> (8.la)
I 1 sR> - ¥i.(r ) Y?(Q ) (8.1b>
12sR> « ¥a.(r ) Y,(Q ) (8.10
l2PRmp> - ¥2p(r' ) Y?r(Q’ ) (8. Id)
I 3sR> - ¥j«(r'> Y*(Q‘ ) (8.1e>
In equations (8.1a) to (8.1e), the variables Q end Q ’ denote the angular 
variables 6.$ and 9'.*' respectively. The variables r'.e1 and *' are def­
ined with respect to axes centred on the oxygen atom at position vector R. 
We now need to choose radial wavefunctions for the orbitals in (8.1). For 
the 4f-functions we will follow CEA, and use the radial wavefunction of 
Freeman and Watson (1062). The wavefunction and its parameters are given 
in chepter three. For the Is, 2s and 2p-oxygen wavefunctions, we will use
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the simple Slater orbitals. They have the advantage that they are easy to 
work with, and they provide a reasonable approximation to the true atomic 
wavefunction for large values of r' <i.e. where the overlap with the 4f- 
functions is likely to be greatest). They can be written in the following 
general form:
¥(r) * Nr»-*exp(-(z-o)r/na0 I (8.2)
where N is a normal 
Following the usual 
we obtain the follow
lzation constant, and n and o are to be determined, 
rules for obtaining these quantities (Griffiths 19621, 
>ing expressions for the required orbitals:
Vla<r') = 42.02/aVl expC-7.7r'/a.1 (8.3a)
¥a»(r' ) ■ 9.014/a^1 rexp(-2.275r,/a«l (8.3b)
¥as<r - ) « 9.014/aV* r exp[-2.275r,/a0) (8.3c)
For the 3s-functlon 
with two nodes. That
we will follow CEA and choose one of hydrogenic 
is, we will take
form,
¥j«(r' > * A(4A>» (I-2Ar'+2/3(Ar')*1 exp(-Ar') (8.4)
In this expression, A is a parameter, with dimenaions a*«', which is to be 
determined. Our next problem is to ensure that all of the basla functiona 
(8.1) are mutually orthogonal. The 2p-functlons are clearly orthogonal to 
the a-functlons on the same oxygen atom, but it la not clear that the a- 
functiona choaen in this way are mutually orthogonal, nor is it clear that 
the 4f-functions are orthogonal to the oxygen wavefunctions. In addition, 
it is unlikely that the oxygen wavefunctions on different sites will be 
mutually orthogonal. Becauae the Is, 2s and 2p-functions are fairly tight­
ly bound to the oxygen atom, we will assume that they are orthogonal to 
the 4f-functiona on the Gd*+ ion, because the 4f~functlons themselves are 
fairly tightly bound. We will alao assume that the la, 2s and 2p-functions 
on a given oxygen atom are orthogonal to tha Is, 2s and 2p-functions on 
all of tha other oxygen atoms. This leaves us with the problem of the 3s- 
f unct ions. In general, a 3s-f unct ion will not be orthogonal to the other
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s-functions on the same site. In addition, it will not in general be orth­
ogonal to the 4f-functions, nor will it be orthogonal to functions centred 
on the other oxygen atoms. This presents us with a real problem, because 
(8.4) contains only one parameter, and so we cannot expect to satisfy all 
of the orthogonality criteria in a simple way. CEA circumvented this prob­
lem by choosing A so as to make <8.1e> as close as possible to being orth­
ogonal to the Is and 2s-functlons on the same oxygen site. They then used 
the procedure of Lowdin to ensure that the 3s-functions are orthogonal to 
the 4f-functions, the result being a new set of ‘orthogonal 1zed' orbitals 
(3.26a) and (3.26b). The fact that the 3s-orbitals are not orthogonal be­
tween sites is of no great importance, because CEA have shown that incorp­
orating these overlaps in a Lowdin procedure does not lead to appreciable 
corrections to the matrix elements, even though the overlaps are not small 
enough to neglect "a priori" (<3sRI3sR‘> » 0.1).
Towards the end of chapter three we noted that the use of a Lowdin proc­
edure to ensure orthogonality between the 3s and 4f-functiona leads to a 
considerable increase in the algebraic complexity of the problem. This 
increase in complexity would become very severe for our problem, for a 
study of appendix A shows that we have over 200 terms to evaluate to find 
Pvb, as opposed to the 4 terms required to find peff in chapter three. In 
general, the terms are rather more complicated too. It would therefore be 
desirable to find a different way of satisfying the orthogonality require­
ments, so that we are left with a tractable numerical calculation. CEA 
have shown that the most important corrections arise from orthogona 1 izlng 
the 3s and 4f-functions, so we will choose the parameter A so that these 
orbitals are automatically orthogonal. That is, we will insist that 
<4fml3sR> ■ 0. Using (8.1), (8.4) and the techniques of appendix B, this 
leads to
- 0 (8.5)
where we have defii juant 1 ty
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<p( I ,r,R) = <4n)-» A(4A>» tai(O.r.R) - 2Aa»(l,r,R>
+ 2/3A2 a a<2,r,R)) <8.6)
Evaluation of <8.5) leads to the following values of A:
0<1) atom: R ■ 4.4785a. * A - 1.5205a. <8.7>
0(2) atom: R - 4.7619a. a A ■ 1.4161a?
We will discuss the merits and fallings of this approach at the end of the 
chapter. The overlap of these 3s-functions with the Is and 2s-functions on 
the same site are given by
0(1) atom: <lsRI3sR> - 0.092 <2sRI3sR> - -0.064
0(2) atom: <lsRI3sR> - 0.098 <2sRI3sR> - -0.105
These overlaps are fairly small, and so it is possible to orthogona 1 lze 
the 3s-functlons to the Is and 2s-functions on the same site with the help 
of Lowdin's procedure. Consider for Instance the two-body matrix element 
<mi ,nt2 IUI3sR,m3>. It can easily be shown that the use of Lowdin's proced­
ure leads to corrections involving matrix elements like <mi.maIUIIsR.mj> 
and <mi,maIUI2sR,mj>, multiplied by W<lsRI3sR> and W<lsRI3sR> respect­
ively. As we shall see later, these two-body matrix elements are small, 
and since these overlaps are also small, it follows that Lowdin's proced­
ure will Introduce only small corrections to <mi ,mjIUI3sR,m3>. For the 
sake of simplicity, we will ignore these corrections.
8.3 Assumptions and Approx lias t ions
We now have approximations to all of the basis functions which we need to 
evaluate the matrix elements in appendix A. But In spite of the way in 
which we chose them (particularly the way we have satisfied the orthogon­
ality requirements), we are still left with a formidable computational 
exercise. Therefore we would like to make a few more simplifications, if 
possible. One way we could do this is to try and eliminate those terms
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from appendix A which era small, compared with the largest terms in app­
endix A. To do this we begin by noting that many of the matrix elements 
which eppear involve the product of two wavefunctions which are centred on 
different sites in the system. We will refer to such a product as an "off­
site overlap". Because the sise of a matrix element is determined by the 
extent of the overlap of its constituent wavefunctions, it follows that a 
matrix elament containing an off-site overlap is likely to be smaller than 
a matrix element which involves a product of wavefunctions centred on the 
same site. It then further follows that the terms in appendix A whose 
constituent matrix elements contain the greatest number of off-site over­
laps are also likely to be the smallest numerically. We will therefore 
neglect all terms in appendix A which contain four or more off-site over­
laps. We choose four off-site overlaps as the cut-off point because this 
removes ell terms which involve exchange-1 ike integrals, and these can 
easily be demonstrated to be small. For instance, consider the matrix 
eIement
To evaluate this, we need (8. la) , (8. la), <6.4), <6.6> and the following res­
ult for the expansion of Iri-ral*1 into spherical harmonics [Mathews and 
Walker 19831:
In this expression, r< and r> are the lesser and greater of the variables 
ri and ra. respectively. The exchange-1 ike matrix alament is then found to 
be given by
<mi , 3sR I UI 3sR, ma >
( 8 . 8 )
where we have defined the following quantities:
f<r,k> ■ k s*i r< /r> and X(k> - 4x/2k+l
»•> zz ilkL la ? « f  <ri ) * (  •. ra ,R>F(r, k>e<L,ri , R)f«r ( ra >r* radri dr a (8.9)
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In this expression Yl <R> denotes a spherical harmonic evaluated at the 0 
and ♦ coordinates which define the orientation of the vector R. We have 
also defined the following new quantity:
Uta.d.b.e.c.f) - I v i (Q)Ys (Q)Yc (Q)dfl <8.10)
In (8.10), a bar over the magnetic quantum number indicates that the sphe­
rical harmonic to which it refers is complex conjugated in the Integral. 
The integral is easily evaluated, and is given by (Rotenberg et al 1959]
The last two quantities in (8.11> are 3j-symbo 1 s. and the rules for coup­
ling the ranks [Rotenberg et al p21 define the allowed values of L, I and k 
in <8.9). The sizes of the appropriate radial integrals then determine the 
magnitude of the matrix element. If we write the radial integral in the 
abbreviated form R<k,l,L), then the largest ones are found to be
Therefore we can expect the exchange matrix elements to have a magnitude 
of between about 10-J e>/as and 10-« e>/a*. This should be compared with 
the corresponding direct integral <mi ,3sRIUImz.3sR>, which from a simple 
classical argument can be expected to have e magnitude of about e>/2R, 
l.e. around 0.1le*/a«, when mi ■ m2. Therefore we ere well justified in 
ignoring the exchange-1 ike matrix elements. When the exchange matrix ele­
ments involve Is,2s or 2p-functions, we can expect the disparity between 
the direct and exchange matrix elements to be even greater, because these 
functions are more strongly localized about the oxygen atom than the 38- 
functions. Therefore the exchange matrix elements will be even smaller, 
and the approximation of ignoring them even better.
< — 1>0 <4n)-» [<2a+l)<2b+l><2c+l)]-» <8 . 11)
RU.1,2) - 6xl0-* e3/a. R<2,1,1> - 3x10-« e*/a.
R<3,0,0) - 2x10-« e3/a0 R<4,1,1> ■ 2x10-« e3/a0
The second approxlmation that we want to make concerna thè ls-orbitals. 
All of thè tarma in appendix A contain one or more matrlx elements of thè
form (mIOIlsR), where the operator 0 is either X,7 or some combination of 
the two. The extreme localized character of (8.3a) means that these matrix 
elements are an order of magnitude or more smaller than the same matrix 
elements with 2s,2p or 3s-functions (we have checked this). Two-body Mat­
rix elements of the form <mi.m2 1Ul1sR.mj> are entirely negligible, for 
the largest radial integrals are found to be around 10-* e*/as. We will 
therefore drop all of the ls-functlons from our basis set, on the grounds 
that their Inclusion would make little difference to the order of magnit­
ude (and perhaps more Importantly the sign) of the final result.
8.4 Evaluation of One-Body Matrix Elements
In this section we will consider the evaluation of the one-body matrix 
elements which appear in appendix A. Before we do this, though, it is use­
ful to note that each one-body matrix element belongs to one of eight dis­
tinct categories. Let lot> and ip> represent orbitals centred on any two of 
the nine oxygen neighbours. The eight categories are
a) (or 1X lm> e) (oilXI P>
b) (or17m lm> f ) (or 17P 1 P >
c> (or 1 X7P lm> s> (or 1 X7P ip>
d) <orl VMXlm> h) <orl7M7v 1 B
Once these matrix elements have been evaluated, all other ona-body matrix 
elements may be obtained from them, using the relation CSchiff 1980}
<a101b> - <blO*Ia>*
In order to evaluate the matrix elements in (8.12), we need to consider 
the action of the various operators on the basis states (8.1). To find the 
action of the gradient operator V it is convenient to use the spherical 
components 7|,7. and 7-i . These are defined as follows [Edmonds 1959):
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1//2 [7-i+V|]
7y = i//2 [7-i-Vil <8.13)
7, - 7.
The following result then holds [Vsrshelovich 19801
7. [R<r)Y?<Q> 1 = AO.rn.a) [R'- IR/rl y E*
+ Bd.m.a) IR*+ <l+l)R/rl Y»-* (8.14)
where, for convenience, we have omitted the dependent variables r and Q, 
and R* = dR/dr. The coefficients A and B are given by
A(I,m,0 > * [<1 + 1)2-m*1»/P
B(l.m.O) « tl2-m*]»/P
A<I,m,-l) ■ C <l-m+1)<l-m+2)l*/P/2 (8.15)
B<I,m,-l> - [<l+m+1)<l+m)l»/P/2
A<I,m,1> - [<l+m+1Xl+m+2))*/P/2
B<I,m,1> ■ [<l-m-1)<l-m)J*/P/2
where P is given by
P * [<21 + 1X21+3)1»
The operator X is defined in equation (3.10). From equation (1.31) in Rot­
enberg et a 1 (1959) we find that
X £R<r)Y7<n>) - <-hi/2m [R" + 2R'/r - l<l+l)R/rH
- zSe»R/r > Y? <8.16)
From equations <8.13) to <8.16) we then obtain the following results
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V. Im> = A(3,m,a) C»4f - 3/r¥4fl Y4"* <8.17a)
+ B(3,m,a> [?4f + 4/r»4f) Y2 “
V. 1nsR> = A<0,0,a) CV..1 Y* <8.17b>
X lm> = <-t>a/2m t?4f + 2/r?4f - 12/ra»4fl <8.17c)
- zN*/r ¥4f> Ys'
X lnsR> = <-t»a/2m IV.'. + 2/rfJ.J - zSe»/lr-RI¥,■> r! <8.I7d)
V.Vb 1 nsR> - A(0.0,a) CAd.a.b) C?n. - 1/rfi.l » r
+ B(1,a,b> CVn. + 2/r¥n.l <8.17a)
The action of the operators XV. and V.X can be obtained in the same way. 
However the calculation is rather tedious, and so we will not quote the 
results here. In <6.17d) we have transferred the origin of coordinates to 
the centra of the oxygen atom at R, hence the form of the last term in 
that expression. The kinetic energy operator is of course unchanged.
From these expressions we are now able to obtain all of the one-body mat­
rix elements which appear in appendix A. There is, however, another slight 
complication. The one-body matrix elements may be split up into two fur­
ther categories, depending on whether they are "two-centre" or "single- 
centre" integrals. Any element which contains a 4f-function will always be 
a two-centre Integral, and is evaluated with the help of the techniques of 
appendix B. Any matrix element containing two oxygen wavefunctlons may be 
either a single centre or a two-centre integral. If it is single centre, 
the evaluation is trivial. If it is a two-centre Integral, then the tech­
niques of appendix B are used.
As an example of how we calculate two-centre, one-body integrals, let us 
consider the matrix element <oclXlm>. We need to consider two distinct 
cases: 1> lor> is an s-functlon, and 2) lot) is a p-function. For the first 
case let us assume that la> is a 2s-function. Bearing in mind that the *f-
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functions (sc* equation (3.24) and tabla 3.1) hava dimansions of a***, all
lengths being measured in units of ae. we sea from (8.17) and (8.3) that 
the kinetic energy part of X wiI 1 give a contribution which is a multiple 
of h2/ma«. and the the potential energy part will give a tarm which is a 
multiple of e2/ac. Because a« “ h2/me* (in Gaussian units), it follows 
that we may measure the magnitude of the matrix alements of X in units of 
a*/a0, the multiplying factor being given by the matrix elements of
between wavefunctions with a« set equal to unity (atomic units). Note that 
the operator X' is now dimensionless. To evaluate the matrix element, we 
use equation (B8) to rewrite the a-functlon in terms of coordinates cent­
red on the Gd>* ion. Performing the angular integrals then gives
C - 2.578 X(3) Ys(R) j as(l,r.R)[-» 72 - z2/rl ¥4f(r)r*dr (8.19)
where r is measured from the Gd>+ ion. Remember that C is to be evaluated 
with a0 set equal to unity in the wavefunctions.
To evaluate the matrix element <2pRIXIm>, we use the same arguments, ex­
cept that equation (B12) is used Instead of (B8) to rewrite the p-function 
in terms of coordinates centred on the GdJ* ion. We then obtain the foll­
owing result, with the help of (8.3c) and the relation Y»* * (-1>*Y|W
X ’ - -W 72 - zi/r (8.18)
<2sRtXlm> « C e»/a.. 
\ j > J
<2pRIXIm> - C e2/a.
C - 9.014 X(3) R as (0,r ,R)C-W 7» - ZÍ/rl ?4f(r>r»dr
+ 9.014 X(2> (-l)M U(l,fflp,2,-H,3,m) y ”(R) R(2,r,R>
+ 9.014 X(4> (-l)H U(1,mp,4,-M,3.m) Y4(R> R(4,r,R> (8.20(8.20)
where we have defined
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Again all wavefunctions ire avaluatad with a« aat to unity. Tha functions 
U ara defined in (8.10) and <8.11). M is given by -M-mp+m - 0.
If tha same dimensional arguments are applied to the other one-body matrix 
elements, then we find that the matrix elements of V are measured in units 
of l/a0l and those of XV and VX are measured in units of e>/a2. These 
"extra" factors of l/a0 are cancelled by the displacements 8R which we 
have considered in the previous two chapters.
«^5__Evaluation of Two-Body Matrix Elements
Tha evaluation of tha two-body matrix elements is in many ways no more 
difficult than tha evaluation of the one-body elements, because we do not 
require any new analytical techniques. If we consider the dimensions of 
the matrix elements of U, then we find that they are energies, measured in 
units of e>/as, with magnitudes equal to the matrix elements of Wlri-rai-‘ 
taken between basis states with a» set to unity. Those with gradients are 
measured in units of e>/a«, the extra l/a0 being cancelled by a displace­
ment SR.
Let us first of all consider those two-body matrix elements which contain 
Just a single oxygen wavafunct ion. With tha help of <8.3c>, <8.6), (8.8), 
(B8) and (B12), we find the following expressions:
<3sR,mi lUlma ,ms > ■ C ea/a0,
C ■ » I  (I e< • .ri ,R>f«r<ra >f <r,k)f4f<ri )f«f(ra>r* radridra
Ik
x X< I )X<k)Yi'(R) U( I ,flk,k.q, 3 ,ma > UO.ffli ,k,q,3,ma > (8.22)
A similar expression results when the off-site function is a 2s-functlon, 
the only difference being in the radial Integral. When the off-site func­
tion is a 2p-function, tha expression is more complicated:
<2pRntp ,mi lUlma ,ma > * 9.014 C ea/a0.
C ■ W X  ii ri ai <0, ri ,R)f4f <ra )f (r ,k)f«r(ri >7«f (ra ir'i radri dra 
Ik
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x X ( I ) X ( k ) Y i ( R )  U O .f f i i ,k .q ,3 ,m 3 >  V( I ,ffi, 1 . m* . k . q . 3 ,ma >
-  Ik 21 J I  R a i ( O . r i  ,R )V 4 f( ra  ) f  ( r , k ) V 4 f ( r i  > ? 4 f(ra  > r l r l d r i d r a
Ik
x X(l)X(k)Yi(R)Y?(R) U<l.m,k,q.3.ma> U(3.IAi ,k.q.3.ms> (8.23>
In the first term of (8.23) we have defined a new function
V ( a . e , b . f . c . g . d . h )  ■ |  yJ<Q> y£ ( ft)Y ? (Q )Y a(Q >  dQ ( 8 .2 4 )
To evaluate <8.24) it la easiest to couple two of the spherical harmonics 
together to form a single harmonic [Edmonds 1959). We then find that
X  <4k >-» t(2a+l >(2c+l)(2»+l))-
The other matrix elements Involving U alone take the following forms: 
<3sR,miIUI3sR',ma> ■ C e2/a0,
C * Ik i i  <p(L, ri ,R)f4f<ra )f <r ,k)»< I, ri ,R‘)*4f <ra )r* rldri dra (8.26)
Ll ka
x X ( k ) X ( I  >X(L> Yl (R>y 7 (R ' ) U ( L ,M ,k ,q t I ,m ) U O .f f l i .k .q .S .m a )
<2pRmp,miIUI3sR‘,ma> = 9.014 C a*/a«.
C ■ Ik 251 i f  riaL(0.ri .R)f4f(ra)f(r.k)»(l.ra.R‘>*4f(ra>nradridra 
Li k*
x X (k )X (  I >X(L> Yl (R>Y?(R'> V ( L .R . l  .(A p .k .q .  I  ,m> U(3,f»i .k.q.S.ma >
- Ik X 5 I i f  R«l (0, ri ,R)f4f (ra >f (r ,k)q( I, ri ,R‘>1,4 f (ra )r* radri dra
LI ka
x X (k )X (  I  )X (L >  Yl (R >Y ?(R ' >yT,(R )  U (L ,M .k . q , I  ,m ) U (3.M i ,k .q ,3 ,m a  >
(8.27)
Similar expressions to (8.26) and (8.27) hold when one or more of the 3a- 
functions are changed into 2s-functions. Only the radial Integrals change.
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The calculation of two-body matrix elements with gradient operators in the 
Integrand is a much more complicated problem, and the algebra becomes very 
severe when 2p-functions are involved. We will therefore estimate the 
value of any matrix element which contains a 2p-functlon and a second off­
site function. As well as being rather complicated algebraically, these 
integrals are found to be difficult to obtain numerically, because the 
infinite series involved do not converge particularly quickly.
We obtain the following expressions for the matrix elements which are to 
be evaluated analytically. New quantities will be defined at the and of 
the section.
with a similar expression when the off-alte function is a 2s-function.
+ W Z  B<l,-m,a> J J  ?4f<r> >f«f<ra >f <r,k)Ha<L, I ,ri ,R)¥«f(ra)rlradridra
<mi ,m2 I UVi. I 3sR,m3 > = C e2/«o.
C * W Z  JJ *4f<ri >?4f<ra >f <r,k)Gi <L,ri ,R>¥4f<ra> r*radridraLk
x X<L>X<k> Yl (R> A(L.M.a) U<3,ffli.k,q.L+1,M+a) U<3,ma,k,q,3.ms) 
- w Z  ii ¥4f<ri )?4f<ra )f (r,k)Ga<L,ri ,R)?4f<ra) nradrtdra
Lk
x \<L)\<k) Yl <R> B(L,M, a > U(3,ffli .k,q.L-l .M-ta) U<3,ffl2 .k.q.3,mj >
<6.28)
<mi ,ma I UVi. I 2pRntp ,ma> ■ 9.014 C e>/a»
C = W Z  A(l.-m.a) <ri )f«r (ra )f <r ,k)Hi <L, I, ri ,R)¥«f <ra >r^  rjdri dra
Llk
m 'x X<L)X<k>YL<R) E<L, I .M.m.mp) U<3.ffii ,k,q, 1-1 ,-m+a) U<3,ma ,k,q,3,rr»3 >
tfe Z  A<L, M , a ) J J  *4f <ri )¥4f <ra >f <r, k)Ha <L, ri ,R)?4f <ra > r*i j ¥ radridra
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- W 2  BCL.M.a) J J  W4f<ri )V«f (r2 )f <r,k)H4 CL, rj .RJVif (ra ) n r 2 drtdr2 
Lik
x XCL)X<k)YL<R>Y?(R) UC3.IHi .k.q.L-l .M+a) UC3.ffl2,k.q.3.m3) (8.29)
<3sR' ,mi IUV|a I 3sR,m2 > = C e2/aj,
C » * 2 X  ACL.M,.) Jl <p( I , ri ,R' >V4r<r2 >f <r,k)Gi CL.ri , R)V4fCra >r* rSdrtdraLI kn
x X(L»XCI>X(k> Yr<R'>YL<R> U<I , M, k, q, L+1,M+a) UC3,mi.k,q.3,m2)
- W 2 X  BCL.M.a) i| <p C I . r t ,R' >V«f<ra )f Cr ,k)G2 CL, ri ,R>?4f Cra >r* ridridra
LI kai
x XCL)XCI)X(k) y7cR ’)Yl CR) UCI , M, k . q. L-1, M+a ) UC3.ffii,k,q.3.m2 >
C8.30)
A similar expression to C8.30) holds when one or both of the 3s-functions 
become 2s-functions. In C8.28) to C6.30) we have defined the following new
quant i t i e s :
GiCL.r.R) = d/dr C « (L .r .R> )  - L/r «pCL.r.R) C8.31a>
GaCL.r.R) -  d/dr [<pCL,r,R>] + CL+l)/r <pCL,r,R> C8.31b>
HiCL.I.r.R) = 9.014 Cd/dr Crai.C0,r,R>) - laLCO.r.R)) <8.32a)
H2 C L , I , r ,R ) -  9.014 Cd/dr CraLCO.r.R)} + C1 + 1 )aLC0,r.R)> C8.32b)
HsCL.r.R) «  9.014R Cd/dr [aLCO.r.R)) -  L/r aLCO.r.R)) C8.32c)
H4 CL,r ,R) ■ 9.014R Cd/dr [aLCO.r.R)} + CL+l)/r aLCO.r.R)) C8.32d)
ECL, I .M.m.mp) -  C4i t ) -» [5 C2L+1 ) C 21 + 1 ) )* f 1 L I I [ 1 L I 1 C8.33)Imp M m | l 0 0 0 J
Whenever a 2s-function appears in these matrix elements in place of a 3s- 
function. expressions C8.31a> and C8.31b) are replaced by
GiCL.r.R) - 2.578 [d/dr CaiCL.r.R)) - L/r aiCL.r.R)] C8.34a)
GaCL.r.R) - 2.578 Cd/dr CaiCL.r.R)) + CL+l)/r S|<L,r,R>] C8.34b)
There is Just one matrix element which we require now, namely
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<mi , 2pRmpIUI m2. 2pR' mp>
Thi• matrix clamant la complicated to avaluata, and since it appears vary 
infrequently in the terms in appendix A, we will provide an estimate of 
its value, as and when required.
8.C Suweerv end Discussion
In this chapter we heve concentreted on the techniques required to evelu- 
ate tha matrix elements which appear in appendix A. We also discussed the 
choice of basis functions to be used, end in doing this we introduced some 
assumptions and approximations into the calculation. Perhaps tha most not- 
sble of thase is the way in which we choose the parameter A in the 3s-orb- 
ltal (8.4). We chose it so that the 3s-orbltal is orthogonal to the 4f- 
functlons, principally in an attampt to eliminate the need to use Lowdln's 
orthogonal 1 sat ion procedure, the result being a drastic reduction in the 
amount of computational work which naeds to be done. The approximation 
certainly succeeds in this respect, but now we must ask if it is a "good" 
approximation; that is, can it be justified on physical grounds. The ans­
wer to this question is probably no. Since (8.4) is chosen to be an atomic 
orbital, it would seem reasonable to assume that its physical properties 
are going to be determined predominantly by the nature of the atom for 
which it is defined (l.e. the oxygen atom), and not by the properties of a 
crystal lattice in which the atom happens to be situated. This is the case 
for our choice of A. However there is one (accidental) mitigating feature. 
The choices for the coefficient A given in (8.7) are very close to those 
used by CEA in chapter three, and a glanca at tabla 3.2 shows that small 
dlfferances in tha values of A I SA * 0.2 ) do not lead to pronounced 
changes in the order of magnitude or sign of the final result. Making a 
comparison in this way with the choice of CEA is of course only meaningful 
if it can be shown that their choice is a satisfactory one to begin with, 
a point to which we will return in the Conclusions chapter at the end of 
the thesis.
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C H A P T E R  9
Numerical Evaluation of u»h
9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we derived expressions for all of the relevant 
matrix elements which appear in appendix A. Our problem now is to substit­
ute the terms of appendix A into (6.19) and (6.20), and to tabulate A(j) 
and C(j) as functions of J. This is a problem of some complexity, and it 
requires the use of a computer. The reader will notice that most of the 
matrix elements in the previous chapter are written in a form which is 
particularly conducive to the use of a computer, in particular the fact 
that they are written as sums of products of functions which can easily be 
written as subroutines. Incidentally, it is worth comparing this approach 
with that used by CEA. Because the terms which appear in (3.22) are simp­
ler than the ones which appear in our problem, they were able to perform 
the sums over the magnetic quantum numbers analytically (using the various 
orthogonality relations for 3j-symbols), so that after evaluating the 
radial integrals the evaluation of u«ff was straightforward. The comp­
lexity of the terms in appendix A rules out this approach for our problem. 
In section 9.2 we will begin the presentation of our results. In order to 
use the computer program we need to know the radial integrals for the vai—  
ious matrix elements. In this section we will tabulate all of the radial 
integrals which are required for the two-body matrix elements, and we will 
provide complete expressions for the one-body matrix elements. We will 
also describe how we approximate those matrix elements which are not celc- 
ulated ana 1 ytice 1 ly. In section 9.3 we will calculate the one quentlty 
which we have not considered so far, namely the energy denominator A. To 
evaluate A we will use a many-e 1 ectron approach in which we consider the 
energy difference between two Slater determinants, one for the configur­
ation 4f* 5e2 5p6, and one for the configuration 4f*5s25p« : 3s, in which an 
electron is excited into a 3s-state on a neighbouring oxygen atom. Final­
ly, in section 9.4, we will present our final results, bringing together 
all of the intermediate results of chapter seven and this chapter.
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9.2 Riditi Integrala
In order to calculate the matrix elements which appear In the expression 
for p»b. we need to know the radial integrals which appear in the various 
expressions in the previous chapter. In this section we will give complete 
•xpresaions for the one-body matrix elements (except two-centre integrals 
belonging to categories e> f) g) and h> of (6.12), as thesa are too num­
erous to list in a convenient way), and we will list the radial lntagrals 
for the two-body matrix elements ss functions of the appropriate ranks.
9.2a Categories a) b) c) and d)
The results quoted here are specifically for oxygen functions centred on 
an 0(1) oxygen atom. To save space, the results for oxygen functions cen­
tred on an 0(2) atom are obtained by substituting the numerical factors in 
the expressions for those in parentheses either at the end of the line or 
underneath the appropriate expression. Using the techniques outlined in 
section 8.4, we obtain the following results:
<2sRIXIm> ■ -0.0641 Y?(R) ei/a, (-0.04221
<3sRIXlm> - -0.0037 Y?(R) e*/e* (-0.0017)
<2pRmplXlm> - I(-1>"(-0.9215) U(1.(ftp ,2.-M,3.m) Y?(R)
♦ <-l )R(-0.4846) U(1 ,mp,4,-M,3.m) Y?(II>
(-1.0175) Yi^R)YÍ(R) 1 eS/a.
0(2) atom: replace numerical factors with (-0.6546),(-0.3596), (-0.7116).
<2sRI7alm> ■ (-0.0297 A(3,m.a) yT^R) - 0.0058 B(3,m,a> Ya?R)l l/a„
0(2) atom: replace numerical factors with (-0.0209),(-0.0053)
<3sRIV,lm> ■ (0.0350 A(3,m,a) Y«*(R> ♦ 0.0131 B(3,m,a) YaTR) ) 1/a.
0(2) atom: replace numerical factors with (0.0272),(0.0106)
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2pRmp IV «lm > - C< — 1 >•• < —0.4642) U(1 ,mp.3.-M.4.nrfa> A(3,m.a> Ys(R>
♦ <-! >«(-0.2610) U(1 ,l%.5.-M.4,m+a> AO.rn.a) Y«(R>
♦ <-l>«<-0.2886) U<1.ftp,1 ,-M.2.m+a) B<3.m.a> Yp<R>
♦ <-l>«<-0.0747> U<1 ,HV.3.-M,2.m+a) B<3,m.a> Y?(R> 
(-0.0603) Y?(R)Y«*?R> AO.m.a)
(-0.6088) Y?r<R)Ya*?R) B(3,rn,a>] 1/a.
0(2) atom: raplaca numerical factora with (-0.3371), (-0.1989),(-0.2224) 
(-0.0644).(-0.0464>,(-0.3558)
The matrix alamanta of XV« and V.X hava identical forma to the matrix ala- 
manta of V«. axcapt that thay ara maaaurad in unite of e*/a«. To avoid 
unnacaaaary duplication of the above axpraaalona, wa will almply give the 
numerical factora which ahould be aubatltuted into the correapondlng mat­
rix element of V« given above.
<2aRIV.XIm> : 0(1) atom--- (0.0306),(-0.2232)
0(2) atom--- (0.0167). (-0.1366)
<3aRIV«Xlm> : 0(1) atom___
0(2) atom---
(-0.3971).(-0.4136) 
(-0.3006),(-0.3307)
<2pRmp IV.XIm) : 0(1) atom.... (0.4523 >. (0.2520),(1.2977)
(0.1267),(0.5030),(-3.5318)
0(2) atom--- (0.3329) . (0. 1967>, (0.6659)
(0. 1070>.(0.3591>,(-2.2759)
<2aRIXV«Im> : 0(1) atom---
0(2) atom....
(0.0179),(0.2657) 
(0.0074).(0.1642)
<3aRIXV«lm> : 0(1) atom....
0(2) atom....
(-0.3385),(0.5694) 
(-0.2559),(0.4564)
<2pRntp IXV.  Im> : 0(1) atom.... (0.2566). (0.1543), (0.6244)
( -0.0690), (0.2950),(-4.2179)
-1 4 0 -
0(2) atom___ <0.2019),<0.1283).<0.3885)
(-0.0240>.<0.2153).(-2.7322)
In general these integrate are easy to evaluate. The only minor difficulty 
arlaes in evaluating the last term of (8.17d), where it is necessary to 
expand Ir-RI- * using (8.6). Again the reaulta quoted are for functiona 
centred on an 0(1) atom. The correaponding reaulta for functions centred 
on an 0(2) atom are given, where applicable, at the end of the line.
<2sRIXI2eR> ■ -1.3674 e2/ae
<2pRmplXI2pRmp> - 0.3678 e>/a,
<2sRIXI3sR> - -0.6019 e2/a. (-0.53351
<3sRIXI3sR> - -0.9746 e2/a„ (-0.95781
In the second matrix element above, a term corresponding to k*2 in the ex- 
panaion of I r-RI- * has been ignored, as it is small by comparison with the 
leading terms in the expansion.
<2pRmpIV.I2sR> - -1.1375 A(0.0.a) 1/a.
<2pRmp17«I3sR> - 0.2996 A<0,0,a) 1/a. (0.2125)
These matrix elements are only non-zero if nip ■ a.
<2pRmpl7.X13aR> - A(0.0.a) (-3.1503-0.7039 y7<R> 1 e2/aS t
0(2) atom: replace numerical factora with (-3.2035),(-0.6147)
<2pRmp1X7.l3eR> - A(0,0,a) (-3.1503-0.5834 Y.7r >) e2/a^ t
0(2) atom: replace numerical factora with (-3.2035),(-0.5223)
<2sRIX7.I3sR> - A(0,0.a) (-0.5834) Y?<R> e*/a?
<3sRIX7.I2sR> - A(0,0,•) (0.4624) Y*<R> •»/.* 
<3sRIXV.I3sR> - A< 0,0,a > (-0.6680) Y*<R> •»/••
(-0.5223)
(0.4293)
( - 0 . 7 7 0 1  )
<2»RlV.7bI3»R> - A(0,0.•)B<1.b,•) (1 .2038 ) 1/aJ (1 .0670 )
<3sRI7.7k I3sR> - A(0.0,•)B<1,b,a) (-2.3108) 1/a* (-2.0045)
In tha matrix alamanta marked with a dagger <♦), are have again ignored a 
small term which originates from the k«2 term in the expansion of Ir-RI - * . 
Nota that the last seven matrix elements contain at least one 3s-function; 
matrix elements such as <2sRIX7aI2sR> do not appear in the calculation.
Tha list of one-body matrix elements is now complete. Two-centra Integrals 
of categories e> f) g> and h> are calculated from within tha computer pro­
gram Itself, beceuse the huge diversity of integrals in these categories 
makes it Inconvenient to tabulate them separately.
9-gc_lyo-Body integrals with One OfT-Slts _f wet ion
In this section and the next we will tabulate the redial integrals for the 
two-body matrix elements given in section 8.5. In this section we will 
concentrate on those matrix elements which contain just a single off-site 
function, namely expressions (6.22),<8.23),<8.26) and (6.29). In dealing 
with those elements which contain more than one term (i.e. all of them ex­
cept (8.22>), the first table of values will refer to the radial integral 
in the first term, tha second table will refer to the radial integral in 
tha second term, and so on and so forth. Note that all of the matrix ele­
ments in this section can be calculated exactly. Note also that because of 
the way the elements are constructed in section 6.5, these radial inte­
grals are dimensionless numbers. The symbol R denotes the separation of 
the Gd** ion and the neighbouring oxygen atoms, in units of a*.
<nsR,mi  IUIma ,mj  > (expression (6.22>)
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Tabic 9.1a: radial integrala from <8.22)
k 1 n = 3  R = 4 .4 7 n = 2  R = 4 .7 6 n = 3  R = 4 .7 6
0 3 0 .0 0 3 1 0 .0 0 0 8 0 .0 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 0 6
2 1 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .0 0 8 0 0 .0 0 0 3 9 0 . 0 0 7 0
2 3 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 3
2 5 0 . 0 0 0 3 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 2
4 1 0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 0 4 5 0 .0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 4 0
4 3 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 2
4 5 0 .0 0 0 0 5 - 0 .0 0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 0 0 3 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 4
4 7 0 .0 0 0 0 2 - 0 .0 0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 0 1 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 2
< 2 pRntp , mi IUI m2 , ms > (expression (8.23))
Tab e 9 lb: radial integrals rom (8. 3) (first term)
k 1 R=4.4785 R=4.7619 k 1 R=4.4785 R=4 .7619
0 2 0.0021 0.0014 4 0 0.00002 0.00001
0 4 0.0025 0.0016 4 2 0.00006 0.00003
2 0 0.00007 0.00004 4 4 0.00004 0.00002
2 2 0.0002 0.0001 4 6 0.00002 0.00001
2 4 0.0002 0.0001 4 8 0.00001 0.00001
2 6 0.0001 0.0001
(continued on next page)
Tab e 9 lc: radial integral* rom (8. 3) (seconc term)
k 1 R-4.4765 R=4.7619 k 1 R=4.4785 R=4.7619
0 3 0.0034 0.0022 4 1 0.00016 0.00009
2 1 0.00038 0.00022 4 3 0.00010 0.00006
2 3 0.00035 0.00021 4 5 0.00005 0.00003
2 5 0.00023 0.00014 4 7 0.00003 0.00002
<i*I .nu I UVi. I nsR . m3 > (expression (8.28))
Table 9.Id: radial integral* from (8.28) (first term)
k 1 n=2 R= 4 .4 7 n= 3 R= 4 .4 7 n= 2 R=4 .7 6 n* 3  R= 4 .7 6
0 2 0 .0 0 1 1 -0 . 0 0 3 9 0 .0 0 9 - 0 . 0 0 3 0
2 0 0 .0 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 3
2 2 0 .0 0 0 2 -0 . 0 0 0 8 0 .0 0 0 2 - 0 . 0 0 0 6
2 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 -0 . 0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 0 7 - 0 .0 0 0 1
4 0 0 .0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 3 0 .0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 2
4 2 0 .0 0 0 1 -0 . 0 0 0 3 0 .0 0 0 0 7 - 0 . 0 0 0 2
4 4 0 .0 0 0 0 2 -0 .0 0 0 0 5 0 .0 0 0 0 1 -0 . 0 0 0 0 3
4 6 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 1
(continued on next page)
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Tabi* 9.1«: radiai integrala from (6.28) (second term)
k i n=2 R-4.47 n«3 R-4.47 n=2 R-4.76 n=3 R-4.76
0 4 0.0082 -0.0054 0.0055 -0.0041
2 2 0.0022 0.0111 0.0013 0.0090
2 4 0.0013 -0.0006 0.0008 -0.0004
2 6 0.0008 -0.0003 0.0005 -0.0002
4 2 0.0011 0.0065 0.0007 0.0053
4 4 0.0005 -0.0002 0.0003 -0.0001
4 6 0.0002 -0.0002 0.0001 -0.0002
4 8 0.00007 -0.00008 0.00005 -0.00007
<mi ,mz I UVia I 2pRrrip ,m3 > (expression <8.29>)
(continuad on thè next paga)
9.2d Two-Body Matrix El wisents Containing Two Off-alte Function»
In this section we will deal with those matrix elements which involve two 
off-site functions, namely expressions (8.26),(8.27) and (6.30), and any 
other matrix element whose value is to be estimated, rather than obtained
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analytically. For this class of matrix elements we can no longer obtain 
exact expressions containing finite numbers of terms, as we could for the 
matrix elements in the previous section. Instead we must sum a set of in­
finite series - and hope that they converge fairly quickly. Fortunately, 
this procedure is quite easy to carry out in practice, for the dominant 
terms are found to arise from the k=0 terms in the expansion of I ri -ra I -1 . 
The k*2 terms are found to lead to radial integrals an order of magnitude 
or more smaller than those from the k=0 terms, and this disparity is made 
even greater by an extra factor of 1/5 which comes from X(k) in (8.8). We 
will therefore retain only the k-0 terms in what follows.
<nsR,milUIrnsR1,ma> (expression (8.26))
The cases when R F R' lead to similar sets of radial integrals. For the 
sake of brevity we will not include them here.
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< 2pRn»p , mi IUI nsR, mz > (axprasslon <8.27))
Tal la . 1 1 radiai intagr ala from (8.27 ) (flrst tarm)
k 1 L n«2 R-4.4785 n=2 R-4.7619 n«3 R=4.4785 n«3 R=4.7619
0 0 1 0.0042 0.0037 0.0056 0.0051
0 1 0 0.0041 0.0036 0.0034 0.0031
0 1 2 0.0183 0.0165 0.0155 0.0141
0 2 i 0.0174 0.0158 0.0043 0.0034
0 2 3 0.0343 0.0317 0.0062 0.0067
0 3 2 0.0319 0.0298 -0.0086 -0.0089
0 3 4 0.0460 0.0439 -0.0124 -0.0131
0 4 3 0.0420 0.0405 -0.0253 -0.0247
0 4 5 0.0507 0.0501 -0.0304 -0.0303
0 5 4 0.0455 0.0454 -0.0349 -0.0336
0 5 6 0.0468 0.0501 -0.0379 -0.0367
0 6 5 0.0431 0.0447 -0.0344 -0.0330
0 6 7 0.0426 0.0454 -0.0337 -0.0331
0 7 6 0.0370 0.0401 -0.0271 -0.0258
0 7 8 0.0345 0.0383 -0.0249 -0.0243
0 8 7 0.0295 0.0333 -0.0173 -0.0162
0 8 9 0.0263 0.0305 -0.0150 -0.0144
0 9 8 0.0221 0.0261 -0.0081 -0.0072
0 9 10 0.0191 0.0231 -0.0066 -0.0059
0 IO 9 0.0157 0.0195 -0.0010 -0.0008
0 IO 11 0.0133 0.0168 -0.0004 -0.0003
(continuad on th« next paga)
T a l> le . lm r a d ia l  in t e g r a l a  fro m  (8 .2 )  (s e c o n d  t i rm)
k i L n*=2 R = 4 .4785 n=2 R = 4 .7619 n=3 R =4 .4785 n -3  R =4 .7619
0 0 0 0 .0 01 5 0 .0 0 1 3 0 .0 02 0 0 .0016
0 I 1 0 .0 1 2 0 0 .0 1 0 7 0 .0102 0 .0097
0 2 2 0 .0 2 7 4 0 .0251 0 .0062 0 .0050
0 3 3 0 .0 4 0 7 0 .0 3 8 4 -0 .0 1 1 6 -0 .0 12 1
0 4 4 0 .0 4 7 8 0 .0 4 6 7 -0 .0 2 9 4 -0 .0 2 8 9
0 5 S 0 .0 4 8 0 0 .0 4 8 6 -0 .0 37 1 -0 .0 36 1
0 6 6 0 .0431 0 .0 4 5 5 -0 .0 3 4 3 -0 .0 3 3 3
0 7 7 0 .0 3 5 7 0 .0 3 9 3 -0 .0 2 5 7 -0 .0 2 4 6
0 8 8 0 .0 2 7 6 0 .0 3 1 7 -0 .0 1 5 7 -0 .0 1 4 9
0 9 9 0 .0 2 0 3 0 .0 2 4 3 -0 .0 0 6 9 -0 .0 06 1
0 10 10 0 .0141 0 .0 1 6 8 -0 .0 0 3 4 -0 .0 0 3 8
0 11 11 0 .0 0 8 7 0 .0 0 9 5 -0 .0 0 2 2 -0 .0 0 2 5
Again, for tha aaka of bravity, we have not included the caaea when R # R'
(nsR.milUVi.lmsR' ,ma> (expression (8.30))
Table 9.in: radial integrals from (8.30) (first term) for the case R = R' - 4.4785
k L 1 n-2 m=2 n-2 m«3 n-3 m*3
0 1 0 -0.0016 -0.0063 -0.0051 -0.0078
0 2 1 -0.0041 -0.0025 -0.0041 -0.0040
0 3 2 -0.0116 0.0005 0.0006 -0.0019
0 4 3 -0.0191 0.0095 0.0091 -0.0064
0 5 4 -0.0243 0.0176 0.0179 -0.0144
0 6 5 -0.0238 0.0200 0.0206 -0.0160
0 7 6 -0.0209 0.0172 0.0179 -0.0155
0 6 7 -0.0165 0.0119 0.0125 -0.0082
0 9 6 -0.0119 0.0067 0.0072 -0.0055
0 10 9 -0.0080 0.0026 0.0031 -0.0029
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Table •ip radial integ for the case
ala from (8.3C R = R' « 4.7( ) (first ter 19
m)
k L • n«2 m«2 n=3 m=2 n-2 m=3 n=3 m=3
0 I 0 -0.0013 -0.0055 -0.0044 -0.0059
0 2 I -0.0033 -0.0020 -0.0033 -0.0030
0 3 2 -0.0096 0.0070 -0.0003 -0.0012
0 4 3 -0.0166 0.0086 0.0084 -0.0055
0 5 4 -0.0214 0.0158 0.0163 -0.0128
0 6 5 -0.02229 0.0182 0.0189 -0.0157
0 7 6 -0.0213 0.0158 0.0166 -0.0132
0 8 7 -0.0177 0.0110 0.0117 -0.0049
0 9 8 -0.0136 0.0061 0.0067 -0.0046
0 10 9 -0.0096 0.0023 0.0027 -0.0024
Table • lq radial integ for the case
ais f rom (8.3( 
R = R' - 4.4
) (second t< 
85
rm)
k L 1 l l n=3 m=2 n=2 m=3 n=3 m=3
0 0 1 0.0010 0.0021 0.0011 0.0046
0 1 2 0.0068 0.0069 0.0033 0.0069
0 2 3 0.0161 0.0021 -0.0017 0.0031
0 3 4 0.0244 -0.0105 -0.0129 0.0083
0 4 5 0.0286 -0.0211 -0.0217 0.0176
0 5 6 0.0281 -0.0240 -0.0236 0.0212
0 6 7 0.0241 -0.0206 -0.0197 0.0178
0 7 8 0.0187 -0.0143 -0.0134 0.0115
0 8 9 0.0133 -0.0081 -0.0074 0.0061
0 9 10 0.0088 -0.0035 -0.0029 0.0032
(continued on the next page)
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Tal>le >. lr radial integ 
for the case
als from <8.3( R = R' - 4.7« > (second t< 19
rm)
k L 1 n-3m-2 n-2 m=3
0 0 1 0.0008 0.0018 0.0008 0.0042
0 1 2 0.0054 0.0056 0.0026 0.0060
0 2 3 0.0133 0.0013 -0.0018 0.0028
0 3 4 0.0212 -0.0098 -0.0116 0.0076
0 4 5 0.0261 -0.0192 -0.0195 0.0157
0 5 6 0.0270 -0.0221 -0.0214 0.0185
0 6 7 0.0245 -0.0191 -0.0181 0.0152
0 7 8 0.0201 -0.0133 -0.0123 0.0096
0 8 9 0.0151 -0.0075 -0.0067 0.0051
0 9 10 0.0107 -0.0031 -0.0025 0.0026
The reader may wonder why some of these tables of integrals have been 
truncated at a point where it would appear that the integrals have not 
converged. The reason is that tha factors \(L)\(I>, which appear in the 
expressions for the matrix elements in chapter eight, force the actual 
terms in the matrix elements to converge faster than might at first appear 
to be the case.
As we have already mentioned, some of the matrix elements which appear in 
appendix A have been estimated. There are several reasons for this. First­
ly some of them take algebraically complex forms, and so would require a 
lot of computational effort to evaluate. This effort would be Justified if 
they appeared frequently in the calculation, but many of them do not. The 
ones to be estimated are <2pRmp .mi I UV| • I 3sR' ,ma > , <3aR ,mi I UVj • I 2pR ' rt*p ,ma > 
and <2pRmp ,mi IUI 2pR' mp ,m2 >. To estimate the first and second of these 
elements we begin by noting that the radial part of the 2p-functlon is the 
same as that of the 2s-function (a consequence of the fact that they are 
both Slater orbitals). Therefore the extent of tha overlap between the 
constituent wavefunctions will be similar to that for the case where a 28- 
function replaces the 2p-function in the matrix elements. We will there­
fore approximate these matrix elements as follows:
<2pRmp,mi IUVi. l3sR'  , m2 > = <2sR,mi IUVt. I 3sR’ .m2 >
< 3 s R ,m i lU V ia l2 p R 'm p  .m 2 > » < 3 sR ,m i lU V i. I2 s R ,m 2  >
The third matrix element appears only three times in the whole calculation 
and will be approximated as follows:
<2pRmp ,miIUI2pR'mp,m2 > * e?/2R if mi=m2,mp=mp,R=R'
» <2sR,miIUI2sR‘,m2 > otherwise.
This now completes the tabulation of the matrix elements required to find 
pvb. We require Just one quantity now, namely A.
9.3 The Energy Denominator A
The energy denominator A appears as part of the second order correction to 
the effective operator H«ff, and la equal to the energy difference between 
the excited and ground families of states appropriate to our calculation. 
That is, it is equal to the energy difference between the family of states 
in which the Gd** ion is in its *S7/2 ground state (for simplicity we will 
ignore the effects of Intermediate coupling), and the family in which one 
of the 4f-electrons has been excited into an empty 3s-orbital on a neigh­
bouring oxygen atom.
Let us then consider a system consisting of a gadolinium nucleus, into 
which la absorbed the Is22s2...4d>0 core electrons, giving an effective 
nuclear charge of 418 (64-46). The 4f, 5s and 5p-electrons move in the 
electric field of this charge. At a position vector R away is situated an 
oxygen atom, which, following CEA, we will assume to have an effective 
charge of +1. The Hamiltonian for this system is then
H ■ 2 1  <pa /2 m ) i  -  2  1 8 e 2 / r i  -  21  « a / l r i - R I  ♦ W 21  •*/ru ( 9 . 1 )
1 1 1  isj
It is straightforward to write down a many-electron state which belongs to 
the ground family. The state
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!♦«> <»4f(l ><P4f(2)p4f(3)p4f(4)«Mf(5)<Mf(6>q>4f(7)As.(l><t>S.(2)
esP< 1 >e5p<2>e5„<3>esp<*>esp<5)e5p<6> i (9.2)
describes a stata which, in LS-coupling, has L»0,S«7/2,J«7/2 and Mj»7/2, 
If wa insist that all savan 4f-alactrons art in thair m. = 4b spin states. 
Tha states with different values of Mj are degenerate with this state. The 
Slater determinant
I > - <<P«f < 1 ><Mf <2>*4f(3>*4r<4)*4f<5>94f <6>f3a< 1 >♦•■< 1 >4>5.<2)
05P< 1 )6sp(2>65p(3)9sp(4)0sp(5)65p(6) I (9.3)
describes an axcltad state in which one of the 4f-electrons has been exc­
ited into an empty 3s-orbital on an oxygen neighbour. A is then given by
A - <♦#IHI+•> - <♦,IHl*,> (9.4)
The rules for obtaining the matrix elements of Slater determinants are 
well known CZeigar and Pratt 19731. Applying them to this expression gives
A - <f*.(l)lhi l*j.(l)> - <»4f(7)lhi l«Mf(7)>
4
4 21 < <<P4f <m> ,fs*< 1) lha lp«r(m) ,¥j.( 1 )>
•■i
♦ <<p«f <m) , <p4f< 7 ) Ih 2  l < M f ( 7 ) , <p4f <m)>
- <«Mf(m> ,¥j.< 1 ) lha l»«s< 1) ,*4f (m)>
- <»4f(m) ,<Mf(7) lha Ip4f(m) ,p4f<7>>
4 <4*p<m),¥j.(l )lha ie«p(m),¥j.(l)>
4 <«Sp(m) ,W4f(7) lha I<p4f <7), 6$p(m)>
- <8sp(m> ,<p4r( 7) Ih2 I 0Sp(m) ,04f <7)>
-  < 4 lp (m )  , ? s « ( 1 > I ha I ¥ j .<  1 ) .  6 s p (m ) > I 
c
4 21 ( (♦s«(m) ,¥j.( l) lha lAB.im) ,¥j«( 1 >>
4 <4«.<m).<p4f (7) lha I <p4f < 7).4sa(m) >
- <4s*(m). W4f ( 7) lha I4t<(m) ,f4f(7)>
- <4l.(m),¥s.( 1) lha !¥«.< 1 >.#«.(m)> > (9.5)
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In this expression we have defined the following new quantities:
hi “ p2/2m - 18e2/r - e2/Ir-RI
h2 = ei/lri-ral
To evaluate A we will take the 4f-functiona to be those of Freeman and 
Watson (1962), and the 3a-oxygen wavefunction to be that given by <8.*>, 
with the parameter A given in (8.7). For the 5s and 5p-functions we will 
use Slater orbitals [Griffiths 19621. The 5s and 5p-functions then have 
the same radial dependence, which is found to be
17.70/aVr» exp(-3.075r/ao) (9.6)
We can now evaluate (9.5), with the help of the techniques described in 
the previous chapter. We must however be careful to remember that spin 
orthogonality will ensure that some of the terms in (9.5) are automatic­
ally zero. To check the likely accuracy of the final result, suppose that 
the 3a-orbital is situated at infinity. We than find that A = +1.67 atom­
ic units. Physically this must correspond to the energy required to remove 
a 4f-electron from the Gd*+ ion. and indeed we find that this value is in 
good agreement with the experimental value of 1.63 atomic units [Sugar and 
Reader 19761. Note that this result is found to be Independent of the mag­
netic quantum number of the 4f-electron which is removed.
In evaluating the full expression (9.5), we will ignore the fact that A 
will be different for excitations to 0(1) and 0(2) atoms. Instead we will 
obtain a mean value (which is in fact what the Method of Stevens requires 
us to use). The value we obtain is
A * 1.644 atomic units ■ 3.6 x 10* cm-1 (9.7)
Errors in this value are likely to arise from the imprecise forms chosen 
for the 5s and 5p-functions, plus the fact that they are not necessarily 
orthogonal to the 3s-functlons on the oxygen neighbours.
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8.4 Final Result»
We are now finally in a position to obtain the contribution which our 
mechanism makes to the SCCF, using the results of chapter seven, chapter 
eight and this chapter. What we need to do is to tabulate the coefficients 
A(j> and C(j> in (6.19) and (6.20) as functions of the normal coordinate 
labels J. For convenience we will retain the numbering scheme of appendix 
A, so that A(j> is obtained by evaluating terms (1) to (42) in (6.19), and 
C<J> is obtained by evaluating terms <43) to <105) in <6.20). The 
contributions of each individual term to A(j) and C<j) are given in 
appendix E.
Now, using the results for the normal coordinate frequencies uj given in 
chapter seven, we can combine (6.17) and (6.18) and the results of appen­
dix E to arrive at a closed expression for pvb. However we must be careful 
with units again. The coefficients A(J) and C(J) are measured in units of 
(e2/a«)2 .1/ao. the first factor arising from the operators X and U, the 
second from the gradient operators. Bearing all of this in mind, along 
with the value (9.7) for A and the fact that n2*7, n1=189 for f-electrons, 
we find that |i«b is given by
livb  *  | i l  ♦ pa  +  p s  +  |M
- - 1.142 x 1 0 1 6 /u [ 0.00040 coth(1.lOxlO-i^w/T)
+ 0.00033 coth(l .22xl0-«WT>
+ 0.01171 coth(3.85xlO-«WT)
- 0.01103 coth(4.03xl0-«aw/T) 1 cm-«.
The characteristic frequency <■> was determined in chapter seven by matching 
the results obtained with the Restricted model of lattice vibrations with 
those obtained from the Debye/Einstein models.
To convert the contribution |ivb into an actual zero field splitting, it is 
bast to use arguments similar to those given in section 3.7. In that sec­
tion it was concluded that a contribution of >1*148.3 cm-« to the SCCF co­
efficient led to a contribution of + 0.853 cm-« to the actual zero field
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splitting (this proportionality can ba found by evaluating the matrix 
elements of the SCCF between the Mj = ±7/2 and Mj = ±1/2 states of the 
l*S7/2> ground state). Therefore to convert pvb to an actual 2 ero field 
splitting, all we need do is multiply it by 0.853/148.3. The final res­
ults are shown in table 9.2.
In view of the commenta that were ma de at the start of chapter four, it 
would seem that our méchantsm laads to a contribution of the right order 
of magnitude and sign to produce good agreement with tha experimental zéro 
fleld splitting of AE - 40.236 cm-> . We wl 11 discuss the full implica­
tions of these rasults in the Conclusions chaptar which follows.
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CONCLUSIONS
Table 9.2 contains the final results of our calculation. There we present 
the contribution |ivb of our mechanism, along with the corresponding zero 
field splitting, as a function of the temperature of the lattice, and as a 
function of the three different values of the Debye temperature (and hence 
u) which we Introduced in chapter seven. In trying to interpret these res­
ults, there are two fundamental questions which we should ask ourselves. 
Firstly, in view of the number of approximations and assumptions which we 
have made throughout the course of this thesis, can we trust the results 
to be a reasonably accurate estimate of the true state of affairs? Then, 
if we can trust the results, are they sufficient to provide an adequate 
explanation of the experimental data, when they are added to the existing 
mechanisms given In chapters one, two and three? In this concluding sec­
tion we will attempt to answer both of these questions.
Mechanisms of the type discussed in chapter three and the main body of 
this thesis are often referred to as "inter-site" mechanisms, the prefix 
"inter" denoting the fact that an electron is excited into an orbital on a 
neighbouring ligand, rather than an excited state on the Gd* + ion (on-site 
mechanism). Since the 4f-functions are known accurately, one would expect 
that the greatest errors in the numerical part of the calculation will be 
incurred as a result of uncertainties in the choice of wavefunctlon for 
the excited orbital. Let us then discuss in more detail the choice of off­
site wavefunctions. Because our calculation is essentially qualitative in 
nature, one would like to choose states which lead to as simple a form­
alism as possible. Therefore it is assumed that electrons are excited into 
empty 3s-states on the neighbouring oxygen atoms. Strictly speaking, we 
should consider molecular orbitals appropriate to a water molecule, but 
this would introduce undesirable complications into the formalism. To the 
best of our knowledge, an accurate wavefunction for such a 3s-stata is not 
available. Therefore an approximation must be found, again bearing in mind 
our objectiva of keeping things as simple as possible. To this end. the 
3s-state la chosen to be of hydrogenlc form, with a single free parameter 
A. In this thesis, A is chosen so as to make the 3s-orbital orthogonal to 
the 4f-states on the Gd3+ ion. The main reason for doing this is to effect
an enormous simplification into the algebra involved in the problem. The 
3a-orbital is then orthogonaIized to the other functions on the same site 
using Lowdin's orthogona1ization procedure. To see why this procedure 
leads to a simplification, suppose that the 3s and if-orbitals are not 
orthogonal, so that the procedure of Lowdln must be used. From (3.26a) and 
(3.26b) we see that the matrix elements of the new orthogonaIized orbitals 
will involve on-site matrix elements of the form <mi IXImi>,<mi.mzlUlmi ,ma> 
etc., multiplied by overlaps of the form <mtl3sR>. These on-site matrix 
elements are very large; for Instance <milXlmi> ~ 7e2/a0 - Thus, unless the 
overlaps <miI3sR> are very small, the corrections introduced by the ortho­
gonal lzatlon procedure are unlikely to be small. CEA (chapter three) foll­
owed this procedure, because they chose A so as to minimize The sum of the 
squares of the overlaps of the 3s-functlon with the Is and 2s-functions on 
the same site. In view of the relative simplicity of their calculation 
(compared with the work of this thesis), this procedure is not an unreas­
onable one to follow. However a glance at appendix A shows that for our 
problam the procedure would lead to a horrendous numerical problem, which 
would take a considerable amount of time to solve. The terms in appendix A 
are complicated enough even before any corrections for non-orthogonality 
are introduced! We therefore chose A so as to eliminate this problem at 
the outset. If the 3s-function is then orthogona 11 zed to the Is and 28- 
functions on the same site using Lowdin's procedure, one can easily show 
that the corrections introduced into the matrix elements are much smaller 
(see section 8.2), and as such can safely be ignored.
We have already argued at the end of chapter eight that our choice of A 
does not really hava a sound physical basis. However we should point out 
that A is not defined uniquely by minimizing the sum of the squares of the 
overlaps of the 3s-functlons with the Is and 2s-functlons. CEA used a 
value of A ■ 1.67a"0, but a second choice based on this minimization proc- 
adure could be A ■ 0.42a'o (which in fact leads to an orbital which is 
"more orthogonal" than the one with A * 1.67a~o). In view of the intrinsic 
uncertainty in the form of the 3s-orblta! to begin with, it is debatable 
as to which would be the best choice of A. The corollary of this is that 
it is arguable as to whather the choice of CEA is any better than the one
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used in this thesis. Whet is required of course is a more careful exam­
ination of the nature of an excited 3s-state for oxygen.
Most of the other approximations made are less "controversial" than the 
choice of 3s-orbltal, since they involve the neglect of terms in the Ham­
iltonian or from appendix A which are small, and are therefore unlikely to 
Influence the final result to any great extent. For instance, we can safe­
ly drop the crystal field terms from the Hamiltonian (5.1), because they 
will be small compared with the attraction which the electrons feel from 
the Gd3+ ion. Similarly we can drop terms from appendix A which contain 
two-body exchange-1 ike matrix elements, because these are easily demon­
strated to be small. For the same reasons we can drop the ls-functlons 
from the basis set in chapter eight.
It is likely that the Method of Stevens is the best way of calculating 
spin correlated crystal field operators, because the method is very care­
ful to ensure that all of the appropriate symmetries are Incorporated into 
the effective Hamiltonian H«ff <to al 1 orders in the perturbation expan­
sion). In addition, the very careful definition of the unperturbed Hamil­
tonian means that one is unlikely to run into technical problems of the 
sort which can arise when one is performing perturbation theory on an 
infinite system (e.g. overlapping of energy levels from different mani­
folds). In modifying the Method of Stevens for use in a dynamic lattice, 
our aim was to try and retain all of these features, whilst at the same 
time retaining the simplicity of the formalism for the static lattice. The 
result (chapter four) is a new effective operator which is very similar in 
form to that for the static lattice, and which is identical to that given 
by Sigmund and Stevens (1088) in an earlier paper. Towards the end of 
chapter four we attempted to point out that more exact approaches to the 
problem could lead to pitfalls whose consequences would be hard to 
predict.
Our choice for the model of lattice vibrations (chapters six and seven) 
was dictated largely by the fact that there is a distinct lack of approp­
riate experimental data in the literature. In such circumstances the 
author believes that as simple a model as possible should be used, with as
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few adjustable parameters as possible. Fortunately such a procedure is 
made easier in the case considered in this thesis if we consider just the 
normal coordinates of the nearest neighbours of the Gd3* ion. We then have 
just two types of force constant to consider, and if we write one as a 
multiple of the other <ki * Xk2 with X known reasonably well), we are left 
with just one sdjustable parameter to choose. In chapter seven we did this 
by matching up data from our "Restricted model" with data which could be 
obtained from a knowledge of the Debye temperature(s) of GdES. The normal 
coordinates in the Restricted model are obtained by standard means.
For the is 2s and 2p-orbitals in chapters eight and nine we chose to use 
Slater orbitals, principally on account of their simplicity and ease of 
use. Although Slater orbitals are nodeless functions (in contrast to the 
true atomic wavefunctions), it is known that they provide a reasonable 
approximation to the true wavefunctions for large values of r. Since it is 
in this region that the overlap with the 4f-functlona is greatest, one 
would expect that integrals of the form <mlOI2sR> etc. will be obtained 
relatively accurately. On the other hand, integrals such as <2sRIOI2sR‘> 
may not. In retrospect it may have been better to use the accurate radial 
functiona of Clementi and Roettl (1974), but given our comments earlier 
about the 3e-functions, it would be difficult to know whether the new set 
of results would be any more accurate.
In conclusion then, it is unlikely that we can trust the results in table
9.2 to be exact values, but we would consider it unlikely that the approx­
imations are aufficlent to seriously affect the order of magnitude or sign 
of these results. Therefore we will consider the interpretation of these 
results on the understanding that the sign and order of magnitude are 
correct (i.a. 2FS « -0.1 to -0.01 cm-*). We still, of course, have the 
problem of deciding which value of the characteristic frequency u to 
choose (remember u>2 * k/M, where k is the Gd-O stretching force constant). 
It has been suggested CPettlfar, private communication) that a value of T*> 
s 200 cm-• is likely to be of the correct order of magnitude. This gives <•> 
i 3.7 x 1013 s->, and suggests that the final four columns of table 9.2 
ire where we should focus our attention. It is also interesting to note 
:hat the values of 9d which lead to the corresponding values of u (155K
•nd 167K) were obtained with the help of approximetlone very almllar to 
thoae which were made In chapters six and seven. For Instance, 0p ■ 155K 
CPapoular 19621 is obtained by matching up specific heat data with a 
combined Debye/Einstein model, and 0d ■ 167K CMcColI 19681 is calculated 
on the assumption that the motion of the ethy I sulphate radicals and the 
internal motion of the water molecules can be ignored. The results of 
table 9.2 would seem to indicete that the sign and order of magnitude of 
the final results does not depend crucially on the exact value of 0d for 
00 * 150K. The value of 0o “ 65K is obtained by matching the Debye model 
with spin-lattice relaxetion data IKrygin at el 19811.
In order to determine whether the results are "correct" or not, we need to 
add them to the results of chapters one, two and three, and compare them 
with the experimental data of table 4.1. As we mentioned right at the 
start of chapter four, the inter-site mechanism of chapter three poses 
similar problems to our mechanism, in the sense that we have to make a 
decision as to which is the best value to take from table 3.2. This has 
been done CTusxynski and Dixon 19871, and the value of the zero field 
splitting when all of the mechanisms up to the end of chapter three are 
added together is
AE - ♦ 0.279 cm-I
If we examine table 4.1, then we see that this value is higher than the 
experimental splittings. Therefore any new mechanisms need to be negative 
in order to improve agreement with experiment. Our mechanism certainly 
succeeds in this respect. If we look at the entry for T = 285K In table
4.1, then we see that new mechanisms must contribute AEn 3 -0.043 cm-• to 
the zero field splitting. From table 9.2 we see that our mechanism contr­
ibutes about half of this value.
Now let us compare the actual temperature dependence of the zero field 
splitting with that which la predicted in teble 9.2. According to table
4.1, the zero-field splitting initially increases with temparatura, but 
than it reaches a maximum at around T ■ 130K and than decreases as temper­
ature increases further. But the contribution from our mechanism is small
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for low values of T, and becomes gradually more negative as temperature is 
Increased, and when added to AE above it predicts a zero field splitting 
which decreases monatonica 1 ly with temperature. Therefore our mechanism 
does not predict the correct temperature dependence for the zero field 
splitting in the low temperature limit, and we must examine the reasons 
why i t does not.
Firstly, we must remember that the inter-site mechanism of CEA is not the 
only one which is likely to change when the lattice is made to vibrate. 
All of the mechanisms described in chapters one and two were calculated on 
the assumption that the lattice is stationary, and one would be very sur­
prised if a temperature dependent contribution did not arise from these 
mechanisms when the lattice is made to vibrate.
Secondly, most calculations to investigate the temperature dependence of 
zero field splittlnga or spin Hamiltonian parameters do not take the same 
approach as we have in this thesis. Instead they study the influence of 
the orbit-lattice interaction on these temperature dependencies. Because 
of the approximations made in connection with equation (5.6>, the orbit- 
lattice interaction is in fact completely neglected in our calculation. 
This was done on account of the fact that it is likely to be small by 
comparison with other terms in the Hamiltonian (5.1). Nevertheless, some 
authors (for references see section 4.2) have concluded that the orbit- 
lattice interaction can be important, and so perhaps it should have been 
included in the calculation of >ivb. It is however a moot point as to 
whether incorporating it within the framework of this thesis leads to a 
more convenient formalism than that of other authors, who used the Van- 
Vleck (or spin-phonon) interactions.
Finally, since these temperature dependencies arise from the thermal av­
eraging of the normal coordinates, it might be argued that the Restricted 
model of lattice vibrations is responsible for the the discrepancy, in 
particular the fact that we have restricted ourselves to the harmonic 
approximation. It has been suggested (Dleke 19681 that the simplest ex­
planation for the temperature dependence of the zero field splitting is 
that as the temperature increases, the lattice expands, and so the crystal
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field parameters change. Such a mechanism cannot be present in the form­
alism of this thesis, because we have restricted ourselves to the harmonic 
approximation for the lattice vibrations, and to incorporate it would 
require us to include higher enharmonic terms from the expansion of the 
factors exp(lS) which appear in (5.16). The reader will surely appreciate 
that to do such a calculation would be an extremely arduous task; what we 
can do. however, is consider the effects of thermal expansion by recalc­
ulating the mechanism of CCA (chapter three) as a function of the Gd9 + - 0 
separation, and then relate this to the temperature of the lattice via the 
thermal expansion coefficient. The result is (for want of a better term) a 
'static enharmonic mechanism'. Unfortunately, data concerning the thermal 
expansion coefficient a for GdES does not appear to be available, but 
there is an expression for ot, due to Wilson and Bastow (1971), given by
a “ key/aoM (h/kedD)2
where y is known as the Gruneisen parameter, a0 is the separation between 
ligands and M is the mass of the ligands. Strictly speaking, or should be 
temperature dependent, but for simplicity we will ignore this difficulty. 
Unfortunately y is not known for GdES, but tables of data (e.g. that given 
in chapter 5 of Reissland (1972)) seem to indicate that y varies between 
about 1 and 5. For simplicity we will take y“3. By taking 6d=155K, we find 
that Of » 6x10-* K-l. According to Gherkin and Reppart (1984), the Gd-O 
lengths quoted in chapter seven were measured at 171K. The bond lengths as 
a function of temperature are then
0<1> atom: Ri ■ 4.4785C1+6x10-*(T-171> 1
0(2) atom: R2 - 4.7619C1+6x10-*(T-171> 1
With the help of these expressions, we have recalculated the contribution 
which the inter-site mechanism of CEA makes to the zero field splitting, 
as a function of the temperature of the lattice. For simplicity, we used 
the formalism of chapter three, but with the 3s-functlon chosen according 
to section 8.2. The results are summarised in the following table:
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These results ere very Interesting, because when they ere converted to 
ectuel sero field splittings end sdded to the mechanisms of chepters one 
end two <e totel of p*+75.11 cm-*), the result is e totel splitting which 
increeses lnltlelly with tempersture. This is in sgreement with the dets 
of teble 4.1. Unfortunately, this agreement is lost when the results of 
table 9.2 are added to the total splitting (see the final two columns of 
the table on the next page). This is a pity, but in view of the uncertain­
ties involved in the calculation, and because the temperature dependencies 
are very slight, this loss of agreement when e11 mechanisms are included 
is perhaps not unexpected. Nevertheless, this calculation does seem to 
suggest that the actual temperature dependence arises as a result of the 
action of two competing mechanisms (l.e. the static enharmonic mechanism 
and the mechanism of the main part of the thesis). The final comparison 
between experiment and theory is shown in the table on the next page. In 
this table, AEon represents the combined mechanisms of chapters one and 
two <0.421 cm-*), AE«rr represents the results of the static enharmonic 
mechanism, and AEvb represents the results of table 9.2.
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total zero field putting as a function of temp* rature (in cm-l)
AEvb with
2 7.7 -0.0028 0.2433 0.2946 0.2918
64.9 -0.0050 0.2456 0.2951 0.2901
102.2 -0.0077 0.2472 0.2960 0.2883
139.4 -0.0103 0.2477 0.2973 0.2870
176.6 -0.0131 0.2467 0.2976 0.2845
213.8 -0.0158 0.2441 0.2979 0.2821
251 .0 -0.0185 0.2408 0.2993 0.2808
288.2 -0.0212 0.2353 0.3002 0.2790
In conclusion then, we esn ssy that the Introduction of lattice vibrations 
can lead to important contributions to the zero field splitting, with the 
temperature dependence appearing to arise as a result of the action of two 
competing mechanisms, one which dominates at low temperatures, and one 
which dominates at high temperatures. The main source of error in these 
calculations is the inexact form chosen for the 3s-orbitals on the oxygen 
neighbours, and it is this problem which needs to be addressed in any 
further refinements to the theory.
A P P E N D I X  A
In this appendix we will give the full expressions for each of the elec­
tronic coefficients in equations (6.19) and (6.20). Let us first of all 
define the following functions:
Mims) = <mi 102 I m i> + im sIÔ Ô lm s)
M(m2 ) * <milOolmi> + <m2 IOjI m2 >
The electronic coefficients are then given as follows:
Air.qofliv)
- 14 <or,m3 IViMUlm3 ,mi Xmt IVvXla> M(m3> <1>
Air.amuv)
21 1 Ik ia .m s  lU lm s ,mi X m i IX IW .X W . IV MV , la >  Mims > <2>
- 14 ia.ms lUlms ,mi Xmt IVM laXW, IXV, la> M(m3 > <3)
+ lb ia.ms lUlms ,mi Xmi IXVM IW.XW. IV, Ioc> Mims > (4)
+ 14 <a,m3 IViMUlms .mi Xmi IV, IW.XW. IXIa> Mimj ) (5)
-  14 ia .m s IV iMUlms . mi X m i IX IW .X W . IV , la >  M im s) (6>
- 14 <mi IXVM I a X a  IV, IWB X  WB , ms IU I ms , mi > Mims) (7)
+ lb <mi IXVM lorXms 17* IW.Xa.W. lUlms ,mt > Mims ) (8)
-  14 <mi IXVM la X W .  I7v Im3><a.ms IU IW . ,mi > M im s) ( 9 )
-  14 <mi IXVMla X W B IV , Imi X a .m s  lUlms ,WB> M im s) (1 0 )
+ lb im i IX Ia X W B ,ms I V|,Ulms ,mi X a l V M IWB> M im s) i l l )
+ lb <mi IX IorXW a ,ms lU lm s ,mi X « l  VMVW IWB> M im s) (1 2 )
-  lb (m i IX Ia X a .m s  IV iMUIWB ,mi X o t lV ,  lms> M im s) (1 3 )
-  14 <mi IX IorXor.ms IV iMUlm3 ,WBX W B IV , Imi > M im s) (1 4 )
+  14 <mi IX Ia X a .W .  IVtpUlms .mi X m s IV , IWB> M im s) I (1 5 )
A ir .m m u v )
21 < <4 (a ,m s lUlms ,mi X m i IVM IW .X W . IV ,X la >  M im s) (1 6 )
" "  +  lb ia .m s lU lm s.m i X m i IXVMIWBX W B IV , lor> M im s) < 17 >
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+ Ik <mi IXIorXW. .ms I VtvUlmj ,mi Xorl7M IWa > M<ms ) (1 8 )
■I- Ik (mi IXIorXor.W. l72vUlms .mi Xms I7M IW .) Mims > (19 )
+ Ik (mi IXIOfXor.ms IU 7 i m IW . ,mi >(W. 17, lms> M(ms ) (20)
+ Ik (mi IXIofXof.ms IU72Mlm3 .W .XW . 17, Imi > M(ms ) > (21)
A(r .nmuv)
X X  < * (ot.ms lUlms .mi X m i I7 M IWn>(Wn 17, IW .X W .IX lo f ) M(ms ) (2 2 )
Hn N.
-  Ik (of.ms lUlms .mi X m i I7 M IWnXW» IX IW .X W . 17, lof) M(m3> (2 3 )
4 h <ot.ms lUlms .mi X m i IXIW „XW „ I7 M IW .X W . 17* la )  M(ms) (2 4 )
4 Ik (mi 17, IW .X W . IX IofX ofl7MIW0 X W . .m s lU lm s .m i) M(mj ) (2 5 )
4 Ik (mi I7 W IW .X W . IX lot)(m s I7 M IW „X o r,W . lUlms .mi > M(ms) (2 6 )
-  Ik (mi 17 ,  I W. X  W. IX I orX Wn 17^ I ms X a r , ms I U I Wa , mi > M(mj ) (2 7 )
-  Ik (mi 17, IW .X W . IXIofXW » I7 M Imi Xac.ms lUlms ,Wa > M(ms ) (2 8 )
-  Ik (W . 17, lorXm i IX IW .X o fl7 M IWn XWa .ms lUlms ,mi > M(mj ) (2 9 )
-  Ik (Wa 17» locXmi IX IW .X m s  IVM I Wn ) < # ,W „  IUIm3 .mi > M(ms) (3 0 )
4 Ik (Wa I7 V lofXm i IXIW a X W n I7M Im sX a.m s lUlWn .mi > M(ms> (3 1 )
4 Ik (W . 17, lo iXm i IX IW .X W « I7M Imi Xof.ms lUlms .Wn > M(ms ) (3 2 )
4 Ik (mi IX Io rX o rl7 M IWnXWa 17» IW .X W . ,ms lUlms ,mi > M (m s) (3 3 )
4 Ik (mi IXIorXm s I7 M IWB ><Wn 17» IWa X o f.W . lUlms .mi > M(ms ) (3 4 )
4 Ik (mi IX Ia X W . I7 V IrnsXWn I7U MDUXor.ms lUlWn ,mi > M (m s) (3 5 )
4 Ik (mi IX Io rX W . 17, Imi >(WB I7„ IW .Xot,m s lUlms ,Wn > Mims > (3 6 )
-  Ik (mi IX Io fX o rl7 M IW nXW . I7y Imi XWn ,ms lUlms ,W .)  Mims ) (3 7 )
-  Ik (mi IXIofXm s I7 M IW nXW . I7v ImsXof.Wn IUIW . ,mi > Mims > (3 8 )
-  Ik (mi IX l0f>(0fl7M IW nXW . I7 V ImsXWn .ms IUIW . ,mt > M (m s) (3 9 )
-  Ik (mi IX Io f )(m s l7 M IW nXW . 17, Imi Xof.Wn lU lm s ,W .) M(ms ) (4 0 )
4 Ik (mi IX I OfX Wn 17 ,  I ms X  VL 17M I mi X o r , ms I UI Wn . W. > Mims) (4 1 )
4 Ik (mi IX I or Xor 17M I Wn Xm s 17 ,  I W. X  WD . W. I U I ms . mi > Mims) > (4 2 )
C(t.O fOfUv)
-  Ik (or.ms l7|MUlm2 ,ms Xm i ,m2 IU7ivlor,mt > Mim2 ) (43)
C (t.ow n v )
X  < *  ( 0f,mslUlm2 .m$Xmi .ÍI12IUIW. . rn ixw.  l7 ,7 Mlor> M(rr»2 ) (44 )
N.
4 Ik (Of.ms IUIm2 .ms Xmi ,m2 IU7|,IW. ,mi XW . I7M lot) Mims) (4 5 )
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-  K <ot,ms IU Irr i2 .m s X m i ,W . IU V iMl a , m i  X r r i2 IV» IW«> M(m2 >
-  I* <or,ms IU In t2 ,m s X W . ,m 2 IU V |Mlo t ,m i  X m i IV» IW .>  M(m2 >
+  K <ot,ms lU Irrœ  ,ms X m i  .m a lU V ip lo t .W . X W .  IV *  Im i > H<m2 >
+ 14 (o t.m s I V i MU lm 2 .m s X m i IV v IW .X W .  .ma lU Io t.m i > M(m2>
+ 14 <or,ms IV iMU lm 2 ,m s X m 2 IV » I W . X m i  ,W . lU Io t.m i > M(m2 )
-  14 <ot,ms I V iMU lm 2 .ms X W L  IV » lo tX m i  ,m 2 IU IW . ,m i > H (m 2 )
-  14 <or,ms IV iMU lm 2 ,m s X W . IV » Im i X m i  .m2 lU Io t .W .)  M(ma )
-  14 <mi ,m2 IU V iMla ,m i  X o t l  V *  IW .X W .  ,m s IU Im 2 ,ms > M(m2 >
-  14 <mi .m2 IU V iMlo t.m i X m s  IV » I W. X o t ,  W. IU Im 2 ,ms > M(ma )
+ 14 <mi ,m2 IU V iMla , m i  ><%, IV »  ln»2 X o t .m s  IU IW . ,ms > M(m2 >
+  14 <mi ,m2 IU V |Ml t t , m i  ><Wa IV » Ims X o r .m s  IU Im 2 .W«> H(m 2 )
+  14 <mi ,rr>2 lU Ia .m i  ><Wa , ms IV t» U lm 2 ,m s X o t lV M IW .>  M(m2 )
+ 14 <mi ,m 2 lU Io t.m i X W .  ,m s IU Im 2 .m s X o t lV p V »  IW . > M(m2 >
-  14 <mi . n a lU lo r ,m i  X o t.m s  I V | MU IW ..m s > < W . IV» Im2 > M<m2 )
-  14 <mt , nu lU Io r .m i X o t.m s  I V i MU lm a .W .X W .  IV *  Ims > M(m2 >
+ 14 <mi ,n u  lU Io t.m i X o t .W .  IV ip U In u  .m s X m 2 IV» IWa > M(m2 >
C < t . i g » v>
T  4 14 <mi ,m2 lU Io t .m i ><%, ,ms IV i» U lm 2  .m s X o t lV „  IW .>  M(m2 >
«■
+ 14 <mi ,m 2 lU Ia .m i  X o t .W . IV 2vU lm 2 ,m 6><m s IV M IWn > M (nu>
+ 14 <mi ,m2 lU Io r .m i X o t.m s  IU V iM IWB ,m s XW a IV» Im2 > M(m2>
+  14 <mi .n u  lü lo t .m i  X o t.m s  I UVap In t t  .W . X W . IV *  Ims > M(m2 >
+ 14 <ot,ms IU Im 2 .m s X V ^ i ,m 2 IV iv U lo r .m i X m i IV M IWa> M<m2>
+ 14 <ot,ms lU In u  ,ms X m i ,WB IV a v U lo r .m t X m a  IV M IW .)  M(m2 >
+  14 <ot,ms IU lm 2 ,ms X m i  .m 2 I U V |M I Wa . m i X W a IV» lot> MCnu >
+ 14 <or,ms IU Im 2 .ms X m i  ,m 2 IU V2m lo t .m i X W a IV» Im i > M<m2 ) I
C ( t ■n m u v )
I 14 <ot.mi lUInu .msXmi IV„ IW„XW„ IV* IW.XW.,ma lUIot.mi > M(m2 )
♦ 14 < a ,m s IU Im 2 ,m s><m 2 IV M IW nX W n IV »  IW a X m i ,W . lU Io t.m i > M<ma )
+ % <ot.ms lü lm a  ,m s X W „ IV M IW .X W .  IV »  lo tX m i .ma IU IW „ ,m i > H(m2 >
+ 14 <ot,ms IU Im 2 .m sX W n  IV M IW .X W .  IV »  Im i X m i ,m2 IU Io t.W n > M<m2 >
-  14 <ot,ms IUIm2 ,ms Xmi IVM I Wn XW . IV » Imi XWn .m2 I Ulot, Wa > M(ma )
-  14 (ot.rns lülma .msXma IVM IW„XW. IV* lotXmi ,W„ IUIW. .mi > M(m2 )
-  14 <ot.mslUlm2 .ms><mi IVMIW„XW. IV » lotXWn.malUIW. ,mi> M(m2 )
(46) 
<47 )
< 48)
< 49 >
(50)
(51) 
<52 > 
<53>
(54)
(55)
< 56 ) 
<57> 
<58) 
(59) 
<60) 
<61 )
<62 > 
<63) 
<64) 
(65) 
<6 6 > 
<67 ) 
<68) 
(69)
(70)
< 71 >
< 72 >
(73)
< 74 >
< 75 ) 
(76)
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-  I* <a,ms IUIm2 , ms X m 2 IVM I Wn X W . 17» Imi X m i , Wn lU la .W .> M(m2 > (7 7 )
+ I4 <a,ms IUIm2 .m sX W . IVM Imi X W „ IV , la X m i ,m2 IUIW„ ,W„> M<m2 )  (7 8 )
+ 14 <a.ms lU Inu  .m sX m i IV M IW „X m 2 IV , IW .X W « ,W. lU la .m i > M(m2 )  (7 9 )
+ Ik <mi .m2 lU la .m i X a l V M IWnX W n IV ,  IW .X W . , ms iUIrra .ms > M(m2 )  (8 0 )
+ *  <mi ,m j lU la .m i X m s IVP IWn X W n IV « IW .X o f .W . IUIm2 .ms> M(m2 )  (8 1 )
+ Ik <mi .m2 lU la .m i X W „ IVM IW .X W . IV , In raX a .m s  IUIW„ ,ms> M(m2 )  (8 2 )
+ Ik <mi .m2 lU la .m i X W „  IVM IW .X W . IV ,  Im s X a .m s  IUIm2 ,W„> M(m2 ) (8 3 )
-  14 <mi .m2 lU la .m i X a l V M IW „X W . IV , lm sX W „ , ms lUlms ,W .> M(m2 )  (8 4 )
-  14 (m i .nu lU la .m i X m s IVM IW „X W . IV ,  lm2X a .W „  IU IW .,m s>  M<m2 )  (8 5 )
-  14 <mi .m2 lU la .m i X a l V M IWn X W . IV « lraj><Wn ,m2 IU IW . ,ms> M(m2 )  (8 6 )
-  14 <mt .m2 lU la .m i X m s IVM IW aX W . IV «  Im sX a .W n  IUIm2 ,W .> M(ma > (8 7 )
♦  14 <mi .m2 lU la .m i X W .  IVM Im sX W , IV ,  Im2><a,m s IUIW„ ,W .> M(m2 )  (8 8 )
+ 14 <mi .m2 lU la .m i X oc lV M IWn X m s IV ,  IW .X W B ,W .IU Im 2.ms> M(m2 > (8 9 )
+ 14 < a lV M IW „XW n . ms IUIID2 .m sX m i IV , IW .X W . .m2 lU la .m i > M(m2 ) (9 0 )
+ 14 < a lV M IWnXWn , ms IU Im2 ,ms><m2 IV , IW .X m i ,W . lU la .m i > M(m2 ) (9 1 )
-  14 < a lV M IWnXWn .ms IU Im2 ,m sX W . IV ,  l a X m i ,m2 IU IW . ,mi > M(m2 ) (9 2 )
-  14 < a lV M IWn XWn .ms IU Im2 ,ms><W. IV ,  Imi X m i ,m2 IU Ia ,W .>  M(m2 )  (9 3 )
+ 14 <ms IVM IW nXa .W n  IU Im2 .m sX m i IV «  IW .X W . .m2 lU la .m i > M(m2 )  (9 4 )
+ 14 <ms IVM IW n X a .W n IU Im2 ,ms><m2 IV , IW .X m i ,W . lU la .m i > M(m2 )  (9 5 )
-  14 <ms IVM IW „X a .W „  lUIrru , m sX W . IV ,  la X m i ,m2 IU IW . , mi > M(m2 ) (96>
-  14 <ms IVM IW nXa.W n IU Im2 .m sX W . IV «  Imi X m i .m2 IU Ia ,W .>  M(m2 ) (9 7 )
-  14 <Wn IVM Im2> < a ,ms lUlWn .m sx m i IV «  IW .X W . .m2 lU la .m i > M(m2 )  (9 8 )
-  14 <Wn IVM In u X a .m s  IU IW » .ms><m2 IV , IW .X m i ,W . lU la .m i > M<m2 ) (9 9 )
+ 14 <Wn IVM Im2><a.m5 lUlWn .m sX W . IV « la X m i .m2 IU IW . ,mi > M(m2 ) (1 0 0 )
+ 14 <Wn IVM Im2><a.ms lUIWn .m sX W . IV « Imi X m i .m2 IU Ia ,W .>  M(m2 )  (1 0 1 )
-  14 <Wn IVH Im sX a .m s  IUIm2 .W nXm i IV « IW .X W . ,m2 lU la .m i > M<m2 )  (1 0 2 )
-  14 <Wn IVM Im sX a .m s  IU Im2 ,WnX m 2 IV , IW .X m i ,W. lU la .m i > M(m2 )  (1 0 3 )
+ 14 <Wn IVM Im sX a .m s  IUIm2 ,Wn X W . IV , la X m i .m2 IU IW . , mi > M(m2 > (1 0 4 )
4 14 <Wn IVM Im s X a .m s  IU Im2 ,WnX W . IV , Imi X m i .m2 IU Ia .W .>  M(m2 ) (1 0 5 )
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APPENDI X  B 
Expansion of Off-Sit« Function»
Host of th« matrix elements which we need to evaluate in chapter eight 
contain, in addition to one or more 4f-orbitals defined with respect to an 
origin at the centre of the CdJ* ion, one or more oxygen orbitals defined 
with respect to an origin at the centre of the eppropriate oxygen atom. 
This arrangement is not especially convenient, and so it is desirable to 
have all orbitals defined with respect to a single origin. This origin is 
chosen to be at the centre of the Gd3♦ ion, and in this appendix we will 
discuss the techniques used to rewrite (expand) the oxygen orbitals in 
terms of displacements from thia new origin. Whilst very general methods 
are available for doing this (Sack 1963; Barnett 1963; Tuazynski end Dixon 
1987), they lead to a rather complicated formalism. Since we ere only 
interested in the expansion of s and p-functlons, we will consider each 
case separately.
S-function«
Consider two sites A and B. and let R be a vector running from the centre 
of A to the centre of B. An »-function centred on B takes the form
For simplicity let us assume that the radial function R takes the form:
Suppose now that we want to rewrite this function in terms of coordinates 
centred on A. Since r* ■ ri + R, we have
Following Christodoulos at al. (1986), the right hand side of (B3) may be 
expanded into a series of Legendre polynomials as follows
f.(r*) - R(r«) Y? ( B1 )
< B2 )
f.(r*) - R(lrA-Rl) Y$ (B3)
-1 7 0 -
R(Ita-RI) ■ 21 ■■(X.t a .R) Pi<co»«> (B4>
where the Pi ere Legendre poIynomie 1 s, end u is the eng le between the 
vectors rA end R. From the orthogone 11 ty properties of the Legendre poly- 
nomiels CArfken 19701, the coefficients ai(X,rA.R> sre found to be
• • <X,rA,R> -  *< 2 »+ l>  J - i < l-2 h x + h i)^ 'a  exp [-A R < l-2 h x + h »>1» P | (x )d x  <B5)
where h«r/R end x-cosw. Christodoulos et el heve shown thet the eveluetlon 
of this Integral leads to the following expression:
In this expression, (1/21 denotes the integer part of 1/2.
In (B4> It is convenient to reexpress the Legendre polynomials in terms of 
spherical harmonica using the addition theorem [Edmonds 19591:
where 0r and «ft define the orlentetion of the vector R with respect to 
coordinates centred on A, and X< I) ■ 4n/(2l+l). <B3) then becomes
where we have written R and A for the variables Or ,«r and 6a .«a respect­
ively.
x < exp[-ARIh-1 I 1
(B6>
Pi (cose) (B7)
(B6>
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P-Functiona
Th« expansion of a p-functlons la vary similar to that of an s-function. 
axcapt that this time we have to considar
*»<£!> * R<ri) y7<•>,•>> (B9)
Again we will assume that R<r*> is a Slater orbital of the form <B2>. On 
moving to a sat of coordinates centred at A, the radial part of <B9> is 
treated in exactly the same way as that for an s-functlon. To sea what 
happens to the spherical harmonic, it Is easiest to work in Cartesian 
coordinates. Since rs ■ j>-R. we easily find that
Y ? (9 * ,b B )  -  1 /  I £A -R I CrAY7<#A .♦ a > -  Ry 7< •«■♦*> I (B IO )
Therefore, using (BIO) and <B4>, (B9) becomes
» » (£ * )  ■ Z  a t ( X - l , t a ,R> P i ( c o s u ) irA Y 7<A ) -  Ry 7<R)J ( B I D
where the coefficient ai(X-l.rA.R) is given by <B5>. With the help of 
(B7), (Bll) finally becomes
*e<EA> -  21 • i ( X - l . r A . R )  Y?<R) Y r< A ) I t a y7<A) -  Ry7(R>1 (B 1 2 )
la
Equations (B8) and <B12> are the final expressions which wa seek. Note 
that the generalisation of (B8) and (B12) to the cases where R(r»> is a 
linear combination of Slater orbitals is perfectly straightforward.
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In table Cl we list the symmetrised basis vectors Is) for the Csh symmetry 
group obtained from the Cartesian basis vectors lx).
APPENDIX C
Table Cl: symmetriied basis li) in terms of Cartesian basis lx)
IRR •
A* H <-bxi tayi -bxa-aya+xa-bx7+ay7-bx*-ay*+x*)//6
•a < axi+by i -axa+bya-ya +ax7 +by7-ax* +by*-y*)//6
!> < Si+*a+*a-*7-*•-a* )//6
S4 < bx« +ay4-xs+bx*-ay*)//3
1« (ax4-by4+y*-ax*-by*)//3
A" 1« <-bxi4ayi -bxa-aya +xa +bx7-ay7 +bx* +ay*-x*)//6
S7 < axi+byi-axa +bya-ya-ax7-by7 taxi-by* +y*)//6
1« < * t 4*a +*a+*7 +*• + n  ) //6
a* (*4+*(+**)//6
E' 110 <-XI♦2ay1+bxa +aya-xa-X7 +2ay7 +bx* +ay*-x*)//12
■11 (2axi +yi +aX2 -bya +ya +2ax7 +y74-ax*-by* +y* >//12
118 (2*i-*a-*a-2*7-*«-**)//l 2
•13 <-bxa-aya-xa-bx*-ay*-x* ) / 2
•14 (-axa+bya+ya-axe+bys+ya)/2
■1< (1 8 - S 3 >/2
11« (x«t2ay«+xs-by5 +ay*)//6
11 7 <-xs-by* +ay*)//2
11* (2ax4-y*-y* taxi+by*)//6
<y*+*x*+by*)//2
E" 120 <-xi+2ayi+bxa +aya-xa+X7-2ay7-bx*-ay* +x*)//12
*81 (2 axt4yi taxi-bya +ya-2ax7-y7-ax* +by*-y*)//1 2
188 < 2 *1 -sa-*a+2*7♦*•♦** >//l2
183 <-bx2 -aya-xa+bx*+ay*+x*)/2
184 <-axa+bya+ya+ax*-by*-y*)/2
18« <18-i>♦!•-!•)/*
18« <2*4-11-**)//6
187 <*«-*•)//2
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In tables C2 to C5 we give tha four blocks of tha transformed force matrix 
K', corresponding to the four Irreducible representations of Csh. Each 
element is multiplied by a factor k/M.
Table C2:
(for A' 1RREP)
Table C3:
(for A" IRREP)
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A P P E N D I X  D  
Wannltr Functions
In the Method of Stevens, extensive use is made of second quantization 
techniques, because they provide a useful bridge between the Slater det­
erminant formalism of the many-electron problem and the angular momentum 
formalism of the effective operator H«ff. In order to use the second quan­
tization techniques, one requires a complete, orthonormal set of basis 
functions. The second quantized operators are defined with reference to 
this set of basis functions. In a magnetic insulator one would expect that 
the basis functions should be well localized about the atomic sites in the 
lattice. Atomic functions will not do for this purpose, because they do 
not satisfy the completeness and orthonormality requirements. Instead, one 
can use Wannier functions. To begin, let us assume that the band structure 
of the crystal is known, so that we have a set of band wavefunctions:
*nk<r> = UnfcCr) exptik.rl <D1>
The Wannier functions are then constructed as follows [Harrison 19801:
Wn < r-r j > - N-* X  U„k<r> expCik.<r-rj>1 <D2>
s
In this expression k refers to the k-vectors belonging to the first Brill- 
ouin zone, and n is the band index. These Wannier functions may be shown 
to have the following properties:
1) The Wannier function W„<r-rj) is localized about the site rj 
in the lattice.
2) The Wannier function Wn(r-rj> is orthogonel to the Wannier 
function W«<r-ri>, if mi*n or j#i (or of course both).
The definition <D2> depends on the crystal lattice being periodic. If the 
lattice is not periodic, then one is faced with a much more complicated 
problem if one wants to define sets of localized functions centred on the 
lattice points. Such cases arise if, for Instance, the crystal is finite.
175-
or if It contains defacts. Attempts have been made to deal with these 
cases, the analogous functions being known as 'Generalized Wannier Func­
tions' [Kohn and Onffroy 19731.
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In this appendix we will tabulate the contributions which the individual 
terms in appendix A make to the coefficients A(j) and C(j>, when they are 
substituted into equations <6.19) and (6.20). From the approximations and 
assumptions which were made in chapter eight, we can immediately ignore 
all of the following terms from appendix A:
<8>,<10>t<14),<15>,<19>t<21>,<26>,(28>,<30),<32>,<34>,<36> 
<37>,<38),<40),<41>,<42),<48>,<50>,<52),<54),<56).<60>,<63) 
<65>,<67>,<71>.<73>,<74>.<75>.<77>,<78>,<79>.<81>,<83>.<84> 
(85),(87),(88>,(89),(91),(93),<94>-<97>,<99>,(101),<102>-(105) 
(46).(61),(69),(76)
The following tables contain the contributions of the terms which remain 
as functions of the normal coordinate index j. All values are in units of 
(e2/a0>a .<l/ao>3.
A P P E N D  I X  E
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Tabi* El (cent. > : contr but iorS (X 0-6) j—12 to 21
term J-1? J-13 J-14 J-15 J-16 J«17 j « i e 1*19 j-20 1*21
1 -2348 -2323 3057 3044 -10 -9 -3 -3 -2348 -2323
2 15 15 -18 -18 14 15 14 15 15 15
3 388 333 -583 -343 -12 26 13 4 388 333
4 105 105 -132 -132 -6 -5 -3 -3 105 104
5 -12 -11 4 3 2 2 0 0 -12 -11
6 -4 -4 -42 -42 -2 -2 -4 -4 -4 -4
7 -21 21 43 -43 0 0 0 0 -21 21
9 -705 -409 -448 -265 5 2 0 -2 -705 -409
11 2 -2 -3 3 0 0 0 0 2 -2
12 20 19 -26 -26 19 20 19 20 20 19
13 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
16 94 93 -118 - n e -6 -5 -4 -4 94 93
17 105 105 -132 -132 -6 -5 -3 -3 105 104
16 2 -2 -3 3 0 0 0 0 2 -2
20 -1 0 28 26 -1 -2 0 0 -1 0
22 -62 -62 80 80 -1 -1 -1 -1 -62 -62
23 -12 -11 18 12 0 -1 0 0 -12 -11
24 -2 -4 -1 1 0 -3 -1 1 -2 -4
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 -16 -16 20 20 -2 -2 0 0 -16 -16
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 4 4 -54 -54 4 4 0 0 4 4
33 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 2
35 28 36 16 -16 4 2 0 0 28 36
39 28 36 16 -16 4 2 0 0 26 36
43 89 88 -116 -116 3 3 1 1 89 88
44 1 1 -7 -7 1 1 1 1 1 1
45* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
47 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
49 72 70 -94 -94 -2 -2 0 0 72 70
51* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
53* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 67 65 -93 -80 -6 -4 -1 67 65
Some of the terms in these tables are marked with an asterisk <•>. It Is 
found that thesa terms do not make any real contribution to the A<J> or 
C(j> coefficients. However it is found that the contributions correspond­
ing to the degenerate normal coordinate pairs <j=8,9),<J*10,11 >,<J*12,13) 
<J*14,15),(j*16,17),<J*18,19),<j»20,21) are pure imaginary, and the contr­
ibution from one member of a pair is the complex conjugate of the other 
member. When added together, these contributions cancel one another, and 
thus A<j) and C<j) remain real numbers.
-1 8 0 -
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